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In this Issue
Can the majorityof peopleever be as comfortableusinga personalcomputer
as they are drivinga car? Most peoplewould say that the computerindustry
has a long way to go to achievethis goal. However,the subjectof the first
nine articlesin this issue-the HP NewWaveenvironment-is a truly giant
step in that direction.Insteadof seeingthe computeras a pile of hardware
supportingmultipleapplicationprogramsthat can be used to accomplish
complextasks if the user is knowledgeableenough,the NewWaveusersees
the computeras a single tool able to performmultiplecomplextasks. The
NewWaveuser interfaceis modeledon an ordinaryoffice, offeringa filing
cabinet,a wastebasket,a printer,and other common functions,along with an uncommonstaff
member,a softwarerobot called an "agent," which acts as a personalassistantfor the user. In
the NewWaveOffice,icons representingtasks performedby applicationprogramsare displayed
along with icons representingbasic officefunctions.Supportingthis user interfacebut unseenby
the useris an advancedarchitecturethat specifies how applicationsare designedfor the NewWave
environmentand how they are managed within it. Applications,tasks, and basic functionsare
treated as objects,and a transparentbut powerfulobject managementfacilityorchestratesthe
objects to accomplishwhat the user wants, switchingbetweenapplicationsas necessary.The
agent acts somewhatlike the macro facilitiesoffered by some applications,but it is much more
powerful because it can use many applicationsand data sources, interactingwith the object
managementfacilitythrougha NewWavearchitecturalcomponentcalledthe applicationprogram
interface.AnotherNewWavecomponentis an advancedhelp facility.When the user wants help,
it isn't necessaryto determinewhich applicationto ask; the user simply asks the computer.An
overviewof the HP NewWaveenvironmentis presentedin the articleon page6. Forthe conceptual
and object models behind the object-baseduser interface,see page 9. Conceptsand features
of the object managementfacilityand the NewWaveobject-basedfile system can be found in
the articleon page 17. For the designof the NewWaveOffice,see page 23. The technicaldetails
of the agent,the applicationprograminterface,and the agent commandlanguagecan be found
in the articleson pages 32 and 38, and the help facilityis describedin the articleon page 43.
For the NewWaveenvironmentto providethe hoped{or benefitsto the user, applicationprograms must be designedto work within it. Existingapplications,particularlythose writtenfor the
MicrosoftWindowsenvironmentuponwhichthe NewWaveenvironmentis based,can be "encapsulated"and gain some of the NewWavebenefits,but not all. How encapsulationworksis detailed
in the article on page 57. NewWave designers have also addressedthe question of how the
NewWavearchitecturecan aid in the developmentand deliveryof computer-basedtraining.This
is the subjectof the articleon page 48.
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software
software.Object-oriented
The NewWaveenvironmentis an exampleof object-oriented
methods,is becoming
languagesand development
whichincludesbothprogramming
technology,
more widelyacceptedfor softwaredevelopment.lt has provedto be bothproductiveand powerful,
and it offers usefulnew approachesto the problemsof code reuse and softwaremaintainability.
In the paper on page 87, Tom Kraemer gives us an introductionto object-orientedsoltware
technologyand an example of its use in the developmentof the HP VISTA softwarefor the HP
35655 Signal ProcessingSystem.
We first encounteredthe design story of the HP 9145A Quarter-lnchCartridgeTape Drive in
a paper presentedat the 1988 HP Software EngineeringProductivityConference.The paper
describedthe use of structuredsoftwaredesign methodsfor the tape drive'sreal{ime firmware.
The articleon page 79 is based on that paper.The hardwareside of the design story is told in
the articleon page 67. Achievingthe objectives--{oublingthe speed and cartridgecapacityof
an existing product-required a new tape cartridge with new media, tighter component and
assembly tolerances,and new manufacturingprocesses.An extensivereliabilityassessment
programverifiedthe new design and continuesto ensurethe drive's reliability(page 74).
R . P .D o l a n
Editor

Cover
The cover shows the displaysthat would appear when a NewWave Office user opens a file
performedin a typicaloffice
drawer,selectsa folder,and choosesa documentto edit---operations
environment.The exampleshows a complexdocument,that is, it containstext and graphics.The
NewWave user does not have to select an applicationand then the document,but only the
document.The NewWaveenvironmenthandlesassociatingthe documentwith the application.

What's Ahead
The October1989 issue marksthe Hewlett-PackardJournal'sfortiethanniversary.The first issue
was in September 1949. This is also HP's fiftieth anniversaryyear. To celebratethis double
anniversary,we'll have a specialarticlerecappingsome of the highlightsof those years for both
the company and the publication.We'll also present six papers from the 1988 HP Technical
Women's Conference,the first conferenceof its kind at HP. The papers address a variety of
hardware,software,and processmanagementtopics. Eight articleswill cover the hardwareand
firmwaredesignof the PerformanceSignalGeneratorfamily,consistingol the HP 8644A,86454,
and 86654 SynthesizedSignal Generators.A distinguishingfeature of these instrumentsis a
single phase-lockedloop design,in contrastto the multiple-loopdesignsformerlyused.
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An Overviewof the HP NewWave
Environment
TheNewWaveenvironment
allowsusersto concentrate
on
the taskand not the computersystem.For developersof
new applications,it providesthe facilitiesto integrate
applicationsinto the the NewWaveenvironment.
by lan J. Fuller
HE NEWWAVE ENVIRONMENT is a comprehensive
system developedby HP to provide a new level of
flexibility and easeof use in our businesssystems.
This article presents the history, the motivation, and an
overview of the featuresand major components of the NewWave environment. The other NewWave articles in this
issuediscussthe componentsof the NewWavearchitecture
in detail.
To understand the NewWave environment it is helpful
to review the background for HP's decision to invest in
this product. HP has been producing office systemssoftware since the late 1970s.Someearly products include the
Design SystemsGraphicspackage(DSG)and the HP Word
word processingpackage,both of which run on HP 3000
Computers. In personal computer software, the CP/Mobased HP 125 BusinessAssistant, which was releasedin
1982,had a number of businesssoftwaresolutions.including word processing,a spreadsheetapplication, and a presentation graphics package.
The release of HP DeskManagerfor HP 3000 Computers
in 1982 marked HP's first product that addressedthe need
for integrating these office systems software products. HP
DeskManager was originally designed as a simple electronic mail product,l allowing users to send and receive
messageseasily acrossa network of HP 3000 Computers.
It was very clear that our customers needed more than
electronic mail functions from HP DeskManager. They
needed to be able to composearbitrary packagesof information into messagesand to file those messagesfor later retrieval. The introduction of new software on the HP 3000
and on our personal computers meant that we neededto
integrate the products mentioned abovewith HP DeskManager.At the very least, users should be able to createand
read an HP Word document within the HP Deskmanager
environment without leaving the product. Over the years
HP has invested very heavily in HP DeskManager,evolving
it into a true integrated office system. It has a wide range
of features and acts as the center of our HP 3000-based
office solutionswith closelinks to the personalcomputer.
To enable users to connect their personal computersto
the HP 3000, HP developed the Personal Productivity
Centerrangeof products.For the HP 3000 Computer these
products include HP DeskManager, HP File/Library, HP
Schedule,and ResourceSharing.For PC userstheseproducts include softwarepackagesfor electronicmail, terminal

emulation, word processing, data management,spreadsheets,and graphics.
There are a number of architectural limitations in the
current products that prevented us from creating the truly
integrated and powerful system our customersneed. The
products that we have available were designed in different
HP divisions and by outside companiesto meet the needs
of their particular markets. This resulted in software applications that did not have the same basic architecture.
An investigation of potential solutions to the problem of
integrating our products began with the knowledge that
the solution developedmust havethe following fundamental characteristics:
r It must be practical. The solution must work well on
existing hardware and add value to existing software so
that customer investments are protected.
r It must be flexible and extendable. The software field is
expanding rapidly and opportunities will exist tomorrow that could not have been dreamed of when the system was designed.This includes portability acrossdifferent hardware platforms.
r It must allow for the efficient development of systems.
Software components must be available for reuse according to the maxim that if a function is used several times
in a system it should be provided as a system service
for use by all components.

Fig. 1. MicrosoftWindowsenvironment.MS Windowsenables
users to isolate applicationsfrom the detailsof the hardware
and provides a grcphical user interface and multitasking
under the MS-DOS opercting system.
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r It must have a sufficient advantageover existing systems
that customers and software developers will make the
investment necessaryto use the new system.
r It must allow us to build easy-to-learn and easy-to-use
software. Users do not want to spend weeks or months
learning to use software, and once they are proficient
with the software, they do not want to be hampered by
an inflexible system.
r It must be an open system.HP could not hope to offer
proprietarysolutions in all areas.Customerswould want
to take advantageof our architecture.Designingan open
systemfrom the start would allow many more solutions
than we alone could provide.
r It must run on existing hardware such as the HP Vectra
and the IBM PC/AT.
This is a formidable list of objectives.The NewWave
environment is designedto meet these objectives,and exceed them wherever possible.
Open and Extendable Architecture
The NewWave environment was originally designed as
a proprietary environment for the development of better
integrated office systems. However, as prototypes of the
system becameavailable and were demonstrated,it became
clear that the system had great appeal to a wider audience
than the internal HP community. Major accountsand independent software vendors (ISVs) all wanted to learn how
to write NewWave applications. They wanted to take advantage of our object-basedfile system and applications,
while addressing areas of the market that were their specialty.
We decided to open up the NewWave architecture. This
entailed:
r Ensuring that our interfaces were made general and
robust
r Providing documentation, training, and support suitable
for software developers
r Doing extensive testing of the programmatic interfaces
in different software and hardware environments.
The NewWave environment will be used by a wide variety of customers, all with different needs, and we know
that our customers developing applications to run in the
NewWave environment will expect us to keep up with new
technologies.
Based on the Microsoft@Windows interface (seeFig. 1),
the NewWave environment is well positioned for IBM's
OS/2 operating system and the Presentation Manager system from IBM and Microsoft. We are also working on implementing the NewWave environment under the HP-UX
operating system. Thus, the NewWave environment provides software developers with the advantageof a system
that is portable across a range of platforms.
The NewWave environment is extendable to incorporate
new software techniques. For example, the agent facility,
which is a major component in the NewWave architecture,
is designed to include the functionality and power of artificial intelligence. Future applications, such as natural language systems, can be integrated with NewWave applications that use the agent facility without any impact on the
application.

The System Approach
From the beginning the NewWave environment has been
designed as an integrated software system. This is in contrast to previous systems,which were designed piecemeal,
with integration added later. The major components of the
NewWave architecture are shown in Fig. 2. Taken together,
these components offer software developers and users a
number of benefits,including:
Consistency.NewWave applications have a consistent
user interface,basedupon Microsoft Windows. HP provides user interfacerules that are an extensionof those
provided by Microsoft to ensurethat NewWave applications have a common look and feel. Common data formats adopted by NewWave applications ensurethat information generated in one area can be understood in
another, even if it is on a different machine in another
location.
Automation and Training. The agent facility provides
task automation acrossall applications in the NewWave
environment. The agent can be thought of as a personal
assistant that can perform tasks on behalf of the user.
Computer-based training (CBT) is implemented in the
NewWave environment using the facilities provided by
the agent.The NewWave environment provides the tools
for developers to use the agent and to build CBT into

Flg.2. The NewWave environment. The NewWave environment is built on the industry-standardIBM PCIATcompatible
platform. /t uses MS Windowsto obtain a graphical user interface conslstentwith the OSl2 operating systemand the forthcoming PresentationManager system from IBM and Microsoft. The object management facility (OMF) provides the object-oriented capability of the NewWave environment, and
allows any kind of data to be treated as an object and represented on the screen as an icon (e.g , text, graphics,
spreadsheet,image,voice, etc.). OMF alsoprovides application and data binding, information links, and instantintegration. The application program intertace (API) provides a set
of systemwide servlces for applicationsin the NewWaveenvironment. Ihese servlces include task automation,context
senslflve help, and computer-based training (CBT).
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their products. The agent is described in the articles:
"An Extensible Agent Task Language" and "Agents and
the HP NewWave Application Program Interface" on
pages 38 and 32 respectively, and computer-based training is discussed in the article "NewWave ComputerBased Training Development Facility" on page 48.
Developer Productivity.
The NewWave environment
handles many of the tasks that developers would have
to design and implement individually if they were writing applications outside of the NewWave environment.
An example of this is the NewWave help facility. NewWave help is available to all NewWave applications and
provides a powerful context sensitive help capability in
all areas of the system. The help facility is described in
the article "The HP NewWave Environment Help Facility" on page 43.
Integration. The NewWave object management facility
(OMF) provides standardized data object management
for all NewWave applications. The OMF includes
facilities to define and install specific classes of objects,
such as text, graphics, image, or voice, and the links
between them. For example, a text object can incorporate
an arbitrary number of other objects to produce a compound document. The OMF manages the links so that
the object can be manipulated as a whole when it is
copied, deleted, or mailed over the network. The OMF
also supports data-passing links so that, for example, a
spreadsheet object can obtain data from a data base and
in turn link that data into a document or a line chart.
These facilities are all supported at the system level and
thus are available to all NewWave applications. The
OMF is described in the article "The NewWave Object
Management Facility" on page 17.
Ease of Learning. A major objective of the NewWave
environment is to ensure that if users learn a technique
in one area, they will be able to apply the same techniques in another area, even if the application is not
supplied by HP. The computer-based training tools are
available to all developers so that they can build these
powerful learning aids into their products.
Ease of Use. The NewWave environment is designed to
be substantially easier to use than previous systems. We
selected an interface based upon direct manipulation of
icons that represent NewWave objects (e.g., file drawers,
folders, printers, etc.). From the user's perspective the
NewWave Office window provides an easy-to-use facility for organizing, filing, retrieving, and deleting objects
as necessary. The NewWave Office is the primary interface between the user and the NewWave environment.
and it is the first display seen by the user when the
environment is loaded. The NewWave Office allows
users to focus on the tasks that they need to perform
rather than the tools they use. See the article "The NewWave Office" on page 23 for more details.
Integration with MS-DOS Applications. The NewWave
environment offers a set of facilities that enable MS-DOS
applications to be used within the system. At the
simplest level users can access non-NewWave applications from the NewWave Office window and return to
the NewWave Office when they have completed their
task. The data from non-NewWave programs can also
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appear as objects in the OMF. HP provides facilities to
encapsulate non-NewWave applications within a shell
that allows them to share some of the NewWave environment advantages such as data linking and background
printing. Integration with MS-DOS applications is described in the article "Encapsulation of Applications in
the NewWave Environment" on page 57.

SupportedHardwarePlatforms
The initial releaseof the HP NewWaveenvironmentis
personal
designedto run on any Intel 80286or 80386-based
computer that supports Microsoft Windows. The primary
platform is the HP Vectra range of personal computers.
However, the NewWave environment is also supported on
the IBM PC/AT and IBM OS/2 series and HP Vectra PC
compatibles. The NewWave environment supports all
hardware peripherals supported by Microsoft Windows,
including HP LaserJetprinters, HP plotters, and the HP
ScanJetimage scanner.
HP has developed an expanded memory card2 for the
HP Vectra ES Personal Computer that delivers substantial
performanceimprovementswithout compromisingthe industry-standard compatibility of the software using it. One
of the objectives of this card is to enhance the performance
of applicationsusing Microsoft Windows, such asthe NewWave environment.
The NewWave environment connects to networks using
the HP AdvanceNet data communications software and
hardware. Users have the choice of serial or HP ThinLAN
or StarLAN connections to a local area network that may
include other personal computers and an HP 3000 Computer system. Software developerscan build distributed
applications using the networking tools that HP provides,
such as NetIPC interprocess communication software, the
Cooperative Services library, and Resource Sharing.
Conclusion
The HP NewWave environment is an important step for
HP in its strategy of giving computer users a powerful software environment that allows them easier accessto in-formation wherever it is stored on the computer network. For
the first time we are able to produce a system built on a
common architecture,ratherthan a collection of individual
products. The NewWave environment that is available
today is the beginning of a trend in software system design
that will eventually give the benefits of NewWave to the
entire spectrum of information workers.
Reference
1. I. J.Fuller,"ElectronicMail for the InteractiveOffice,"Hewlett
Pockord/ournol,Vol. 34,no. 2, February1983.
2. G.W. Lum, et al, "ExpandedMemory for the HP VectraES
Personal Computer,"
pp. 57-63.
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An Object-BasedUser lnterfacefor the
HP NewWaveEnvironment
TheNewWaveenvironmentisdesignedto allowusersfo
this,
focuson theirtasksandnotthetools.Toaccomplish
presenls
with
a
users
NewWave
environment
the
built
basedonanofficemetaphorthatis
conceptualmodel
on an object-basedarchitecture.
by PeterS. Showman
KEY ELEMENT OF THE HP NEWWAVE ENVIRONMENT is the combination of a system conceptual
model, which defines the user's perception of how
the systemworks, and an object model, which definesthe
architectureof the system.This article describesthe NewWave conceptual model and object model by presenting
examplesbasedon an office metaphor.
Matching Computers to People
As the use of personalcomputersin businesshasbecome
more and more widespread, two conflicting trends have
emerged.The complexity of the systemsand applications
has increaseddramatically. Computers are being applied
to more complex and more stronglyinterrelatedtasks,often
requiring the use of several interacting application programsand data from severalsources.At the sametime, the
need for simple operation is critical. The typical PC user
is no longer a computer hobbyist. Most users are busy
enough maintaining expertise in their own areas without
having to be computer experts as well. Softwaremust be
easy to learn and easy to use for first-time or occasional
users without sacrificing flexibility and effectiveness for
more experiencedusers.The conflict betweenthe need for

simple operation and the increasing functional complexity
leads not only to less user satisfaction, but also to decreased
productivity and increased training costs.
A simple and consistent user interface has been a longstanding goal of many HP products, including such commercial and office products as the HP Touchscreen Computer,l HP DeskManager,2 and the HP 250 Computer,3 along
with numerous earlier systems (e.g., reference 4). Application of human factors principles and ever-improving
hardware have allowed designers to build interactive and
responsive application programs. Such software keeps the
user informed about the state of the software and the data,
and reduces the prior knowledge required to operate it.
Techniques that were once seen only on expensive workstations are now commonplace in personal computers.
However, in spite of clear progress, a number of obstacles
remain for the users.

Where We Are Today
Today's office automationsoftwareis almost exclusively
function-oriented.Most of the user'swork is done in terms
of the functions incorporated in the application programs
the systemprovides.The first decision the user must make

A Compound Document

Fig. 1. A complex object and its
components. Each of the component objects has associated with
it an application and a data segment containing the data it is currently managing.
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is, "Which application should I run?" Only afterthe application has been selectedcan the user indicate which data
should be used, typically by rememberingand typing in
rather cryptic file names. If that data is not of the correct
type for the application,the useris given an errormessage.
Transferring data between systemsor among the applications within each system is a significant and yet difficult
part of many common tasks. Often such data transfersmust
be done manually on a trial-and-errorbasis-even for repetitive transfers. Where applications allow several data
files to be tied together, the result still must be maintained
manually (e.g.,when copying compound items such astext
and graphics,or sending them via electronicmail). Unless
the user is very careful and understandsthe systemwell,
it is easy for a mailed document to lose its figures accidentally, or for a spreadsheetthat consolidatesthe results of other
spreadsheetsto becomeseparatedfrom its components.
There are other annoyances as well. Many users must
juggle several tasks at once, often changing from one to
another as interruptions occur in the workplace. This is
often difficult becauseMS-DOS@,the most common operating system for personal computer systems,restricts the user
to operating one application program at a time. Exiting one
progtam to run another is time-consuming, and the problem
of remembering and restoring the context on returning is
typically left to the user. Although many application programs have independently developed workable user interfaces,until recently there has not been much standardization across applications within this environment. Thus,
users must learn and remember how to direct each application to perform its various functions, and often operations common to several applications are handled differently by each.
The net effect is that in the course of accomplishing the
real task at hand, the user must also solve someadditional
problems introduced by the system: determining which of
the available programs is appropriate for each step, remembering the names of the files that contain the data, and
managing the movement of data between the programs.
These problems have little to do with what the user really
wants to accomplish-they are just extra things to wony
about.
Tasks, not Tools
The NewWave environment is designed to addressmany
of these problems. At the visual and operational level, it
strongly encourages the basics of good software design,
such as a consistentand logical user interface,the use of
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you getJdisplays, and
direct-manipulationinteraction.Many of thesecharacteristics are based on the features of Microsoft Windows. on
which the current NewWave environment is built. The
NewWave environment also inherits two very impodant
features of Microsoft Windows: multitasking to allow more
than one application programto be active simultaneously,
and window managementfacilities so the user can switch
among applications.
The NewWave environment takes a step beyond the features of Microsoft Windows by providing an architecture
for managing data and applications and a consistent conceptual model to help the user understand the system.
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Whereas most systems today are function-oriented, the
NewWave environment is information-oriented. With the
NewWave environment the user can operate in terms of
the information stored in the system, and instead of deciding which application to run, the user's first decision becomes "Which information do I want to work with?" The
system will automatically pick the application that is
appropriate for working with that kind of information.
A phrase we have used to capture the overall goal of the
NewWave evironment is "tasks, not tools. " By this we mean
that users should be able to focus primarily on what they
want to accomplish (their tasks),and not have to spend so
much mental energy on the mechanics of how to do it (the
software tools). Put another way, the computer should be
part of the solution, not part of the problem.
The underlying NewWave architecture provides other
benefits as well. Some of these,such as the task automation
provided by the agent facility and the comprehensive help
facility, are also directly beneficial to the user. Other
characteristics,such as the ability of one application to use
features of another, are primarily visible to application designers. However, they often benefit the user in the end.
Several of these aspectsof the NewWave environment are
the subjects of other articles in this issue. Here, we will
focus on how data and application programs are managed
in the NewWave environment. and how these and other
features of the system are presented to and managed by
the user. In sum, these NewWave characteristicsconstitute
a significant step forward in reducing the complexity from
the user's viewpoint while simultaneouslyproviding:
r An information-oriented user interface that makes the

Fig.2. Simple linksare parent-child relationshipsthat attach
the child to the parent with minimal obligations on the child.
Visual linksare used when a parent obiect requires the child
object to display itself within the parent's window and pilnt
itse//as the parent is printed. Data passing linksrequire data
transfer betvveenthe linked objects. Visualand data passing
links are also called views in OMF terminology.

process of running an application transparent.
r Information storage and retrieval that allow the workstation user to label, store, find, and manage information
conveniently.
I Automated data integration among independent applications, including multimedia compound documents (e.g.,
documents that contain text and other data types such
as graphics).
I Simple data interchange between systems, including exchange of integrated data items between work groups
connected by networks and electronic mail.

ConceptualModels
A key considerationthroughout the NewWave development was how to presentthe systemfeaturesso they would
be easy to understand and remember.As users explore a
system,they develop mental imagesor models of how the
systemworks. As a simple example,a new userwill quickly
observe that when the mouse is moved on the table, a
cursor on the screen moves correspondingly.Consistent,
logical behavior helps the user build the correctmodel and
then reinforcesit, making it easyfor the userto predict what
will happen in other similar circumstances.However,even
the slightest inconsistentbehavior of the system tends to
break down the models the user has constructed, often
Ieading to frustration and confusion.
To achievethis consistency,there should be a cohesive
conceptual model of how things work. This model must
be understoodby the developersand presentedclearly and
consistentlyto the users.If there is a close enough match,
patterning portions of a system's behavior after the real
world by using visual and operationalmetaphorscan help
the behavior seem logical, or at least familiar-and hence
more rememberable.
AIso, the apparent complexity of the system is directly
related to the number of different concepts and rules
neededto describehow things work. Thus, consistencyis
important not only in doing the samethings the sameway
within the user interface, but also in treating similar things
similarly in the fundamental behavior of the components
of the system.As will be seen,an object managementarchitecture,togetherwith an object-orienteduser interface,
was chosenasthe bestway to provide a consistentapproach
to information management.
The Object Model
To show how an objectmodel addressestheseproblems,
we should first describea few key characteristicsof software objects.In general,a softwareobject is a set of data,
plus the softwarerequired to managethe data and provide
accessto it. An object can be small, such as a word or a
number, in which casethe associatedsoftwareis relatively
simple, or it can be more complex, such as an entire document (seeFig. 1). NewWave objectsare typically complex,
correspondingto the kinds of data ordinarily associated
with traditional office application programs: complete
documents, spreadsheets,charts, drawings, and so on. In
essence,the software associated with a NewWave object
is an application program correspondingto typical office
applications.However, there are some key differencesbetween the way ordinary application programs and objects

behave.
The most noticeablecharacteristicof an ob;'ectis that a
user never needsto know what prog.ramactually manages
the object. The user just asks to perform some operation
on an object, such as to see it, edit it, or print it, by using
standard commands. The object management facility
(OMF), which keepstrack of all NewWave objects,knows
which application softwareis appropriate,and runs it automatically behind the scenesto do the work. This provides
the information orientation needed to remove the extra
step of selectingand running the correct application. The
OMF is described in the article "The NewWave Object
ManagementFacility" on page 1.7.
Another key characteristic,not visible to the user, is that
processesbehind eachobjectare designedto communicate
A stanwith eachother by sendingand receivingmessages.
dard messageprotocol allows one objectto negotiatewith
another objectto find out what operationsthe other object
supports (e.g.,displaying, printing, or user editing), and
also to requestthe object to perform any of the operations
that it supports. This combination of negotiation plus action lets objectsinteract flexibly with each other in meaningful ways, providing an underlying mechanism for automated data integration in the NewWave environment. In
particular, it lets one objectsend information to or perform
services for another object even though the objects may
have been designedwithout knowledge of each other. For
example,a chart object can get the data to be plotted from
a spreadsheetobject, or a document can ask a graphics
object to display or print an illustration on its behalf. As
will be seen,the user doesseethis communicationflexibility indirectly, in that objects can easily be connected in
various combinations.
Linking the Obiects
As noted above, the ability of objects to communicate
with each other, requesting and providing services and
information, provides a key form of data integration in the
NewWave environment. But to communicate,the objects
must somehowbe connectedto eachother. To take advantage of the flexibility of the object model, the user should
be able to managethese connectionseasily among objects
that are ordinarily independent.In the NewWave environment, these connectionsare accomplishedby establishing
persistent links between objects.The links are persistent
in that they remain until explicitly broken, and like the
object-to-applicationlinkages,they also are maintained by
the OMF.

Fig. 3. Categories of objects in the NewWave environment,
with examples.
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Although there are a number of ways links could be
managed, a hierarchical structure of linked objects is used
as the starting point for the NewWave environment. The
NewWave Office, which is a special application that provides access to the features of the NewWave environment,
forms the top of the hierarchy, with other objects descending from it (see Fig. 2J. Within a pair of linked objects, the
one that is closer to the top of the hierarchy is called the
porent and the lower one is the child. In general, the set
of all the objects below a given object might be called its
descendants. The only structural restriction imposed by
the OMF is that there can be no loops, in the sense that no
object can be its own descendant.
Links between objects may be used simply to keep the
objects together; these are called simple links. Links can
also be used to let the child object provide data or services
to the parent object; these are called doto links. Because a
data link in effect allows the parent to view a portion of
the child object, data links are also sometimes called views.
These provide for automatic updating of one object by
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The Office Metaphor
Rather than requiring users to manipulate links directly,
which would have required us to display hierarchy diagrams such as that shown in Fig. 2, the NewWave Office
provides an office metaphor for managing and using objects. This metaphor is built around a containment model.
In this model, an object is connected to its parent, and thus
placed in the hierarchy, by putting it inside the parent
object. To exist, an object must be attached to a parent-or
in terms of the containment model, must be inside something. The visual presentation reinforces this containment
model. For example, a folder window contains and displays
icons that represent the objects contained in the folder,
and a \AIYSIWYG document contains visual representations
of the contained figures.
Objects in the NewWave Office fall into two primary
categories: tools and user objects (see Fig. 3). Sometimes
the latter are simply called objects. Note that the tools in
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Fig. 4. File system in the NewWave environment. (a) The file
drawercontainsthe folder "Monthly
Reports," whose contentscan be
displayed by opening it. (b) The
folder "Monthly Reports" contains
the rcpoft of interest. Note that
icons are used to represent objects within the file system.

Fig. 3 are singular becausethey are permanentparts of the
systemthat cannot be duplicated, mailed, or destroyedby
the user. However, they can be added or removed as part
of systeminstallation and maintenance,and it is sometimes
possibleto install two similar tools (e.g.,two printers).User
obiects,on the other hand, can be freely created,copied,
mailed and destroyed.The subcategoriesshown in Fig. 3
are less well-defined than the major categories,but still
prove usefulfor classifyingsimilar obiects'characteristics.
Simple Tools and Simple Data Obiects. Objects that nominally cannotcontainother objectsfall into thesecategories.
However, some of the tools shown as simple can in fact
hold objectstemporarily while processingthem (e.g.,the
printer object temporarily holds objects being formatted
for printing).
Container Obiects. The primary purpose of containers is
to hold objectswithout actively using them. Since containers make no demands on their contents,they usually can
contain any sort of user object.For example,the file drawer
can contain folders, and folders can contain documents,
but neither containerdoesanything with its respectivecontents. But again there are exceptions;the in tray can only
contain envelopes,and the wastebasketactson its contents
by destroyingthem when the user empties it.
Compound Data Obiects.These are user objects that generally have data of their own, but can also contain other
objects for specific purposes, usually to supply data or
provide display services.Becausethey do place particular
demandson their containedobjects,only certain combinations are meaningful and are allowed (e.g., a document
containing a spreadsheetis a valid combination, but a
spreadsheetcontaining a document is probably invalid).
Becausethe objectscan negotiatewith eachother, the user
can be told immediately if an improper combination is
proposed.
Examples
Let's consider three examples that illustrate the implementation of the hierarchical objectmodel and the containment model in the NewWave environment.The examples illustrate information storage and two kinds of data
integration. Although in other systems these situations
have typically each been handled differently, they all fit
well into the hierarchical object model by using links in
three different ways. This common underlying implementation makes it easyto provide a consistentuser interface
and conceptual model.
Example 1
In a single-user workstation a hierarchical filing system
is a direct and natural way for the user to store things. The
obvious metaphor is a file drawer containing several hanging folders,eachpossibly containing other folders and various data items. This can be representeddirectly by the
hierarchical object structure, in which data objects are
linked to (containedby) folder objects,which are linked
(possiblythrough other folders)to the file drawer. Because
no information passesbetween these objects,they can be
connectedby simple links. And becausethe folder displays
no datafrom the containedobjects,an objectwithin a folder
can be representedsimply as an icon or a line of text, as

in the NewWave Office (SeeFig. ).
From any level, the user can manipulate a lower-level
child object as a whole entity by manipulating the icon.
Items can be moved from one folder to another, or out of
the file drawer entirely, by moving the correspondingicon
from one window to another. The user simply points at
the icon using the mouse, pressesa mouse button to pick
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up the icon, drags it to the new location, and releases the
mouse button to let go. The OMF maintains the relationships between the file drawer, folders, and other objects
contained in them based on changes made by the user. All
the user needs to worry about is where the icons that represent the objects are displayed.
The user can also choose to open a contained object to
operate on it in detail, by pointing at the icon and doubleclicking (pressing the mouse button twice) as shown in
Fig. . The OMF instructs the application program associated with the object to run, and provides the name of
the data file. The application program then creates a new
window and displays the contents of the open object for
the user to manipulate as desired (see Fig. 5). The represen-
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tation in the parent object is greyed to show it is open.
When the user has finished, the window is closed, and the
object is once again shown only in its parent folder.

Example2
A compound document also provides a natural hierarchy
in which the objects corresponding to the illustrations and
tables contained by the document are all attached to it by
a type of data link (view) called a visuol .link. These contained child objects are in fact responsible for displaying
and printing the information contained in the corresponding illustrations and tables. Therefore, as in the first example, because the child object is linked to its or,vn software,
the user can double-click on the illustration to open the
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figure object within a document
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page 15.
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have two spreadsheets linked together and passing data to
a third, the consolidation sheet (see Fig. 7). This third
spreadsheet combines the data, and is in turn linked into
a chart, which displays some values from the consolidation
spreadsheet graphically. Again, this can be described as a
hierarchical set of linked objects. Here, in contrast to the
document situation described in example 2, the child objects actually pass data to the parent objects for further
processing through a data passing link. The parent may
use the data, which consists of numerical values in this
example, in calculations or for plotting the chart. And the
same access benefits apply here as well-the user can open
the child from the parent, make changes to it, and have
the changes reflected automatically back in the parent. Be-

corresponding child object, thus running the associated
application, and make changes to the illustration using the
application's user interface. This is illustrated in Fig. 6
using two of the sample applications provided to NewWave
developers, Layout and HP Shape. When the user closes
the child object, the application associated with the child
first updates the representation in the parent document
automatically.

Example3
In addition to being used to provide a service as in example 2, a data link can also allow data to be passed from
one object to another for further processing. We call this a
doto possing link. A typical data passing scenario might
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cause the user starts from the initial representation of the
data in the parent, it may not even seem like data transfer
at all, but just the natural consequenceof changing something and seeingthe result.
In all these cases,objectscan activatetheir applications
automatically and perform standardservices.Thus, the application (object) receiving the information-for example,
the charting application-does not need to know anything
specific about the other application program, or the file
format it uses, or even the name of the file where the data
is stored.Instead,it simply usesthe appropriatestandardized data interchange protocol. The immediate benefit to
the user is that many more combinationsof objectscan be
linked this way than would be possible in a traditional filebasedscheme.
Becausethe links are persistent, the user never needs to
worry about whether the components of the compound
objects will be there. The OMF ensures that each one will
continue to exist and be accessibleas long as some parent
object has a link to it. And becausethe links are managed
centrally by the OMF, the user can copy the entire structure
or mail it to another workstation simply by copying or
mailing the top-level object, which contains all the others.
The OMF, together with the objects themselves,ensures
that each component is copied and placed in its proper
place in the new object.

Flg.7. Two spreadsheets are passing data to a third, and
the third, a consolidationsheet, is passlng data to a charting
program that displays the data graphically. Ihese obJects
are linked together by the OMF using data passlng /lnks.
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Fig. 8. Ihe spreadsheet ls shared between the document
and the chart, ensuring that both show consislent data. All
the objects are also shared into the folder "Project" to allow
dlrect access to each.

SharingObjects
In oneimportantrespectthe NewWaveenvironmentextends beyond the capabilitiesimplied by the containment
model. A single objectin the real world can only be in one
place at a time. If a user wishes to use the same figure in
two related documents,or to file a document under multiple categoriesin a file drawer, multiple copies of the item
must be used. In the NewWave environment,an objectcan
be linked to more than one parent object-or in the NewWave containmentmodel, it can be containedin more than
one place at a time. The user can control this by using the
NewWave sharecommand. On the surface shareworks like
the Microsoft Windows copycommand,in that the user sees
the same data in the new location as in the old. The share
command differs in that there is actually only one copy of
the data. When changes are made to a shared object, the
changesshow up in all the locations that sharethe object.
For example, the user may have a spreadsheetwhose data
is used to createa chart, and which is also displayed directly in a document along with the chart (document in
Fig. Bl. The user can also sharethe items into a folder, for
example to allow direct accessto the spreadsheetwithout
going through the chart (folder in Fig. 8). Any changeto
the spreadsheet,
no matter how it is accessed,
will automatically be reflected in the chart and the document. This
greatly enhancesthe user's flexibility in managing the objectsand their connections.
User Interface Specafications
As noted earlier, the NewWave environment is designed
to work within the Microsoft Windows environment. In
addition to the architectural support features already mentioned, Microsoft Windows defines a user interface style,
described in an application designer's style guide. This
style guide sets the standards for using many of Microsoft
Windows' features,such as menus, dialog boxes, and the
data transfer clipboard.
The NewWave user interface specifications, described

for software developers in the NewWove User Interface
Design Rules document, were developed as consistent extensions to this basic definition. The share command described above is an example because it has many characteristics in common with the existing copy command, and
it is presented to the user in the same way. Other areas in
which the Microsoft Windows style guide was extended
include a more fully specified set of editing and cursormotion commands, a more comprehensive specification
for dialog box use, and the requirement that applications
provide user help in a consistent way.
In a few areas there are conflicts, and the NewWave and
Microsoft Windows standards differ. The use of an object
model rather than the traditional applications and files
model led to most of these differences. But the result is a
standard that recognizes that users may need to use nonNewWave applications under Microsoft Windows concurrently with using the NewWave environment. The standard
attempts to minimize the differences.

interface more regular. Together with a consistent set of
user interfacedesignrules, thesefeaturestruly allow NewWave users to focus on their own tasks,rather than being
distractedby system-imposedstumbling blocks.
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TheNewWaveObjectManagement
Facility
An object-basedfile systemis fhe foundationof the
Thispaperdescribestheconcepts
NewWaveenvironment.
and featuresof this sysfem.
by John A. Dysart
HE NEWWAVE OBJECTMANAGEMENT FACILITY
(OMF) providesthe HP NewWaveenvironmentwith
a sophisticatedobject-basedfile system.The objectivesfor OMF canbe translatedinto the following features:
I Focuson tasks.Our initial designsof a user interfacefor
the NewWave environment clearly indicated that an object model could help solve many problems. An object
model allows a user to spend more time thinking about
the taskto be doneand lessabouthow to getthe computer
to do it. The OMF helps by providing a file system for
storing objects.
Compound multimedia objects. The OMF is needed to
keep track of all the relationships between objects. This
knowledge can be used to manage compound objects as
an integrated whole.
Data sharing. OMF supports automatic data transfer so

that new data can be entered in one place and then
propagatedto all the other places it is used.
Code sharing. OMF helps the application designer by
making it easier to write and use reusable code. The
NewWave environment usesthis ability to provide many
system servicesthat can be plugged into applications.
Evolution versus revolution. Use of the OMF does not
require developingapplicationsin a completelydifferent
way. Current development languagesand tools can be
used. OMF also runs on the current generation of
hardware and software platforms. Most important, the
basic OMF featuresscalevery well into the more sophisticated developmentenvironmentsthat may exist in the
future.
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among a number of internal subdirectories that are created
and maintained for this purpose.
All NewWave files, data and executables,are kept in
Objectsand Classes
MS-DOS
directories separatefrom the user's other files.
A NewWaveuser usesobjectsfor the storageof data.
Examplesof objectsincludefolders,documents,spread- This allows the same storagevolume to be used for other
sheets,and charts.Eachobiectis a set of datafiles joined purposes,and makes it easierto archive and restore the
with an applicationprogramthat is capableof processing NewWave portion of the file system.

OMF Concepts

thosefiles.Many differentobjectswith differentdatafiles
can be bound to the same application program. Objects
that share an application program in this way are of the
same class (see Fig. r).
New classes are installed into the OMF with an installation script that is written by the application developer.
This script contains all the information the OMF needs\to
create and use objects of the new class. A user only needs
to know the name of the script file, and the rest of the
process is automatic.
There are two basic kinds of objects: global and user.
Global objects are used to represent fixed entities in the
system, such as a printer or wastebasket. Global objects
are installed with the system and cannot be copied or destroyed by the user. Global objects can be referenced by
any object in the system, and are often used to provide
some common service to the other objects. Global objects
that are visible to the user are called tools. User objects are
objects created by the user to organize and contain data.
User objects can be copied, moved, and destroyed by the
user.
Some object-based systems allow objects to be used at a
very fine level of granularity-for
example, a separate object for each character of a document. In the OMF design,
we took a more pragmatic approach and decided that objects should be used to represent larger entities, such as
whole charts and reports. This approach allows applications to be programmed more conventionally, and is less
demanding of hardware and software resources. OMF provides a very rich integration between these larger objects.
The data files associated with an object are just ordinary
files in the MS-DOS@ file system. The names of these files
are generated automatically by the OMF and are not entered
by or displayed to the user at any time. To optimize performance, the OMF automaticallv distributes the data files
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Properties
Propertiesare chunks of data used to store descriptive
information about objects and classes-for instance, the
name of a class of objects,or the last time an object was
modified. Fig. 2 illustrates some typical object and class
properties.
Each objecthas a list of propertiesassociatedwith it. An
application can read or write the data associatedwith a
property by specifyingthe objectand the name of the property. There is also a property list associatedwith each installed class. The properties in a class property list are
common to all oblects of that class.
Property names can either be strings,such as MyProperty,
or numbers. Numeric names offer the advantage of being
more efficient to accessand store.
A number of properties, such as the object title, have
been standardizedso that they can be used by all applications. Some of these standardproperties are listed below.
The OMF alsoallows application developersto define their
own private properties.
PROP_TITLE
PROP-LASTWRITER
PROP_COMMENTS PROP_MODIFIED
PROP_CREATOB PROP-CLASSNAME
PROP_CREATED PROP-TEXTID
Links
A key feature of the OMF is the ability to link objects
together into compound objects. A link is a directional
relationship from one object (called the parent) to another
object(calledthe child). All objectshaveat leastone parent,
and can have any number of children. The one restriction
is that the OMF will not allow an objectto becomeits own
descendant.
There are two kinds of links: simple and data. Simple
links are usually used to support containment.For example, a folder object has a simple link to each object that it
contains.Simple links areusedto implement a hierarchical
filing system,with the additional capability of supporting
shared objects.Thus a single object can be contained in
any number offolders, and be equally accessiblefrom each.
For example,a spreadsheetnamed "WesternDivision Sales
Data" could be filed in a folder named "WesternData" and
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Properties
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Fig. 1. Oblects and c/asses.
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Fig.2. Properties.
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also in another folder named "Sales Data."
Data links, which are also called views, are a more sophisticated kind of link. Data links are just like simple links
except that the child object can automatically transfer data
to the parent object each time new data is available. If a
view is simply displayed as an illustration in the parent
object, the view is a visual view. For example, figures in
a word processing object would be included using visual
views. In a visual view, the parent does not get data from
the child and then execute its own code to display the
object, but simply tells the child to display the requested
portion of the display. Alternatively, if data values are
passed through the view, it is called a data passing view.
For example, when a spreadsheet object gets data from
another spreadsheetit is using a data passing view. Views
are described in more detail later in this article.
Since the OMF knows about all the links in the system,
it can manipulate a compound object as a whole when it
is copied, mailed, or destroyed. Users do not need to remember and manipulate each component of the object
separately.
Each link has a reference name that is a number assigned
by the parent object to the link to identify a particular
child. Parent objects use these reference names in their
own data files to refer to their children. The reason for this
is apparent when you consider what happens when a compound object is copied. By default, when a parent object
is copied, the descendants of the parent object are copied
as well (see Fig. 3). The copy of the parent object will
expect to use the same reference name to refer to the copy
of the child object that the original parent used to refer to
the original child. Reference names provide the indirection
necessary to make this possible. It is possible to override
this default behavior when parent objects are copied. If a
child object has a property named PRoP_PUBL|C,
when one
of its parents is copied, the copy of the parent will be given
a link to the public child, rather than to a copy of the child
(see Fig. a).
Messages and Methods
The OMF allows obiects to communicate with each other
using messages.For example, parent objects use messages
to cause their children to display or provide data. Most
messages are defined to work with any kind of object, so
applications are isolated from having to know exactly the
kind of object receiving the message.This allows new kinds
of objects to be integrated into the system without having

to modify any existing applications.
The code that an object executes when it receives a message is called a method. Saying that an object supports the
X method simply means that it has code to process the X
message. Sending a message to an object is similar to directly calling the method code. The distinction is that the
message is generic; it can be sent to any kind of object
without changing the code in the sending application. But
the actual code executed when the message is sent is different depending on what kind of object receives the message.
For example, when a message to print is sent to a word
processing object the word processor code for printing a
document is executed. And if that very same message is
sent to a spreadsheet object, the spreadsheet application
code for printing a spreadsheet is. executed.
Applications send messagesby calling the function OMF_
Send.The sender specifies the reference name of the destination object, the message type, and any additional parameters the message may have. The OMF directs the message
to the appropriate object, which receives the message as a
Microsoft@ Windows message. The receiver performs the
requested function and returns a status value. The OMF
then returns this status value as the return value of OMF_
Send.This process makes messages synchronous, meaning
that the sender does not proceed until the destination has
processed the request (see Fig. 5).
Life Cycle of An Obiect
There are six stages in the life of an object. Fig. 6 shows
how an object moves between these stages in its life cycle.
The stagesare:
r Creation. Objects are often created by copying a template
object of the desired type. Objects are also created when
they are received as data in an electronic mail message,
or when a temporary object is created to perform some
task. The obiect that calls the OMF to create the new
object becomes that object's parent.
r Activation. An object is activated whenever some other
object tells the OMF that it wants to send a message to
it. The OMF starts a new process running the object's
application, and passes to it the names of the object's
data files. While active, an object generally is in a loop,
receiving and processing messages sent from Microsoft
Windows, the OMF, other obiects. and other sources.
r Opening. Activation of an obiect is invisible to a user.
However, when a user wants to edit an object, that object
needs to present an interactive interface to the user. This
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is called opening. Generally, a parent object is responsible for providing a command in its user interface to open
each of its children. When the user gives this command,
the parent tells the OMF to activate the child, and then
sends an Openmessage to it. When the child receives the
Openmessage it presents its user interface on the display
screen, and becomes interactive with the user.
r Closing. When the user finishes editing an object, the
object's user interface is given a Close command. The
object tells the OMF that it is closing, and then removes
its user interface from the display screen.
r Termination. An object remains active as long as it is
open or is being held active by some other object. The
OMF terminates an obiect as soon as both of these conditions become false. OMF sends the obiect a Terminate
message which lets the object save to disc any state information it has in RAM. Then the OMF terminates the
process that was started when the object was activated.
r Destruction. When an object only has one parent and
that parent deletes its link to the object, the OMF destroys
the obiect. Destruction reclaims all the disc space that
was allocated to the object's data files and properties.

OMF Views
Perhaps the single most important feature of the OMF is
the support of automatic data transfer through the use of
views. A view is a special kind of link for data transfer
from the child object to the parent. Each time the child is
changed, any parent objects that depend on the linked data
are automatically updated. Each view has associated with
it a destination specification, a source specification, a data
ID, a view class, and an optional snapshot object.
Destination Specification
The destination specification is a data structure that is
maintained by the parent object to keep track of how it is
using the linked data from the child. For example, for each
figure in a word processing object there is a destination
specification that provides information such as where in
the document the figure appears and how large it is. Usually, the parent also keeps the reference name of the view

Obiect A

in the destination specification so that it can map from the
reference name to information about how the view is used.
The OMF does nothing to maintain destination specifications.
Source Specification
The source specification is a data structure that is maintained by the child object to keep track of a part of itself
that is being transferred through a view. For example, when
two spreadsheets are linked together, the child maintains
a source specification that tells it what range of its cells
are linked to a parent. Like destination specifications, the
OMF does nothing to maintain source specifications.

DatalD
The dataID is a numberthat the child objectgivesthe
OMF to identify a particular range of linked data. The child
object must be able to map from a data ID to a source
specification, and vice versa. A number of different views
from different parents may all share the same data ID and
source specification if they all use the same range of linked
data.
The OMF keeps track of which data ID is associated with
each view in a data structure called the OMF view specification. This allows the parent and child object to converse
in the terms that are most natural for them, with the OMF
providing the translation between them. For example,
when any linked data is changed by the user, the child
obiect tells the OMF the data ID of the changed data. The
OMF then finds all of the parents with views of the child
associated with the data ID of the changed data. The OMF
notifies each of these parents of the change by sending
them a DATA-CHANGE message containing the reference
name of the view as a parameter. Fig. 7 illustrates the reIationship between destination specifications, source specifications, and data IDs.
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View Classes,Methods,and Messages
Each view has a view class associated with it which is
specified by the child object when the view is initialized.
The view class determines the kinds of data transfer operations the parent object can request the view to perform.
Each of these operations is called a view method and the
parent requests them by sending a view message to the
view.
If a child object supports the same set of view methods
for all ranges of linked data, it only needs to use a single
view class. An example of an object that needs more than
one view class is a data analysis tool that can show both
tabular and graphical representations of data. When a range
of tabular data in this obiect is linked, a view class that
supports transfer of data as text strings is used. However
when graphical data is linked, the object uses a view class
that supports transfer of data as a vector list.
View classes,view methods, and view messagesare analogous to the classes,methods, and messagesthat were described earlier in this article, but are not exactly the same.
The parent object uses different OMF functions to activate
and send messages to a view than to activate and send
messages to the child object of the view. The messagesmay
ultimately be routed to the child, but they may instead be
routed to a different object called a snapshot. Snapshots
are described below. The indirection provided by view
messages allows the presence or absence of a snapshot to
be hidden from the parent object.

able file. It can be loaded and linked to while the system
is running and unloaded when it is no longer needed. When
a dynamic library is used to implement a snapshot, one
procedure in the library is designated the message procedure. Each time a message is sent to the snapshot, the OMF
calls the snapshot's message procedure. The message procedure determines the type of the message and processes
it accordingly.
Unlike an application, there is no process or task associated with a dynamic library; its code only executes
when it is called from an application. Dynamic libraries
do not require that a stack be allocated for them because
they always use the stack of the application calling them.
In addition, since sending a messageresults in a call to the
message procedure in the library, the overhead of a task
switch through the operating system is avoided.
A second reason why snapshots can improve performance is that they only need to manage the data that is
linked through the view. This data may be a subset of the
child obiect's full data set (e.g., a small range of cells from
a large spreadsheet), or it can be in a simpler form (e.g.,
just values instead of formulas).
There is some additional overhead associated with a
View Without Snapshot

Snapshots
A snapshotis an objectthat servesas an intelligent buffer that allows the linked data from a child obiect to be
accessedwithout activatingthe child. This resultsin better
performance and use of resources.When a view is initialized, the child object tells the OMF whether or not to
create a snapshot for the view, and if so, what kind of
snapshotis desired.The child objectthen sendsmessages
containing the linked data information to the snapshot.
When the parent object sendsa view messageto the view,
the OMF routes the messageto the snapshot.The child
object remains inactive. Fig. B illustrates how a snapshot
is associatedwith a view.
One reasonwhy snapshotscan improve performanceis
that they are implemented differently from normal objects.
Normal objects have applications associatedwith them,
but snapshotshavedynamic librariesassociatedwith them.
Like an application, a dynamic library is a separateexecut-
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snapshot.Eachtime the linked data is changedin the child
object, the child must pass the new data to the snapshot
beforethe snapshotcan supply that datato a parent.Snapshots also take up additional disc space.Each application
designermust carefully consider whether using snapshots
will improve the performanceof a particular application.
Routing View Messages
When a messageis sent to a view, the OMF considersa
number of factorsin determiningwhere the messageshould
be routed. These include:
! Is there a snapshot?
I Can the snapshothandle this message?
r Is the snapshot'sdata up-to-date?
I Has the child object electedto processall messages?
The flowchart in Fig. 9 illustrateshow the OMF considers
thesefactorswhen routing a view message.

Other OMF Functions
The OMF provides a number of other functions to application developers,including event notification, clipboard
support,serialization,and start-upand shutdown control.

Incoming Message

Fig. 9. How view messages are routed
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Event Notification
Objects can tell the OMF that they wish to be notified
when some specific event occurs. OMF provides this notification by sending a message to the object. The following
notifications are possible:
r A property change message is sent when an object's own
properties or the properties of one of its children are
changed. For example, it is necessary to notify all open
folders containing a shared object when the title of the
shared object is changed.
I A child opening or closing message is sent when a child
of an object is opened or closed. It provides visual feedback concerning which object is being opened or closed.
r A copy or destroy message is used when an object is
copied or destroyed.
I A configuration change message is sent when some system-wide configuration value is changed.
r A shutdown message is sent whenever the user tries to
exit the NewWave environment.

ClipboardSupport
Microsoft Windows provides a clipboard for data transfer
which can hold any data that is in memory. The OMF
enhances this clipboard by providing an invisible global
object called the OMF clipboard. This global object serves
as a temporary parent for any objects that are placed on
the Windows clipboard. A temporary parent is needed so
the object on the clipboard will have at least one parent
and will not be destroyed while it is on the clipboard.
The OMF also provides a facility for storing large
amounts of data, that is, more than can fit into memory,
in temporary files that are known to belong to the clipboard.
OMF can then take care of deleting these temporary files
when the clipboard is cleared or used for some other purpose.
OMF provides functions that applications can call to put
objects on the clipboard, remove them from the clipboard,
and empty the clipboard.
Serialization
The OMF provides the ability to serialize compound objects. Serialization takes an object that may have many data
files, plus its descendents and their data files, and packages
all this data into a monolithic stream of data called a serial
file. This serial file can be easily copied onto a flexible
disc or transmitted through the mail network. On another
NewWave system, the serial file can be deserialized. This
process unpackages all of the objects and data in the file
and produces a compound object that is a copy of the
original object.
In general, the OMF can handle the serialization and
deserialization of objects without any help from the objects
themselves. However, in certain cases, objects may want
to transform their data in some way when it is being copied
to a serial file. If an object being serialized supports a
method called SeRtnLtZE,the OMF will activate the object
and send it a SERIALIZEmessage, rather than serialize the
object's data files itself. The object then copies its transformed data into the serial file using an OMF function.
When the resulting serial file is deserialized, the OMF
creates a new object of the appropriate class, activates it,

message. The object reads the
and sends it a DESERIALIZE
transformed data from the serial file using an OMF function, and creates its normal data files'

Start-upand Shutdown
The OMF is the first processstartedwhenthe userruns
the NewWave environment. The OMF locates and opens
the system files, which are a data base of all the classes,
objects, links, properties, and so on. Once it has initialized
itself, the NewWave environment activates and opens a
special global object called the NewWave Office. The NewWave Office provides a user interface for much of the
OMF's functionality. See the following article, "The NewWave Office," for more detail. The OMF itself is never
visible to a user of the NewWave environment.
When the user closes the NewWave Office, a function
in the OMF is called to shut the system down. Any objects
that are active when the system is shut down can request
that the OMF restart them when the system is restarted.
The next time the OMF is started, it will activate and open
those obiects after activating and opening the NewWave
Office. The benefit of this to the user is that the NewWave

environment can be exited and reenteredwithout losing
track of current status.
Gonclusion
The NewWaveOMF providesthe foundation of the NewWave environment. It implements a sophisticatedobiectbased file system that can be accessedby any NewWave
application. The OMF supportsa powerful mechanismfor
building compound, multimedia objects with automatic
transfer of data when changesare made. Although it does
not have any user interface itself, it is in some ways the
most important part of the NewWave user interface.
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The NewWaveOffice
NewWave
TheNewWave
Officeistheuserinterfaceforthe
lt providesthetoolsandmethodstoperform
environment.
tasksfoundin a regularofficeenvironment.
by BeatriceLam,Scott A. Hanson,and Anthony J. Day
HE NEWWAVE OFFICEIS THE FOCAL POINT for
the user's interaction with the NewWave environment, and it is the first NewWave object the user
sees when the NewWave environment is initialized. It remains active throughout the entire session until the user
terminates the NewWave environment. It incorporates
many special features to reinforce the office concept in the
minds of users. These features include iconic representation of tools found in a real office, such as a file drawer, a
wastepaper basket, a printer, and so on (see Fig. 1). The
diagnostic tool shown in Fig. 1 is not a typical tool found
in an office, but is a tool that enables NewWave application
developers to interface to the NewWave object management
facility (OMF).
It is easy to work with these tools using a mouse to
manipulate the icons that represent the tools. The tools are
NewWave objects, as explained in the article on page I'
The user can either open the tool and move other NewWave
objects directly into the opened tool window, or drop other
objects on the icon representing the tool. Incoming objects
are handled by each tool according to the function of the
tool. The file drawer and the wastebasket accept the incom-

ing objectand display its representationin their windows.
The printer, on the other hand, asks the object to print
itself on the selected printer device. The diagnostic tool
acceptsan incoming object into its window and displays
the OMF information pertaining to that object.In addition
to viewing objectsas icons,the userhasthe option to switch
into the list view. In the list view, the title, type, and modified date are displayed, and the objects are sorted by one
of these parameters(seeFig. 2).
This article describesthe main featuresof the NewWave
Office and showshow thesefeaturesinteractwith the other
NewWave componentsshown in Fig. 3.
NewWave Windows
The window that representsthe NewWave Office is designedto remain as a backgroundwindow while NewWave
objectsare open as pop-up windows over it. Activating an
object window brings it to the top, overlapping other windows on the display (seeFig. 4). Since the office tools are
always available,the user can easily manipulate an object
from its window onto a tool at any time (e.g.,moving a
document to the wastebasketfrom a folder's window).
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Fig. 1. Newwave Office window
Another distinct feature of the Office window is its
maximized window. When the NewWave Office window
is maximized, all object windows remain in the same positions while the Office window occupies the full screen
in the background. When an object window is maximized,
the object is brought to full screen and all other windows
fall behind. The Office window can also be minimized;
this hides all object windows and turns the whole NewWave Office into an icon.
To achieve these special display features, the NewWave
These
Office uses functions from the library HPNWLIB.EXE.
functions are:
I NW-CreateWindow.
This function creates an obiect's main
window and binds the object window as a child to the
NewWave Office window.
r NW-Minimizeand Nw-Maximize.These functions perform
the window maximize and minimize operations described above.
r NW-Restore. This function returns a window from a
maximized or minimized state to its original size.
The default windows for the file drawer, the wastebasket,
and folders are positioned in the NewWave Office window
as shown in Fig. 4. The first window is positioned about
halfway down the screen and partway in from the left, and
the rest are staggered down and to the right of the other
default windows. By using a defined parameter to the
Nw-Createwindow function, NewWave applications can
create default windows for themselves.

Container Objects
The NewWave Office is used as a temporary work space
to store objectsthe user is currently working on. The file
drawer and folders provide the NewWaveuser with a convenient hierarchical filing and retrieval systemto manage
information. The wastebasketis used for discardingobjects
the user no longer needs, and a user-defined maximum
number of objects can be set to trigger automatic emptying
of the wastebasketwhen it opens. These four objects are
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called container objects because they are capable of containing other objects (e.g., the file drawer contains folders
and folders contain documents, and so on). These oblects
display and manage their child objects in identical ways.
The menu for each of these object types is customized to
the particular needs of that object. For instance, the wastebasket's Edit menu has the Delete command. whereas all
other object types use the ThrowAway command.
The NewWave Office, the file drawer, the wastebasket,
and folders share the same executable code. Every invocation of the same code is an instance, a feature provided by
the Microsoft@ Windows environment. For efficiency, only
a single copy of the code is in memory, even though there
are multiple instances running. The code is made up of
multiple code segments, and only those segments in use
are kept in memory. As other segments are needed, they
are read in from disc. Each instance has its own data segment, which includes global variables, the stack, and a
local heap.
When the first instance of the NewWave Office starts up,
it computes certain environment variables and stores the
results into some global variables. Also, several text fonts,
paintbrushes, cursors, and other items are created and
stored. Each succeeding instance needs to use these same
items, and so copies them to its own data segment at startup time instead of recomputing and recreating them itself .
When the user runs another instance from the NewWave
Office, such as the file drawer or folder, that obiect must
open up to the same state it was in when last closed. This
includes the object's window size and position, whether
it was in iconic view or list view, where the window was
scrolled to, and more. To do this, most of the needed information is kept in a data file associated with the object. The
information is read from the data file and placed in the
appropriate global variables for use when creating and displaying the instance's window.
The container must also determine the list of children
contained within it (e.g., the list of folders in the file
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of a folder.
drawer). This information is also kept in the data file and
is read in and placed in data structures in globally allocated
memory. The children information, which is kept in the
data file, is not always up to date. While the container was
closed, new children may have been added, titles may have
changed, children may have been opened or closed, and
so on. The first situation might have occurred as a result
function (discussed on page 30), and
of the OMF-AddChildTo
the latter two would have occurred because the container
is shared with other obiects. To ensure that the data in the
data file is correct when the child object is opened, the
latest list of children that belong to the container, and information about them, are obtained from the OMF. The
information given by the OMF always overrides the data
file, and when a container is opened a check is made with
the OMF before finalizing the data structure. The OMF
function OMF-EnumChildren
is used to enumerate a container's children and to obtain the information to update
its data structure. During enumeration, the OMF sends the
container ENUM-OBJECT
messagesfor each child belonging
to it. In processing the message, if the child is not in the
data file. it is added to the data structure. For new child
objects, the information obtained from the OMF includes
the object's title, its icon handle,* its active state, and the
date and time when the object was last opened. All of this
information is added to the data structure.
To optimize enumeration, an object property called
PROP-FASTPROPS
allows retrieval of numerous pieces of
information about an object in only one reading. PROPFASTPBOPSincludes the last-modified date. the last writer
name, tool display information (PROP-SYSTEMdescribed
below), and the object's title string.
The NewWave Office must also enumerate all of the tools.
This is accomplished through the OMF function OMFEnumGlobalObjects.
As with the data objects, the tools that

are visible in the NewWave Office are added into the data
structureusing the information in PROP-FASTPROPS.
Using
the Manage
Toolsdialog box, which is available from the
menu item, the usercan selectwhich tools to display
Settings
in the NewWave Office window and which are to be hidpropden. This statusis storedin the object'sPROP-SYSTEM
erty: 0 means never display it [e.g.,the OMF clipboard),
1 means don't display it now, and 2 means display it. If
the tool is never to be displayed and is in the data file, it
is removed from the data structure. There is no need to
waste space storing information on an object that is not
displayed.
The data sbucture that holds all this information is composed of two parts. The first part is an array of structures,
one for each child in the container.This child array holds
the OMF object name for each child, its location in the
container, a flags word that indicates whether the object
is selectedor opened and other status,the pixel width of
its title on the screen,the handle to the object's icon, the
date and time of its last change,and indexesto its title and
class strings. The second part of the data structure is the
string lists. They hold the title and class strings for each
object. The strings are stored end-to-endand each is preceded by a length word and terminated by a NULLbyte.
This minimizes the overhead needed per string. These
strings can be accessedquickly becauseeachchild's structure in the child array contains offsets into these string
lists for its title and class strings. One optimization performed is not to store duplicate strings in the class string
list. If a newly added object'sclass string is already in the
list, the object's child anay structure referencesthe one
alreadyin the list. This works out well becausea container
will usually contain many similar objects,that is, objects
of the same class.

'A handle is a pornterinto a table of pointers.The pointersin the
table point to data or
code segments scattered throughout memory that are allocated to the object that owns
the handle.Thus,the object'sicon handlepointsto the locationin the table (handletable)
that points to the memory location where the object's icon is stored.

Office Functions
The NewWave Office not only provides the central user
interface for object management,but also works in conjunc-
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Fig. 3. fhe architecture of the
NewWave Office and the other
components it uses ln the NewWave environment.
tion with the OMF to provide essential architectural components for the interaction with NewWave applications.
The close cooperation between the NewWave Office and
the OMF is achieved with the use of various OMF function
calls, and the interaction with NewWave objects is done
using predefined OMF methods. A few examples of these
special interactions will be given in the following sections.

The CreateProcess
The user will frequentlywant to createa new object,
which may be in the form of a new document, a new spreadsheet, a new pie chart, a new data base query result table,
or some other typical office object. There were two requirements for the user interface that displays the object types
available to be created.
r The interface had to allow the user to invoke object creation facilities from the NewWave Office window and
from tools such as the file drawer, from containers such
as folders, and from compound data objects such as a
compound document.
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uieu

I The interface had to show the user only those objects
that can be created in the domain in which the user is
working. For example, when the create process is invoked inside a compound document object, a folder obiect cannot be created.
The OMF maintains a list of all types of objects in the
user's NewWave environment. This list represents a set of
empty template objects and class information such as
which methods a class of objects supports. Object templates
are objects that are frequently used (e.g., form letters, expense reports, distribution lists, etc.). To manage these
template objects from within the NewWave Office and
other objects, and to provide the features mentioned above,
a tool called the creator was developed. The creator is a
global NewWave object of type tool. Its object creation
facilities are made available to the user by selection of the
Createa New...command in the Obiectsmenu.
The creator has the only reference to all the template
data objects installed in a NewWave environment. The
creator's global OMF reference name is known throughout
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Fig. 4. Object windows overlaqping one another.
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the system and any application can establish communication with it by simply specifying that reference name. Developing the creator as a distinct NewWave object provides
all of the benefits of objects in the NewWave environment.
Its protocol is defined and established so that other objects
can communicate with it. The process of creating a new
object is simply a matter of copying the template object
and ensuring that the parent object, from which the user
created the new obiect, establishes an OMF reference to it.
CREATE-ANEW Message. Communication with the creator
to create a new object is accomplished with the CREATE-ANEW message. AII container type NewWave objects are required to provide the menu item Createa New...,which is
used to set into motion the process of creating a new obiect
(see Fig. 5). When the user selects Createa New...the object
call and
invokes the creator using the OMF-GetOMFOblect
sends it a CREATE-ANEWmessage. It then terminates conversation with the creator by calling OMF-FreeOMFObject.
Sometime after terminating conversation with the creator
message conthe object may receive an OMF-NEW-OBJECT
taining the newly created object. If the user cancels dialog
with the creator, this message may never be received. To
prevent problems with reentrancy while waiting for the
new obiect, the creator disables the caller's window. This
prevents the user from doing anything else in that window
until business with the creator is finished.
The CREATE-A-NEWmessage may be accompanied by a
memory handle to some global shared memory containing
a list of methods the calling object requires its children to
support. When the creator receives the CREATE-ANEWmessage, it displays to the user a dialog box containing the
icons and titles of all template objects that support the list
of methods sent (see Fig. 6). If a methods list is not sent,
it is assumed that all template objects are suitable and they
are all displayed. The user is then able to choose an object
to create and give it a title.
When the user has chosen an object to create, given it a
title, and hit the oK button, the creator calls an OMF routine
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to make a copy of the template obiect. The creator has a
temporary reference to this new object. It uses this temporary reference to write the user-supplied title to the new
object's PROP-TITLEproperty. It also writes other properties
of the new object such as PRoP-CBEATED,which is the time
and date of creation, and pnop-cREAToR, which is the
user's logon name. The creator then sends the calling object
(the parent) an OMF-NEW-OBJECT
message that has a reference to the new object as a parameter. The calling object
is expected to absorb the new object into its data structure
and establish its own permanent OMF reference name to
it. When control returns to the creator from this message,
the creator deletes its reference to the new obiect, severing
any further connection with it. If, for some reason, the
calling object does not establish a permanent reference to
the new obiect, the OMF detects that the new obiect has
no references to it from any object and destroys it.
Installing Obiects. Since the creator is used to create new
objects in the NewWave Office, it is also part of the process
of installing new applications into the NewWave environment. To install an oblect (i.e., an application) into the
NewWave environment the user must provide the following files:
r An appropriate .EXE program file
r Default data files
I A help file
I An icon file in standard MS Windows format
r Any other necessary files, such as configuration information
r An installation file.
The installation file, which normally has the extension
.lN$, is a command file that specifies everything the system
needs to know about the object being installed. Entries
include the class name, which defines the type of obiect,
paths to the files on the installation disc, instructions defining where those files should be placed in the system,
methods supported by the object, and other installation
data. The installation file format is verv flexible-for exam-

Help

Fig.5. Displayafter selecting the
crealea New... menu item.
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ple, it is possible to install compound objects and provide
updates for installed applications with or without altering
existing objects of that class. It is also possible to install
global tool objects such as the wastebasket, the printer, and
the creator itself. Tools cannot be created by the user; therefore, they can only be added to the system by installation.
The installation process is designed to execute with minimal participation on the part of the user. It is possible for
a user to install a complete NewWave environment merely
by inserting the NewWave disc and running the NewWave
install utility. The install utility creates a file called ttpttrtSTAL.IN$in the NewWave system directory on the hard
disc. This file contains a list of paths to one or more .lN$
files on the installation disc. After copying some system
files onto the NewWave system directory, the install utility
starts up the NewWave environment by running the OMF.
The OMF is the first process to run at the start of a
NewWave session. After performing some housekeeping
chores, the OMF starts the NewWave Office. During its
initialization phase, the NewWave Office looks for the
HPINSTAL.IN$file. If it finds one, it invokes the creator,
passing the paths of the .tN$ files to it one at a time. The
creator calls certain OMF routines to install the application
and establish a reference to each new template object as it
is built. At the end of this process, the creator, having
successfully added these new children to its list, is terminated and the NewWave Office opens and presents its interface to the user for the start of the NewWave session.
MS-DOS@ Objects. A maior benefit of the NewWave environment is its ability to make objects from the data files of
standard MS-DOS applications that were not written to run
under the NewWave environment. This capability is known
as encapsulation of MS-DOS applications (see article on
page 57). Once an MS-DOS application is encapsulated, the
user can create NewWave objects that represent data files
pertaining to that application. These obiects are known as
MS-DOS objects. They can be displayed in the NewWave
Office window the same as other obiects such as the file
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drawer or folders. They appear as icons and can be manipulated by the user in the same way as true NewWave objects.When the user opens one of these objects, a shell is
run, which then runs the appropriate MS-DOS application
and associates it with the appropriate encapsulated data
files.
Encapsulated MS-DOS applications are installed in
much the same manner as regular NewWave objects. Besides the information provided in a typical NewWave installation file, an MS-DOS installation file contains information such as keystroke sequences used by an MS-DOS
application to load the encapsulated data files.
MS-DOS objects that support the calling object's required
methods appear in the creator's dialog box along with regular NewWave objects. If the user chooses to create an
MS-DOS object, the MS-DOS filename associated with the
new object must be provided. The MS-DOS object is then
created and special object properties are written to the
object's data files. When the user first opens this MS-DOS
object, the MS-DOS application shell reads these properties
to find out what data files to load with the application.

Masters
Once the decision was made to make the creator a NewWave object with the capability of managing other NewWave objects, a very useful feature quickly presented itself .
This is the ability of the user to create template objects
from existing NewWave objects. These user-created templates, or masters, can easily be sent to the creator which
displays them and allows the user to create a new master
in addition to new empty template objects. For example,
the user can create a master from a form letter or spreadsheet using existing templates of the letter or spreadsheet.
Adding Masters. The Save As Master...command, which is
used to save master templates, is currently implemented
in the NewWave Office. the file drawer. and in folder objects. To save a master, the user selects an object icon in
one of these window's obiects and then chooses the Save

Task Help

Fig. 6, Create a New ... dialog box
showing a list of template oblects,
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As Master...command from the menu. The container oblect
then makes a copy of the selected object, invokes the
creator, as described above, and sends it an OMF-INSERT
message with a reference to the copied object as a parameter. When the creator acknowledges the OMF-INSERTmessage,the container deletes its reference to the copied object.
The original selected object is unaffected by this transaction. Objects saved as masters can be as complex as the
user wishes.
Upon receiving the OMF-INSERTmessage,the creator verifies that the inserted object is an installed data object. It
does this by comparing the object's class name with the
class name of each of its empty template children. If the
inserted object does not match any of the creator's children
an error is signaled to the user. This can occur, for example,
if the user tries to save as a master an object that was
received through the mail, but is not currently installed
anywhere on the system.
When the master is accepted by the creator, an OMF
reference name is established for it and it is placed in the
creator's data structure. Whenever the user chooses the
Createa New...command and selects a template object icon
in the creator's dialog box, all masters associated with that
template object are displayed in a Microsoft Windows
listbox within the creator's dialog box. The user can then
choose to create an empty template or a customized master.
Managing the Masters. With the user given the ability to
install template objects and save customized masters numbering in the thousands, it became apparent that the user
must be provided with a way to manage all of these objects.
For example, the user should be provided with a means to
put the most frequently created template objects at the front
of the creator's display. This would eliminate the need to
scroll the window to find the objects. In addition, having
saved customized masters as templates, the user might de-

cide to remove these masters from the creator's display.
To solve these problems, a menu choice called ManageMasters was added to the NewWave Office window. When this
menu item is selected, the NewWave Office invokes the
creator and sends it a MANAGE-MASTERSmessage. The
creator then displays the appropriate dialog box and waits
for the user to decide what to do with the template and
masters displayed. This dialog box allows the user to select
a template object and change its position within the display. It also allows the user to select customized masters
in the listbox and press a Deletebutton which causes the
creator to remove its OMF reference to that obiect.

Openingan Obiect
When the user opens an object, the NewWave Office
must first find out whether that object class supports the
open method by calling the OMF function OMF-GetMethod.
If the method is supported, then the object is activated
through an OMF call and the OPEN message is sent. Once
the object is activated, other messages can also be sent.
The telescoping effect is one example of the cooperation
between the NewWave Office and the object. The telescoping effect is the drawing of a series of rectangle corners to
simulate the enlargement of an object from a small icon to
a full window. While processing the OPEN message, the
object decides where its window should be opened, and
sends back that coordinate through the OMF function OMFOpening.When the NewWave Office receives the information from the OMF, it uses the position of the object's icon
in its window as the origin, and performs the telescoping
effect using the OMF's library function call Nw-TelescopeEfiect.
After the telescoping effect is performed, the object's
iconic representation in the Office window is grayed out
to indicate to the user that the icon is temoorarilv inactive.

Fig.7. Attributesdialog box
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and that all interaction with that obiect should be directed
to its opened window.

AttributesDialogBox
The attributes dialog box displays the generic properties
of the object selected (see Fig. 7). It provides the user with
more details about the object than are provided by the
iconic view or the list view. The contents of the attributes
box may be useful while the user is working within an
object as well. The attributes dialog box is available to
NewWave applications through the functions NW-DisplayAttributesand Nw-ChangeAttributes
in HPNWLIB.EXE.
If the object's properties are changed while the dialog
box is displayed, the information will be updated in the
dialog box. This is achieved through the OMF message
PROP-CHANGE.If an object has requested that property
change information be sent to it by setting FLAG-PROPNOTIFICATION
with the OMF_ObjectFlag
call, it will receive
the PROP-CHANGE
message from OMF when this happens.
To notify the attributes box, the object must then pass the
PBOP-CHANGEinformation to a library function, which extracts the useful data from the message and updates the
property in the attributes dialog box.
Moving Objects
Objects in the NewWave Office are easily manipulated
with the mouse. The user can move the mouse to the icon
representing the object, and hold the mouse button down
to select the object. By holding the button and moving the
mouse at the same time, the user initiates the dragging of
the object. As the mouse is being moved, the cursor changes
to the shape of a rectangular frame with an arrow in the
middle. The original icon representing the object is now
grayed, giving the user direct feedback that the object is
now in a transient state. Once the user decides where the
object should be placed by lifting the mouse button, a whole
series of operations and messageswill be invoked to decide
on the final placement of the object.
Depending on the position where the mouse button goes
up, the object can be placed according to various placement
algorithms. The final destination may be an empty area in
the same window, an area already occupied by an icon, or
a different window. Moving to an empty area in the same
window simply involves updating the data structure with
the new x,y coordinates and drawing the object in the new
position. Two other cases-moving on top of an icon, or
containment as it is sometimes called, and moving to a
different window-are
more involved operations.
Containment Move. When the object destination coincides
with an existing icon, the containment move operation is
initiated. Without waking up the icon object, inquiries are
sent to the OMF to find out if the icon object has the appropriate method to accept a new child. The method can be
either ADD-CHILDor OMF-INSERT.The ADD-CHILDmethod
allows the insertion of a new object without activating the
object itself, and the OMF-INSERTmethod involves activating the receiving object and sending it the message.
If ADD-CH|LDis supported, then the child can be added
by OMF using the function oMF-AddChildTo.The file drawer,
the wastebasket, and folders are examples of objects that
support the ADD-CHILDmethod. When this method is pres-
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ent, the OMF can examine the property PROP-ADDCH|LD
to
determine if the new child can be added. This property is
a structure consisting of the reference name and the number
of objects that can still be added. After the new child is
added, the structure is updated by the OMF with the appropriate values and is ready for the next OMF-AddChildTo
call.
When the container object is opened again, it will discover all the new children added to it while it was inactive.
As described earlier, during initialization the object enumerates all of its children through the OMF-EnumChildren
call,
and the child objects that were added while it was sleeping
will then be discovered and added to the object's data file.
If new children arrive while the object is opened, the ADDCHILDmessage will be sent to the parent directly, and the
updating of pnOp-RooCHtLDwill be maintained by the object itself.
If the ADD-CHILDmethod is not supported the container
object is activated, and an OMF-INSERTmessage is sent instead. For example, when an object is moved to the printer
icon, the process involves waking up the printer and sending it the OMF-INSEBTmessage.
The result of either the OMF-AddChildTo
call or the OMF_INSERT message is interpreted by the sender in the same
manner. If the return value is TRUE,then the container has
successfully accepted the new child, and the sender can
now delete its OMF reference to the object and erase it
from the screen. If the result is FALSE,then the object is
not deleted from the sender's list, and its icon will be
repainted again in its position before the move. The return
of rRLSe does not necessarily indicate a refusal to accept
the child. In some cases, the container may accept the
object being inserted, and return FALSEto the OMF-INSERT
messageto restore the object back to the sender. The printer,
after adding the object as its child, uses this method to
return the object to its original position.
Moving to an Opened Window. When the object is moved
outside of its own window, checks are made to ensure that
the destination window is a NewWave object. To check
whether the destination window will accept the object
being moved, the HAS-METHOD
messageis sent to determine
if the OMF-INSEBTmethod is supported. If the return is an
OMF value METHOD-PRESENT
or NO-METHOD.then the destination is indeed a NewWave object. Other values may
indicate that the destination is either a non-NewWave window (e.g., a Microsoft Windows program) or the child window of a NewWave object. The Microsoft Windows function GetParentis used to find the handle of the parent if one
exists. This handle is again used in the HAS-METHODinquiry, and the search continues until the GetParentcall returns a NULLhandle indicating that there is no parent.
Once a window handle is found that supports the OMF-INSERT method, the obiect is then sent to the destination
window with the screen coordinates of the destination
point included in the message.When processing the insert,
the receiver of the OMF message decides whether the object
should be accepted and then returns a TRUE value if it is
accepted and FAUSeotherwise. The receiver may also decide that the destination point is occupied by another object, and in that case, will pass the received object to the
container as described in the above section.
Moving Multiple Obiects. Multiple objects can be selected

by holding down the Shiftkey while selecting. Dragging any
one of the selected objects changes the mouse cursor to a
multiple-box frame with an arrow in the middle. The original icons representing the moved objects are grayed to
indicate that these objects are now in a transient state.
When the cursor has reached the destination, lifting the
mouse button brings the objects to the new location. These
objects are now positioned as a group at the destination
location and staggered down and to the right from each
other.
messageis used when movOnce again, the OMF-INSERT
ing a group of objects from one window to a different window. Each object from the group is sent to the receiver
message.The sender is rewindow using the OMF-INSERT
sponsible for setting the x,y coordinates in the data structure that accompanies the message for the very first object
of the group. The receiver calculates the coordinate position for each succeeding object and writes these values into
the insert data structure. These coordinate values are used
to position each obiect in the group.
In all of the cases described above, the sender of the
OMF message knows very little about the receiver and vice
versa. These two NewWave objects determine whether certain messages should be sent to each other by consulting
with the OMF first. If the method in question is supported,
then a message is sent to the receiver with the relevant
data stored as predefined parameters or data structures.
Once the message is received, the receiver can interpret
the data or part of it according to its own established protocol. For example, the receiver of an OMF-INSERTmessage
could be a folder in the list view, and in that case the x,y
coordinates in an OMF-INSERTmessage are ignored with no

ill effects. The sender, on the other hand, is only interested
in the return value from the message to determine whether
the rnessagewas successfully received. The NewWave object model gives applications a high degree of flexibility
to integrate with different object types without the need to
understand the particular requirements of these data types.

Conclusions
A few examples have been chosen to illustrate the use
of the object model in the implementation of the NewWave
Office. By sharing the common code among a set of tools
such as the file drawer. the wastebasket. and container
oblects such as folders, the user is presented with a consistent and familiar user interface. The reusability of some
NewWave Office functions in NewWave applications, such
as the creator and the attributes dialog box, further enhances the integration of the entire NewWave environment.
The NewWave Office not only plays a central role as the
first NewWave tool the user encounters, but is also a close
collaborator with the OMF to supply essential architectural
support to all NewWave applications.
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Agentsand the HP NewWaveApplication
ProgramInterface
ln theNewWaveenvironment,
anagentis a softwarerobot
that actsas a personalassisfant for the user.Theagent
interactswith the applicationsthroughthe application
programinErtace.
by GlennR. Stearns
O IMPROVE THE PRODUCTIVITYand easeof use
of workstation applications,products such as macro
processors,script facilities, and integrated intelligent front-end processors are being incorporated into application programs. These allow the machine to do more of
the work in performing a task. If these facilities are integrated into each application designed for a software environment, they can be accessedfrom the integrating environment and operate across all the applications.
One of these facilities, known as an agent, performs tasks
on behalf of the user within and across applications. The
agent is a software paradigm, like objects (see article, page
9). The agent is added to the system to increase its intelligence. Objects provide the capabilities the agent has at its
disposal. The agent uses the objects in an intelligent way
to perform work on behalf of the user.

Categoriesof Agent-LikeProducts
Whencurrentagent-likeproductsaregroupedtogether,
three categories emerge, along with an overall pattern (see
Fig. 1). The categories range from keystroke processors to

lntelligent Features

integrated intelligence across applications.
The first category is the macro processors. These store
keystrokes with record, playback, and edit facilities. Within
this category there are macros built into applications, and
there are macros that span applications.
The second category is the script processors. These provide a procedural language with structures and verbs based
on the products they operate on. For example, communication packages have script facilities to allow automatic logon
and data downloading. The scriptverbs could include Logon
or Connect.Within the second category there are scripts
built into products, and there are also script facilities across
applications.
The third category is the intelligent processors. These
have knowledge about the products they operate on. For
example, a product may provide a natural language interface for user interaction with an application such as a data
base. Within the third category there is integrated intelligence within applications and there is integrated intelligence across applications. For example, the same intelligence maybe applied to a data base and a graphics package.
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Fig. 1. Stages of complexity in
agent-like products.
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The NewWave agent is designed so that featuresfrom
all of the above categoriescan be offered as technology
permits.
NewWave Agent Design Criteria
Within the office, users view the computer as a means
to accomplisha task. Their goal is not "doing database"
or "doing spreadsheet,"
but instead,"doing salesanalysis"
or "doing costforecasting."Applications,such as the data
base and the spreadsheet,are the tools the user employs
in the tasks of salesanalysisand cost forecasting.A NewWave object is the combination of an application and the
related data. Thus, the user interacts with objectsto carry
out tasks.
The NewWave agentcarriesout repetitive tasksthat the
user would otherwise have to perform. It duplicates the
user's operation of the system in a repeatableway.
What should the agent do? An agent should improve
productivity by being an automated office assistant,and
should provide automated testing, demonstrations, and
training. The agent should perform user-defined tasks,
allow the user to schedule when those tasks get done, do
the tasks unattended,and learn from the user. The agent
technologyshould support simulation of useractions,commands, testing of user responses,and the integration of
intelligent processes.
Usersmust tell their agentswhat to do, of course.If users
are to construct automatedtasks or modify tasks that are
provided for them, the operations must be presented to
them in an understandableway. Usersshould not have to
interpret what they have done or what they want their
agentsto do with the systemin terms different from those
in which they understandthe system.In other words, the
agent shouldn't require the user to work with a language
that looks like {tfz}+"mydoc"+{CR}
instead of SRve"mydoc".
To allow the agentto interact with the application at the
command level, the application must participate in the
interaction with the agent.The design requirementsto do
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this must not restrict the application designers' ability to
design and structure their applications as they wish.
In designing the agent, we wanted not only to develop
the necessary technology, but also to put in place an effective process to bring theoretical work into our design, so
we could build a platform for the future as well as deliver
a product to our customers today. This process needs to
be maintained over an extended period of time to ensure
a smooth evolution of the agent facility. For example, the
design of the agent and the application program interface
needs to support the addition of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies in the future (see "AI Principles in the Design
of the NewWave Agent and API" on page 35).
Agent Gapabilities
The NewWave agent can be thought of as a personal
assistant or software robot. Each workstation has only one
agent.
The agent is autonomous in that it can carry out instructions without user intervention. The agent can also make
decisions based on the criteria a user gives it.
A user does many repetitive things on a workstation that
can be turned over to the agent. These range from sending
out reminder notices for meetings to looking up data and
making decisions. The kinds of things you would have an
agent do are the kinds of things you would expect a personal
assistant to do for you with a workstation. You should not
expect the agent to do things a personal assistant would
not do. For example, the agent is not all-seeing or
everywhere at the same time. The agent will only do one
task at a time or look at one thing at a time.

The Agent Metaphor
The goal of the agent metaphor in the NewWave environment is to draw upon the conceptual model of a personal
assistant that users bring with them when using the system.
Keeping the personal assistant metaphor in mind, the
user locates the agent on the desktop in the NewWave
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Fig.2. TheNewWaveOfficedesktop display, showing the icons for
the agent and the agent task.
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Office by recognizing the iconic face (Fig. 2). By "tapping
the agent on the shoulder" with a double click of the mouse,
the user activates the agent and opens a window revealing
the agent calendar. The agent calendar is used to define
when the agent is to perform a given task.
A task is a series of instructions for the agent to perform
and is represented in the NewWave Office as an icon
labeled MonthlyTask (Fig. 2). The task can be opened by
double clicking on it to examine and edit the instructions.
If the user drags the task over to the agent, the agent will
perform the instructions included in the task.

AgentTask Templates
When spreadsheets
were first introduced,the user
neededto learn quite a bit to build one. More complex
spreadsheetsrequired sophisticatedwork and debugging.
When template spreadsheetswere introduced, the power
available to a first-time user was increased.By using a
template and making some modifications the user got the
desired results with much less work. The template provided the first B0% of the effort and the user worked out
the last 20% according to the specific needs of the job.
Agent taskscanbe usedin this way. Application developers can provide task templates to users of the NewWave
environment. Userscan then customizethe templatetasks
to fit their specific needs.Users will also be able to make
useful template tasks and distribute them within their organizations.
The Task Automation Spectrum
The agentfalls within a spectrumof methodsof automating tasks,and there is a point where it may be appropriate
to develop a specific software application dedicated to a
task. For example, if the task is time card entry, the user
can perform it manually by filling out a paper time card,
bundling it with all of the others,and sending the package
via interoffice mail to accounting.
This might be automated with the agent by writing an
agent task that brings up a spreadsheetto collect the time
card information and add it to a local data base.When all
the time cards are entered that agent task would send the
data base to accounting for merging with their dedicated
payroll data processingsystem. Here the agent functions
as an end-userprogramming environment, addressingthe
problem closeto the source,and avoiding a dataprocessing
systemsdevelopmenteffort to write low-level code for the
computer.
At some point, however, this solution may not be sufficient, and the user or others may deem that a specific
software application needs to be developed.
The Application Program Interface
The key elementin the implementation of the NewWave
agent is the application program interface (API), which is
the interface between the agent and the application. The
API provides the necessaryand sufficient facilites to provide task automation.todayand allow the addition of intelligence in the future. It is through this interface that the
NewWave help, agent,and computer-basedtraining (CBT)
facilities interact with the application.
The API is both an interfaceand an application architec-
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ture. The interface is made up of message definitions, application modes, code macros, and function calls in the C
language. The application architecture is the organization
of the application to support this interface.
Fig. 2 on page 7 shows where the API fits in the NewWave architecture.

Applications and the API
To support the API, an application must support five
categories of interaction with it. These are recording,
playback, interrogation,monitoring, and error handling.
Recordingsupport provides the API with the command
the application just executedfor playback at a later time.
The format of the command is binary, is specific to that
application, and is not expectedto be viewed by a user,
although like any machine or intermediatelanguage,it can
be examinedand understoodby the application designer.
Playback support provides the application with commands to be executedas part of an agent task. The commands come from the agent by way of the API.
Interrogation support provides help, agent, CBT, and
other applications with the information they need about
the application. For example, when the help facility is
being used, the application will be interrogatedto provide
the specific help number for the areathe user is pointing
to within the application.
During recording and playback, the source application
may need to interrogatethe destination application that is
receiving an object from the source. This is becausethe
sourcemay only know the screencoordinatesof the operations, but needsto record or playbacka meaningful command. This allows the recording of a command like MOVETo FoLDER"Sam"WITHIN
FoLDER"Mary"instead of lvtovE-to
123,346.*
It is the destinationapplication objectthat knows
"Sam".
is FOLDER
that 123.346
Monitor support allows CBT to intercept an application
commandbeforeit is executed,and provide correctivetuto'123.346is a screencoordinatepair.

Fig. 3. Ihe main feature of the application architectureis the
splitting of the application code into an action processot and
a commanclorocessor.

rials. The CBT lesson can elect either to let the command
go through to the application for execution, or to ignore
the command so the application does not execute it. See
the article on page 48 for more information about CBT.
Error handling support provides the agent, via the API,
with any error conditions that occur during execution of
a command. These error conditions can be trapped within
an agent task so error recovery can be performed.

ApplicationArchitecture
To support these interactions, the application must be
designed to do so. This design we call the application architecture. The major design concept is the splitting of the
application between the portion that interacts with the syntactic user actions (keystrokes and mouse moves) and the
portion that interacts with the semantic commands that
result from one or more user actions. The two portions of
code are called the oction processor and the commond
processor (see Fig. 3). The agent, the help facility, and the
CBT interface with these in a predefined way.
The agent must be able to record commands after they
are generated and play them back to the command processor, as well as monitor the commands before they are executed. Therefore, the agent interfaces with the application
between the action processor and the command processor.
For support of user action monitoring and playback by
CBT, the agent also interfaces before the action processor
through the application program interface. Help facility
interrogation of the application also occurs before the action processor, also through the application program interface. The agent engine provides the execution of agent tasks
for task automation and CBT.
On a more detailed architectural level (Fig. 4), the application can be thought of as organized into processors,
which the application writer designs and constructs, and
components, which are supplied as code fragments to the
developer to be placed within the application. It is the
relationship of these processors and components that alIows the API to interface to the application.

ExtensibleTask Language
The resultsof the applicationarchitecturecan be seen
by looking at an example of recording a command, viewing
it, and playing it back (see Fig. 5). For more information
on the NewWave task language, see the article on page 38.
An agent command takes on several forms as it moves
through this process. There is the form in which the user
sees it-for example, SELECT"XYz". This is the tosk longuoge form. There is the form in which the command is
stored for playback via the agent. This is the P-code form.
There is the form of the command when it is transferred
from the agent to the application. This is the externolform.
There is the form the application uses during execution
within the application. This is the internol form.
Assume that the application is in record mode and the
user operates on it with several user actions. These are
analyzed by the action processor and a command is generated.
The command may be the selection of an object on the
screen. Because the objects are kept in a list within the
application's data structure, the command's internal form

I Al Principles in the Design of the
N"wWave Agent and API
I
Thefieldof artificial
intelligenge,
or Al, is madeup of manyareas
of concentration,
includingexpert systems,naturallanguage,
planning,cognitivepsychology,and robotics.In the designof
the agentand the applicationprograminterface(APl)for the HP
Newwave environment,the area of robotics was drawn upon,
with the agentmodeledas a "softwarerobot."
The basic agent architectureas depictedin Al research,is
made up of three componenls:the agent,the world, and the
knowledgebase containingthe agent'sknowledgeabout the
world.l Thereare two main relationships:
the relationship
between the agent and its knowledgebase and the relationship
betweenthe agent and the world. Much work has been done on
the relationship
of the agent and its knowledgebase,but less
has been done on the relationship
of the agent and the world.
In developingthe NewWaveenvironment
we haveconcentrated
on the relationshlp
of the agentto the worldof NewWaveobjects.
ll the agent is a software robot, then by analogy, it should
interfaceto the softwareworld much like a hardwarerobot interfacesto the physicalworld.What is necessaryand sufficient
for
a hardwarerobot to interfaceto the physicalworld? Firstof all,
a hardwarerobotneeds effectors.Theseare the armsthat cause
changein the physicalworld.lt alsoneedsfeedbacktodetermine
what its effectorsare doing and to detect that an attempted
movementhas encounteredan obstruction.Finally,the robot
musthavepassivesensorsto viewthephysicalworldand provide
the neededfeedback.
The softwareequivalentof effectorsis softwarecommandsto
applications.
Feedbackis the returnof applicationerrorconditions and status to the agent. For passive sensors,the agent
interrogates
the application's
data.Theseare the roboticsprinciplesdesignedintothe NewWaveagentand APl.Commands,
error conditions,and interrogationare the necessaryand sufficient facultiesfor a software robot to interfaceto its software
world.
By providingthedesignguidelines
andenvironment
to support
thesefaculties,
the Newwaveenvironment
facilitates
the building
of softwareto support a softwarerobot.The Newwave environment does not presentlysupply the robot-the agent-with artificialintelligence,
that is, a knowledgebaseand inferencecapajustas industrial
bility.Hencetheagentneedsto be programmed
robots are. This can be done by leadingthe robot throughthe
motionsof the task, and in the case of the NewWaveagent this
is the record mode. Industrialrobots can also be programmed
procedurallanguage,and in the Newwave
usingan appropriate
environment
this is the agenttask language.
However,like industrialrobots,the NewWaveagent can and
undoubtedly
willbecomemoreintelligent.
Thedesignol theagent
and the API makesthis straightforuardby allowingintelligence
to be added to the agent withoutchangingthe interfaceof the
agentto the applications.
Intelligence
can be addedto the agent
in a plug-compatible
way, so that differentdevelopment
organizationsand companiescan add their specifictypes of intelligence to the agentto meettheirneeds.
Therefore,whilethe NewWaveagent presentlyhas no artificial
intelligence,
the use of Al principlesin the designof the agent
and the API will make it easy to add intelligenceas technology
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may specifythat element1 be selectedfrom the list. SELECT
would be representedby a number. The command would
read 6, 37, ptrfxl,where the number 6 represents the length
of the command and 37 the command number. Element 1
could be representedby a pointer to an element x. The
command processorexecutesthe command, and because
the application is in record mode, the command is passed
to the processorthat translates it to the external form. This
processoris written by the application designer.
The recording of the selection of element 1 would not
be of value to the application, becausethe obiect may be
moved around on the screen and become element 7, while
element 1 may be replaced with another object.The internal
form is whatbest servesthe application designer'sneeds.
Translated to eternal form, 6, 37,ptr[x]may become 8, 37,
XYZ.In this form, the command can be preserved for later
playback.
The application transfers the external form of the command to the agent via the API and the agent attaches a
P-code to it, resulting in the command being in the P-code
form. The agenthas many P-codesfor arithmetic and logical
operations and for flow control that are executed by the
agent without interaction with the application. One of the
P-codes identifies that the parameters of the P-code form
are to be sent to the application in external form.
With the command P-codeprefix, the command is sent

to the agent task for recording. The agenttask passesit to
the class independent recorder. There are two categories
of commands;clossindependentcommandslike lF,WHILE,
and so on, and closs dependentcommands,which are specific to an application, like the SELECT
command. If this
were a classindependentcommand,the classindependent
recorder would produce the user-viewabletask language
form. However, in this case it is a class dependent command, and it is passedoff to the classdependentrecorder
for the specific application the agentis interactingwith for
this command.The classdependentrecorderproducesthe
user viewable command SELEcr"xYZ".This command is
stored asa line of ASCII task languagewithin the agenttask.
The user could be watching the recording as it is going
on and would see the line of text displayed within the
agent task's open window. The user can modify any task
languagethat is viewable. When recording is completed
the resulting task is compiled to be performed at a later
time.
If the user modifies the agenttask language,the process
is reversed.The task languageform is compiled through
the classindependent parserfor commandslike lF, WHILE,
and so on, and through the classdependentparserwritten
for the application for application-specificcommands.The
results of compilation are stored within the agent task in
P-codeform.

Fag.4. Detailed block diagram of
the architectureof a NewWaveapplication.
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ExternalForm:
P-code Form:
LEN PCODE CLASSIO LEN CMD PARMS LEN CMD PAFMS

IilTEIT@TT7I

I
Application
API
and
Application Architecture

Fig. 5. Ihe task language, the application, and the application program intertace use various
command forms to support the agent.

During playback the agent reads the P-codes from the
agent task object and passes the external form of the commands to the application. P-codes, like lF, WHILE, and so
on, are executed within the agent engine and are not passed
to the application.
When the application receives the command in external
form via the API, the application passes it to the processor
that translates it to internal form. This processor is written
by the application designer and produces the internal form
of the command for execution by the application's command processor.
The cycle is now complete. Combinations of record, modify, edit, and playback can be performed and the agent will
reliably maintain the proper command forms.
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An ExtensibleAgent Task Language
environment
Withthislanguage,
usersof theHPNewWave
agenttopertorm
cancreatescrpfs to directtheirNewWave
fasksfor them.Thelanguageis designedfor both novice
and knowledgeable
users.
by Barbara B. Packard and Charles H. Whelan

HE AGENT TASK LANGUAGE of the HP NewWave
environment is a set of procedural commands that
provide users accessto the task automation functions of the NewWave environment. Scripts can be written
to create, delete, modify, and otherwise manipulate NewWave objects. The scripts are processed by an interpretive
engine, which is part of the agent object. More information
on the interaction of the agent, the task language, and the
application can be found in the article on page 32.
In the NewWave environment, each task is a separate
object with associated data files. Tasks function across and
within object classes and are supported by all NewWave
applications. Upon opening a task, the user sees the contents of the file containing the task language commands,
available for editing and compilation. When the user drags
a task to the agent icon, the associated binary P-code file
is executed. Task language commands have a verb/object
syntax:
(commandkeyword)[ parameter]. . .
The parameter of a command may be either a keyword
or a literal. Commands are line-oriented, but a continuation
character is available to extend a command across the line
boundary. A primary concern in the language definition
was the mapping of the interactive user interface to the
task language commands. To make the scripts as readable
as possible, we wanted to have the command keywords
reflect user actions. For example, if an action is accomplished interactively by clicking on a menu item such
as cUT, the corresponding task language command will
contain that menu item as its command keyword verb. The
parameter type is command dependent, but numeric,
string, and keyword command parameters can be used.

User Requirements
Agenttaskswill be createdandexecuted
by userswhose
expertise varies widely. The casual NewWave user will
record a few actions within an object and save them as a
task, which is executedto repeat the actions. The power
user will construct complicated automated tasks, frequently for other users,that executefor a considerabletime
without user intervention.
The novice, using the task languageas a macro recorder,
quite possibly may never look at the task languageform of
the task. This user will require easeof use and high performance. The power user will demand a languagewith at
least the power of command languagesin existing applica-
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tions such as Excel or DBaseIII Plus.@
Our chosen model for the task languageis the power
user. The language is appropriate for constructing large
automated tasks involving several applications. We have
provided a conversationalwindow facility, designed by
the task writer and controlled by the task language script,
which enablesthe task to receive user input and display
information. Other features include variables, functions,
task procedures,control statementssuch as conditionals
and loops, and numeric, string, and logical expressions.A
command parameter defined as a literal may also be an
expressionof the same type.
We expect that in time many casual users will move
toward the power user model. The language should be
designedto facilitate this. Toward this end, the agenttask
recorder facility has a built-in watch feature. The user can
see the task language command that was recorded as a
result of an action. Recordedtasks do not contain the advanced programming featureslisted above,but the relationship of the user's interactive actions to the task language
commands will be apparent from the syntax of the command. In particular, the syntax of task languagecommands
is meaningful enough to serve as a learning aid to users
who wish to explore the more advancedfeaturesof NewWave agenttasks.This is anotherreasonfor the closemapping of the command keywords to the interactive user actions.
System Requirements
The system requirements for automating a task that spans
applications have a somewhat different perspective. A task
languagestatement is either a control statement (examples
include variable assignment,procedure call, loops) or an
action command(suchasCLOSE,
CUT,PASTE)
to a particular
object. Control statements are independent of the current
active object and can be executed by the agent interpretive
engine, but action commands are sent to an object of a
particular application classand executedby it. Commands
are not identical acrossapplications;many areclass-specific. For example, most applications support some form of

Length
Word

P-code
lD word

OPtional
Parameters,
variable Length

Fig. 1. BinaryP-coderecordformat.

SELEOT.But the object of the selection, which translates to
the parameter of the task language command, will vary
widely depending on the object class. In a document one
would SELECTa range of text, in a spreadsheet a cell or
range of cells. However, in the NewWave Office window
the selection is an icon, that is, another object with a class
and title. The NewWave open architecture specification
mandates the dynamic installation and removal of application classes and leads to a different configuration on each
system. Task language commands for a NewWave application written by an independent software vendor must also
be supported.
It is impossible for the agent engine to keep track of the
command set and syntax supported by each application
currently active on the system. The agent engine should
not interpret the contents of a command it sends to an
application in playback. It is equally impractical to have
each application class parse its commands at execution
time, returning similar syntax error messages, or handling
variables or expressions as parameters.
The solution is a task language parser module and recorder template for each application class. The parser converts ASCII task language commands to the external command form recognized by the application. The recorder
template converts the external command to ASCII task language commands during the task recording. These are installed into the task automation process when the application is installed into the NewWave environment. As applications are added to and removed from the system, the set
of task language commands accepted by the compiler and
created by the recorder is customized accordingly.

ApplicationDeveloperAssistance
Because developers of NewWave applications need to
provide parser and recorder modules for task automation,
we supply tools and guidelines to make their job as simple
as possible. We separate out the components that are common to all applications and provide code for these in libraries, and we provide source templates for typical semantic routines. Since we wish to have the task language commands appear as one programming language to the user,
we provide guidelines for commands and examples of
appropriate syntax that are the same or similar across applications.

The Task LanguageCompiler
Our first design decision was to compile task language
scripts to a binary P-code format for execution rather than
interpreting the ASCII commands at run time. There were
severalreasonsfor this:
r The binary format is more compact, particularly for long
tasks.
r A standardized binary format is more suitable for execution by applications in the MS Windows environment.
r Syntax and other obvious errors can be flagged and fixed
at compile time.
Command
P-code
Length Word
P-code

Class lO

Command Command
lD
Length Word

r Nonsequentialinstructions such as loops and procedure
calls can be handled efficiently.
r Functions,variables,and expressionscanbe preprocessed
and handled in a standardmanner.
As a result, the task languagecompiler is a two-pass
compiler. The first passfollows the generalcompiler model
of scanner,parser,and semantics.It receivesas input the
ASCII task languagescript, parsesit, and generatesbinary
P-coderecordswhich are written to a temporary file. The
secondpassfixes instructions that referenceaddressesthat
were unknown when the P-codewas initially generated.
Object File Format
Successfulcompilation of a task createsa binary object
file. An obiectfile consistsof two main parts:a fixed-length
header record and the binary P-code records which will
be executed by the agent interpretive engine.
The headerrecordcontainsthe versionID of the compiler
as well as information such as the number of variables,
conversationalwindows, and pagesof code in the task.
The code sectionof the objectfile consistsof the variablelength, binary P-code records which are executed at run
time by the agent engine. Many P-code instructions are
similar to high-level assemblylanguage.Pointers to locations in the code are maintained as addresses.Addresses
consist of a page number and an offset into that page,thus
identifying the start of an instruction. Page size is fixed.
P-codeinstructions do not crosspageboundaries;however,
a continuation P-codeis available.
The P-Code Record
The agent interpretive engine performs a task by fetching
and executingthe P-codeinstructions.The genericrecord
format is shown in Fig. 1. The length field contains the
number of bytes in the record, including the length word.
A record with no parameters will have a length of a. The
P-code ID is the numeric opcode of the instruction. The
parametersare any parametersthe instruction requires.The
type and length are instruction dependent. Parametersof
type string are null-terminated, which is indicated by the
string t o.
The Command P-Code
As mentioned earlier, most P-codeinstructions result in
an action command sent to a particular application object.
Fig. 2 illustrates the P-code format for a command. The
parametersof the P-code, except for the integer class ID
word, make up the external command form, which is sent
to the application. The class ID parameter is an integer
indicating the classof objectthat recognizesthis command.
It is task dependent. The command length is an integer
containing the total length of the length word, the command
ID word, and the parameters. The command ID is set by
the application. The parameters are of variable length and
type, and are command dependent.
At run time, the agent engine strips the first three words

Parameters
(Optional)

Fig. 2. The P-code format for a
command.
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A NewWave Task Language Example
Mary Smith starts the following task every Friday evening as
she leaves work. The task cleans up her NewWave Office window
by tidying up the past week's work. lt then makes preparations
f o r j o b s t h a t M a r y w i l l b e g i n w h e n s h e a r r i v e so n M o n d a y m o r n i n g .

CREATE_ANEW
FOCUS CREATOR
FROM MASTERCALLED"MonthlyProfitAnd
CREATESPREADSHEET
Loss" T|TLED "May Profit & Loss"

TASK
FOCUSON OFFICE

Next, the task will mail some memos that Mary wrote this afternoon. Since it is now late on Friday evening, the mail system will
be more resoonsive.

Start by moving all data objects into a folder for the week and
putting that folder in the file drawer.
CREATE-ANEW
FOCUSCREATOR
CREATE FOLDERTITLE "Week Ended5/29"
FOCUSOFFICE
SELECT-ALL
DISJOINT_SELECT
FOLDER"Week Ended5/29"
'Moves
MOVE_TOFOLDER"Week Ended5/29"
allselected data
'objects
into the folder
SELECTFOLDEB "Week Ended 5/29"
MOVE_TOFILE_DRAWER
Next, the task empties the waste basket.
SELECTWASTE-BASKET
OPEN
FOCUS ON WASTE_BASKET
EMPTY
CLOSE
FOCUSON NEWWAVE_OFFICE
Now, the task creates a spreadsheet, which Mary will use on
Monday morning to prepare this month's profit and loss statement. The spreadsheet will be a copy of a customized master
complete with prepared formulas and formats.

and sends the remainder, the external command, to the
application. The agent engine requires the length word;
the remainder of the structure is designed by the application. However, applications are strongly urged to use the
format illustrated.

Run-TimeEnvironment
The agent interpretive engine is implemented as a simple
stack machine. Variable assignments, function and procedure calls, and expression evaluations are all stack operations. When a task starts up, the agent initializes its data
structures using information in the task header record. It
then makes an MS Windows intrinsic call to receive an
MS Windows TIMER message at regular intervals. Each
TIMERtriggers a P-code fetch and execution. The agent relinquishes control between instructions, thus allowing
tasks to conform to the same execution guidelines as other
NewWave objects. P-codes are fetched from the current
page, which is retained in memory. Pages are procured as
needed. If the P-code is a command, the agent checks the
class ID to determine if the instruction class matches the
class of the object that currently has the focus. If so, it posts
an API-PLAYBACK-MSGto the object with the command as
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SELECTFILLDRAWER
OPEN
FOCUSON FILE_DRAWER
SELECTFOLDER"memos"
OPEN
SELECTDOCUMENT"JanuarySalesanalysis"
DISJOINT-SELECTTEXT_NOTE"Quick note about meetingTuesday"
DISJOINT_SELECT
DOCUMENT"Nextmonth'sforecasts"
MOVLTO ENVELOPE"outgoing"
SELECTENVELOPE"oulgoing"
SEND_TO_MAILROOM
CLOSE
FOCUSON NEWWAVE_OFFICE
F i n a l l y ,t h e t a s k w i l l l o c k M a r y ' s d i s p l a y , H e r N e w W a v e s y s t e m
will be locked untilshe unlocks it on Monday by giving her passworo.
LOCICDISPLAY
END
ENDTASK

a parameter.No more P-code instructions are executed
until the agent receivesan API-RETURN-MSG.
The Task Language Parsers
To facilitate the modularization and customization of
the tasklanguage,we designeda systemof multiple parsers.
The main compiler contains two parsers:the top level or
clossindependentparser,and the expressionparser,which
handles functions and expressionsof numeric, string, and
logical type. Each application also has a parser module,
which parsesits clossdependenttask languagecommands.
This module also includes semantic routines 'arhichconvert the parsed command to the external command form.
The parser modules are in the form of MS Windows
dynamic libraries and are accessedfrom the classindepenintrinsic,
dent parserthrough the MS Windows Loadlibrary
The application'sinstallation file identifies the Iibrary file,
the application class name, and the names of its parse
routines by adding them to its OMF property list as a propThe task language compiler
erty PROP-AGENTTASKINFO.
enumeratesall applications with this property. It is then
aware of all availableclassesof task languagecommands.
Again, this can be different for each systemconfiguration.

However,the compiler loadsonly the librariesof the classes
requestedby the task script.
Parser Components
The following sectionsdescribebriefly the various components of the parsers.Fig. 3 shows a data flow diagram
of their interaction.
Parser Routines. The current parser modules have been
created using the yaccparser generator.yaccwas developed
at AT&T Bell Laboratories.There is nothing to preclude a
developer'ssubstituting a customized parse routine for a
yacc-generated
one.
Keyword File. The recommendedclass dependentparser
model storesits command keywords in a file which is read
into a table during the initialization process.The token
number of each keyword depends on its position in the
file. This permitsa certainamountof commandlocalization
without reconstructing the parser.
Scanner Routine. The scanner was developed in-house at
HP and providesthe only accessto the task languagesource
file. All parser modules must call it for token input. The
scanner returns token types and indexes to appropriate
tables where the values are stored.If a parsermodule uses
a different token representation, it can modify its scanner
to retrievethe value at this point and continue processing.
Expression Parser. The expression parser is available to
the class independent and class dependent parsers.It is
activated by a semantic call during the parsing of a command. It processestokens until it finds one that is not part
of the expression.The associatedsemanticroutines generate P-codesto evaluate the expression and place the result
on the engine run-time stack. The expressionparser then
sets the state of the scanner so that the next token request
(by a command parser)will return a token type expression,
which will satisfy the conditions of the parse. There is no
requirement that class dependent parsersuse the expression parser.
Semantic Routines. Since the structure of the external command form is known only to the relevant application, the
semantic routines must be the responsibility of the application developer. However, we have provided a library of
routines to perform functions such as initialization, buffer
management, and cleanup. Also, there are routines that
handle the semantic processing of expressions when they
occur as command parameters. Use of this library will
greatly simplify the implementation of the semantics. The
output of the semantic routines is returned to the compiler
in a buffer and then written to the object file.

referenced.At installation time this classnameis added to
property of the class.When
the OMF PRoP-AGENTTASKINFo
a task is compiled, the compiler adds the classnamesto its
list of keywords recognized by the scanner, and through
the scannerby the class dependent parsersas well.
When a task is executed,the majority of the commands
will result in the agent'ssending a messageto the object
that currently has the focus. The parametersof this message
make up a command that will direct the object to change
its state. At run time, the FOCUScommand tells the agent
which object is the target of subsequentcommand messages.At compile time it has anotherrole. It controls selection of the class parser that will parse class dependent
commands and generate the external command. Commands are compiled sequentially in the order received.
However. the order in which commands are executed at
run time will seldom, if ever, be completely sequential.
The inclusion of conditional execution (lF,WHILE),jumps
(GOTO),procedure execution (DO),or user variables in a
task virtually guarantees that there is no way to make a
determination at compile time which object will have the
focus at run time. The FOCUScommand setsa compile-time
focus. In effect, it determines which class dependent parser
will parse the commandsfollowing it. The command
"OrdersReport"
FOCUSDOCUMENT
will causeall class dependentcommandsto be parsedby
the document parser until another FOCUScommand is encountered.If the OFFparameteris used,only classindependent commands will be accepted by the parsers until
another FOCUSstatement is encountered. The main effect
of this command is to reduce compilation time, since a
syntax error returned by a classdependent parserwill cause
the command to be reprocessedby the class independent
parser.

...m

The Focus Command
The compiler directs the source processingto the appropriate parser through the FOCUScommand. This command
needs additional discussion since it results in both compile-time and run-time actions. The syntax is
FOCUS

f

I

IONI

torrt

(classname)

'(riflesrrins)"
]

where classname
is the name of the class of object (for example, DOCUMENT
or FOLDER)
as recognizedby the task languageparsers,and titlestringis the title of the specific object

Fig. 3. Parser data flow.
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The Task Language Recorders
Task recording provides the ability to monitor run-time
events and recomposethem to produce a reusabletask in
the ASCII task language format. The focal point of the recording process is the class independent recorder. This
module is an MS Windows dynamic library which is loadedonly during a recording session.It receives all external
commands from the agent while recording is active.
The recorder first determinesif the received command
is specificto a class.If it is not, the command'isimmediately
converted to its ASCII task languageform. If the command
is class-specific,the library will either provide default dependent recording or will passthe external command to a
separateclass dependentrecorder module. In either case,
the completed task languagetext is used to build a source
file of ASCII task commands.
Default Dependent Recording
The majority of class-specificexternal commands are
handled wholly within the class independent recorder.
This module usesASCII recordertemplate files to provide
the necessaryinformation to do default dependentrecording. These files provide formatting information so that a
multiplicity of externalcommandscan be recomposedinto
task languagewithout the need of invoking class-specific
executablecode.
Recorder template formatting strings are patterned after
the C programming language's print control strings, They
describehow a given external command's parametersare
to be interpreted and formatted into compilable task languagetext. They can include information on the order of
parameters in the external command, the size of each parameter, the data type of the parameter,and how the parameter is to be formatted in the task languageline. Templates
also support arraysof parameters,enumeratedparameters,
optional parameters,and optional fields in the task languageform. Comment fields, ignored by the recorder but
useful for documentation,may be included as well.
Template file information for a particular class is read
into memory when a FOCUScommand for that class is first
receivedduring a recordingsession.As externalcommands
are passedto the recorderat run time, they arethen formatted into task language.
The examplebelow illustratesa templateand a command
definition from the NewWave Office recorder template file.
Template Formatting String:
"Tovo/o1d
TO DEVICE
COPIES
%2s" ; 13th template.
Command Definition:
103
13"L|ST"
The command definition specifiesthat when externalcomLenglh
Word

Number-of-Copies
Parameter

it

+

Command
lD Word

\\

Device Name Parameter

Fig. 4, LISTexternalcommand format
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mand 103 is received (and NewWave Office has the focus)
the 13th template in the file is to be used with the verb
LIST.The template definition specifies that the first parameter in the external command is a decimal integer and the
second parameter is a string.
The external command form of the example is shown in
Fig. 4. From the external command shown, default dependent recording will produce
LIST2 COPIESTO DEVICE"LaserJet"

ClassDependentRecorders
If there are casesthat cannot be handled by template
files, an application can provide its own class dependent
recorder.The classindependent recorderwill passthe external commandsthat it cannot handleby default recording
to the classdependentrecorderfor the classthat currently
has the focus.
Extensibility
All recordersincluding the class independent recorder
are written as MS Windows dynamic libraries that are
loaded only when neededwith the MS Windows intrinsic
LoadLibrary.
All recordersmust.also support a common programmatic interface, so that the interactions between the
class independent recorder and any class dependent recorder are identical.
The developer of a new application can implement recording by producing the ASCII recordertemplatefile and,
if necessary,by developing the application's own separately linked dynamic library. The file names are declared
property in the application's
in the PROP-AGENTTASICINFO
installation file. Recordingis activatedwhen the running
application getsthe focus during a recording session.
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The HP NewWaveEnvironment
Help Facility
providesa common,context
TheNewWaveenvironment
sensitive,intuitive,unobtrusivehelp facilityfor NewWave
applications.
by VickySpilmanand EugeneJ. Wong
URING THE INVESTIGATION AND DESIGNPhASES been duplicated.
The use of a sharedprogramto provide help also guaranof the help facility for the HP NewWave environment, the development team followed objectives teesthat the help userinterfaceis identical for all NewWave
components.All displays look alike and all user interface
passed down from the system level. Among these were
featureswork identically acrossNewWave applications.A
ease of use, emphasis on the tasks instead of the tools, and
user can askfor help in the sameway, regardlessof whether
consistent user interfaces. The decision had already been
the requestis for a reminder of the purpose of an icon or
made to include a help facility in all components of the
for information on how to perform a specific operationon
NewWave environment. The decision was easy because
some data.
help
and
there
was
form
of
on-line
customers expect some
A common help facility also gives the NewWave dea general desire to reduce the need for users to refer to the
veloper severaladvantages.One obvious advantageis that
manuals. Other objectives were also added specifically for
the developer of an application does not have to develop
the help facility, but all of these objectives can be sumthe help facility. Also, maintenanceof the application is
marized by four descriptors: common facility, context sensimplified, since it usesthe existing help facility. The help
sitive, intuitive user interface, and unobtrusive.
text can be written as a separateactivity from the application code development,further reducing the workload on
CommonFacility
the developer.Help text maintenanceis also easiersince
Since every NewWave component has to supply help, it
this text is separated from the other text materials in the
makes sense for help to be implemented as one facility that
application code.
can be called by each component. Help runs as a separate
program in the Microsoft Windows environment, like the
other NewWave architectural components. However, help
does not depend upon the NewWave architecture since it
has to provide services for the NewWave Office, NewWave
formatter, NewWave agents, other architectural components, and NewWave applications. Since the help facility
is concentrated in one program, it can afford to provide
additional features that would have been prohibitive to
implement in multiple components. The character display
formats, related topics buttons, window movement, and
other functions are examples of features ihat would have
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Context Sensitive Help
For the help facility to be useful, it hasto meet the expectations of users, which means that it should be context
sensitive.When a user asksfor help, the resulting information appliesto the specificsituation at that moment,instead
of to a general situation, which might not provide any
meaningful information to a user at all. For example,a user
who needs to know how to use a text input box in the
middle of a screen is not interested in finding out that the
screenis usedto communicateinformation and to getmany

Settin

Fig. 1. An example of the help
index.
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types of input. The user would rather have-and gets-instructions on what a correct entry might look like or what
choices are expected.
Intuitive User lnterface
In most cases,a user can look at the screenand figure
out how to use the help facility without a lot of training
or searching through the manuals. Thus one can get help
immediately when it is most needed,when a small hint or
short explanationwill allow the task to be completedwithout a long delay or distraction. Help can be startedfrom a
menu, from a function key, or from a pushbutton. Index
items can be chosenby mousescrolling,keyboardscrolling,
or typing. The help userinterfaceallows all common modes
of operation so that its use will seemintuitive to as many
users as possible.
Unobtrusive
Help has to be able to meet the needs of users without
becoming another problem. Therefore, it allows flexibility
and yet remains efficient in execution and use of memory.
The help window is large enough so there is room for
explanations,but users can still seetheir original tasks.If
it is necessaryfor them to seemore of the previouswindow,
they can move the help window out of the way or make it
disappearuntil they want to make it reappear.If they move
the help window aside,they can continue working on the
previous task and refer back to the information given in
the help text window.
Starting Help
To start help, the user can selectone of two menu items
from the help pull-down menu. The help pull-down menu
for NewWave objects contains two items: HelpIndexand
Help.The menu items activate the help index
Screen/Menu
and screen/menuhelp mode, respectively. The user can
make the selection by using the mouse or by using accelerators (keyboard interface). The acceleratorfor gaining
accessto the help index is f1.
The user can also start help by selectingthe help pushbutton from a dialog box. When the help pushbutton is
selected,the help text window containing information pertinent to the dialog box is displayed.
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Help
Screen/Menu
As mentioned above,one of the major objectivesfor help
is to provide context sensitivity. Context sensitivity is best
illustrated by screen/menuhelp mode, which is also called
? mode. The user selectsscreen/menuhelp from the help
pull-down menu and the cursorchangesto a questionmark
shape, indicating that the user is in a special help mode.
The user can move the question mark cursor around on
the screen and click the button on the mouse when the
cursor is on an area of interest. The verbal equivalent of
this action is to ask the question "What is this?" while
pointing at the referenced area.
Screen/menuhelp allows the userto gethelp on anything
in the application window, which might include pulldown menus,icons, and fields. When ? mode is activated,
the Screen/Menu
Help item in the help pull-down menu
changesto CancelHelp,which allows the user to exit the
mode without having to selecta help topic.
When the user activatesscreen/menuhelp and selects
an item, the help window displays information about that
item instead of executing that selection. After the help
window is displayed, the mouse cursor and the help pulldown menu are restored to the previous state, ? mode is
active for one selectionat a time.
lndex
The index will be displayed when the user selectsthe
HelpIndexitem from the pull-down menu, or activatesthe
Indexpushbutton from the help text window, The main
purpose of the index is to list all availablehelp topics and
allow the userto selecta topic. The index facilitatesa quick
searchfor a particular topic or allows the user to read all
topics. An example of the index is shown in Fig. 1.
All topics are listed in a standardIistbox with a vertical
scroll bar.With one exception,all topics arelisted alphabetically. The one exception is the first index entry, which at
the help text writer's discretion, may be a special topic
that should be pointed out to the user. Within the listbox,
the user can scroll through the entire index and select a
topic, which is done by double clicking with the mouse
on a topic, or by selecting the topic and then the OK
pushbutton.
Another option for searchingfor a topic is to use the
editbox,which appearsabovethe listbox, This allows quick
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The Edit menu contains the commands associaled
with the Clipboard. You use ihe Clipboard lo iransfer
information lrom one objec{ to another.
These commands appear in lhe Edil menu:
@
@
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ToDic

Fig. 2. An exampleof the help text
window.
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accessto topics listed in the index. As single characters
are typed into the editbox, a searchbeginsimmediately to
find the first string in the listbox that matchesthe characters
typed in the editbox.Oncea topic is highlightedin the listbox
(signifying a match), the user can pressEnterto selectthat
topic.
Help Window
The user can view the help text window and the index
as one window, since the windows appear in the same
place on the screen (on top of each other) and only one
can be viewed at a time. The index and the help text window are separatewindows and are programmaticallyhandled differently. There is only one instance of help; the
user would never see two help windows.
The help window appearsto the userasa modelessdialog
box belonging to an application. The help window can be
moved, and disappears when the application closes or
iconizes. When the help window is initially displayed, it
is placed in the lower right corner of the screen.The user
can move the help window if it is obstructingthe application; this will allow the user to work in the application
and also view the help text.
The help window displays the help topic title just below
the help window caption bar. The help text is in 12-point
Helvetica type, with options for bold, underline, and
pushbutton (relatedtopics) variations.The font variations
are used at the discretion of the help text writer. If the
topic text is longer than one screen (14 lines of text), a
vertical scroll bar will be provided for single-lineand page
scrolling through the topic.
The Indexpushbutton is available from the help topic
window to let the user select another topic. The LastTopic
pushbutton allows the user to back through previously displayed topics. A sample of the help text window is shown
in Fig. 2.
Related Topics
Related topics are highlighted words or phrases within
the help text that can be selected.The related topic highlight is a simulated pushbutton.When the user selectsthe
related topic pushbutton, the help text pertaining to the
related topic will be displayed.
Help Components
The NewWave help systemis made up of three separate
sections or pieces: the user interface,the help files, and

the help file utility.
User Interface. The user interface refers to what the user
seesand interacts with on the screen.The user interface
can be further separatedinto two parts,which are separate
executablemodules.
The first part, or the front end, of the user interfacecode
is containedwithin the application and performsindependently of the back end. The front end is a dynamic library
used by all NewWave applications,thereby giving the applications the common help interface. This benefits the
user becauseaccessto help information is consistentbetween applications.The front end portion of the help system is contained within the NewWave dynamic library
HPNWLIB.EXE,
which is usedbyall NewWaveapplications.
The front end handlesall of the help systemfunctionality
for the application. The front end initializes and maintains
the help pull-down menu, maintains the question mark
cursor, and monitors messages.The front end provides the
routines that allow the application to communicate with
the help system. In the NewWave environment, applications make API function calls, which in turn call help. The
front end loadsthe back end into memory,beginsexecution
of the back end, and then communicateswith it.
The second part, or the back end of the user interface
code, is a separateexecutablefile, HPHELP.NWE,
which is
loaded by the front end. The back end does all of the help
window maintenance(both the help text window and the
indexJ and reading of the help files. The back end also
maintains the connection to an application, since the connection changeswhen a secondapplication asksfor help.
Most of the enor handling is processedin the back end.
Fig. 3 shows the pieces of the user interface.
Help Files. The help files are located on the disc in the
same directory as HPHELP.NWE.
For consistency,the help
files are named with the application name and the .HLPfile
extension.There is one help file for each application and,
with the current help system design,one help file can be
used at a time.
The help file is a binary file that contains the structures,
pointers, and help text required by the user interface. The
format of the help file is shown in Fig. 4. The file header
contains information about the entire file, such as pointers
to the index table and context table and the lengths of the
tables. There is one text block for each help topic in the
file. Eachtext block has its own headerdescribingthe topic
title and the number of relatedtopics. The help text follows
the text header,and the pointers for the related topics are

HPNWLIB.EXE
Help File

Fig.3. Architecture of the help user interface.
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placed after the text. Following all the text blocks is the
r APllnitcalls HELP-lnitialise
which initializes data structures,
context table containing the context numbers provided {or
checks for the help file, and does general initialization.
? mode. Last in the file is the index table which is used to
I APllnitMenucalls HElP-lnstallHelpMenu
which attaches the
display the help index.
help menu to the application's menu.
Help File Utility. The function of the help file utility is to
I APlUserActionlnterface
calls HELP-CheckMessage
which is a
produce a file that is readableby the user interface code.
message filter that executes help commands.
The help system requires tables and pointers that are difr APlTermcalls HELP-Donewhich closes the help window,
ficult to input manually. Therefore, the help file utility
frees memory, and handles general termination.
produces the desired results. The help file utility is basiTo allow the user to get help from a dialog box, the
cally a file converter,convertingthe text input by the help
programmer must provide a help pushbutton in the dialog
text writer to the desired format.
box (in the resource file) and use the NewWave standard
(help files), is a DOS program
The utility, HPHELPFL.EXE
call APlDiguserActionlnterface,
which calls HELP-Topicto disthat doesn't require MS Windows to run (however,it can
play the appropriate help topic.
be run with a PIF* file under MS Windows). HPHELPFL.EXE
is not part of the NewWave environment, but rather a deInternalFunctionality
velopmenttool that is usedby NewWaveapplication teams,
All incoming help messages are processed by the fronthelp writers, and localizers.
end code. The heart of the front end and of the entire help
facility is the message filter, consisting of APlUserActionlnter
face and HElP-CheckMessage.
Help requests from the help
pull-down menu come into the latter routine and all subsequent help functionality is generated from this routine.
Because the API filters messages,the help facility receives
only the messages that pertain to it. When the user selects
an item from the help pull-down menu, messages are generated and are directed to the help message filter.
When the user selects ? mode, the help facility sends a
message to the application, telling the application to set
the mode flag to intercept on. The mode flag is a variable
that is part of the NewWave architecture and is maintained
by the application. Setting the mode flag causes all messages to be sent through the help message filter until the
help facility tells the application to set intercept off
(another message is sent). When intercept ? mode is invoked, the help facility maintains the ? cursor and interprets the help selection of the user. Once a selection is
made with ? mode, intercept mode is turned off and a help
message is generated to display the help topic.
When the request for a help topic or index is received (or
generated), the front end processes the messageby loading
the back end and then sending it the appropriate messages.
The back end receives a message for displaying the help
*A PIFtileis a programintormation
filethattellsMSWindows
howmuchmemory
to reserue,
topic or index, then executes accordingly. The back end
iswindowing,
nonwindowing,
nonswitching,
andwhelherthe
application
ornontransferring.
manages everything pertaining to the help text window
and the index window, which includes reading the help
/topic=Edit menu commands
file (text and tables), scrolling, window placement, font
/retated=Copy
and related topics, and the last-topic stack.
/related=Cut
/related=Paste
For dialog boxes, the APlDlgUserActionlnterface
behaves
/related=Select AII Obiects
similarly
to APluserActionlnterface
in that it is a message filter
/related=Share
routine, checking all messagesto see if the help pushbutton
/related=Throw Away
(or other API button) has been pressed. If the help pushbutton is selected by the user, then a help topic request is
The Edit menu contains the commands associated
with the Clipboard.You use the Clipboardto transfer
generated.

How Help Works
As mentioned above,the help facility is an independent
program. It is called by the application program interface
(API) whenever the API detectsa requestfor help while a
NewWave program is executing.
The API is the primary interfacebetweenan application
program and the rest of the NewWave environment. The
API provides the functions that must be called by the application program code to start the program, stop the program, display API menus, and call other system services.
These functions give the API the information to inform the
help facility of the stateor location of the application program whenever a user requestshelp.
For the NewWave programmer, there is no extra work
involved to get the use of the help facility. If the programmer follows the standardNewWave guidelines,which include the API functionality, and provides a help file, the
help systemwill automaticallybe provided for the application.
The following is a list of the API functions and the help
facility counterparts. The functions are all part of the
generic API template for NewWave applications and are
included in the HPNWLIB
module.

information trom one item to another.

ContextNumbersfor ? Mode
These commands appear in the Edit menu:
/R Copy/N
/R CuvN
/R Paste/N
/R Select All Oblects/N
/R Share/N
/B Throw Away/N
Fig. 5. An excerpt from a help source file.
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The main task for NewWaveprogrammersusing the help
system is defining and setting context numbers.A context
number is a value that uniquely identifies a topic in the
help file. AII items that can be selectedby using ? mode
should have a context number in the help file. If there is
no context number in the help file for an item that the user
wants help on, the help system displays a message"No

When the source file has the help text required for the
help available for this selection," which is not very helpful.
application, it must be convertedwith the help file utility.
It is to the programmer's advantage to provide a complete
The input to the help file utility is the sourcefile, and the
set of context numbers.
resulting file is the file used by the user interface code.
In the case of menu commands, the context number is
resource
file.
number
set
in
the
the command identification
Stand-Alone Help
When the user selects help in the client area, the frontThe help facility was first developed as a stand-alone
end code sends a message to the application requesting a
facility
to be used by MS Windows applications. During
context number. The application responds to the messagethe
development
of the NewWave environment, several
reAPI-RENDER-HELP-FN-by
case
API-INTERROGATE-MSG,
NewWave architectural component libraries were comturning to the help system a context value that pertains to
bined so that the applicationsonly need to use one library
the cursor position in the client area. The cursor position
is given to the application within the API-INTERROGATE- to accessthese functions, rather than severallibraries.
However,there was still a needfor an MS Windows help
MSG message. The application can return a context value
system for other products that run in the MS Windows
based on the current state or cursor position within fields,
environment, so the help facility is also usableas a standthus producing context sensitivity.
alone
version.The differenceis that the application makes
Providing help for system menus and the nonclient area
requires that the context values match those in windows.h help calls directly instead of API calls. Other than the programmatic interface, there is little difference between the
(include file provided for MS Windows development). For
stand-aloneand NewWave help systems.They both have
example, to provide help for the caption bar, the value of
the
same user interface and operatein the sameway.
HT-CAPTIONis used in the help file. Nonclient area values
are the HT- values.

CreatingHelp Files
Thereis no help facility if thereis no help file. Writing
and developing the help text is a major task in providing
help for an application.
The sourcefiles for the help text consist of control statements and help text. Control statementsidentify features
pertaining to a help screenand the help file. Control statements are also directives to the help file utility for setting
up structures and tables. Fig. 5 shows an excerpt from a
help sourcefile, and Fig. 2 is the resulting help screen.
Control statementsare distinguished from the help text
by the slash as the first characterin a line of text. Here is
a list of somebasiccontrol statementsand their functions:
/context: #
/topic: string
/end
/indent:string
/related= string

Providesa contextsensitivetopic
availablethrough ? mode.
Declaresstringasa main topic that
is listed in the index.
End ofthehelp screen.
Listsstringin the index indented
underthetopic.
Specifieswhere a relatedtopic
points to-i.e., string.

Localizability
As in other NewWave and MS Windows applications,
all help text strings are in a resourcefile. The strings can
be translated into other languagesand the resource file
recompiled. There is no need to recompile and link the
entire help system source code. This is a feature of application development under MS Windows.
For applications using the help facility, the help text is
easily translated by changing the help source and then
producing a new help file with the help file utility.
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Any text (not control statements)between the /topicand
/end statements is the help text that is shown in the help
window. Text enhancements(bold, underline, and related
topics) are specifiedwithin the text by marking the text to
be enhanceC.Besidesthe text enhancements.no other formatting is done. The text appears as it was typed within
the source.
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NewWaveGomputer-Based
Training
DevelopmentFacility
Computer-based
trainingin the NewWaveenvironment
allowsusersto learnhow to use fhe sysfemat theirown
pace, and providesfacilitiesfor usersto createtheirown
computer-based
trainingcourseware.
LawrenceA. Lynch-Freshner,R. ThomasWatson,Brian B. Egan,and John J. Jencek
ORMAL TRAINING IS OFTEN ASSOCIATED with
a crowded lecture room. Despitea long and successful history, classroomtraining is becoming increasingly expensivewithout a correspondingincreasein effectiveness.The growing influence of computers provides a
possibility for improvement:let the computer do all or part
of the instruction.
Computer-basedtraining, or CBT, has been extensively
used by the military for teaching everything from medicine
to flying. Academia has also come to rely heavily on the
patience of the computer, while bright colors, interesting
music, and supplementalvideo all add appeal for a generation raised on television. Industry has been slower to
adopt CBT. Available coursesare limited, equipment and
software are expensive, and people have felt threatened by
the new technologies.Most important, many people are
unconvinced that CBT is effective. often becauseof bad
experienceswith unimaginative or boring CBT.
Properly written CBT can cut costs while raising retention and motivation. Achieving this requires a partnership
between the courseware and the CBT authoring software:
r Ideal CBT courseware is flexible enough to handle a
variety of student experiencelevels,provides task-based
instruction immediately applicable to the job, is available whenever needed, provides chunks of instruction
relevant to the task at hand. and doesn't constrain the
student becauseof its own limitations.
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r Ideal CBT authoring software is simple to use with minimal programmingexperience,provides a realisticlearning environment,costsvery little, and allows courseware
to be developedquickly and inexpensively in response
to local needs.
In creating the HP NewWave CBT facility, we set out to
reach these ideals. Earlier experienceswith commercially
available CBT authoring and delivery systems showed the
potential of CBT, yet also pointed out the limitations of
conventional technologies.It was time for original thinking.
NewWave GBT Facility Design
Throughoutthe project,therehavebeenfour designgoals
for the NewWave CBT facility: it must use the NewWave
architecture,it must provide effectivecourseware,it must
simplify and speed the development process, and the
coursewaremust be adaptableto local cultures and languageswith minimum effort.
No commercially available CBT authoring or delivery
system was available for either the NewWave environment
or Microsoft Windows. To take advantageof the power of
the NewWave environment, a CBT systemneedsa graphic
display, full mouseand keyboardinput capability,the ability to span concurrently open application windows, and
the ability to operate on what the students do and how
they do it. CBT also must be started from within the NewWave environment,since requiring a return to the MS-DOS
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To open a tolder:
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. Move the mouse pointer to it.

2. Double-click the left mouse
b utton.
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Fig. 1 Sample lesson,frame 1
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prompt for training would probablydiscouragepeoplefrom
using it. Finally, since the NewWave environment is capable of running existing MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows
applications (without providing many of the NewWaveenvironment features)the CBT must also provide some way
of training on theseapplications,even if only by simulating
them within the NewWave environment.
The second requirement for the NewWave CBT facility
was that it must provide the capabilitiesfor an unparalleled
level of quality in the CBT courseware.CBT is an integral
part of the learning product strategyfor the NewWave environment. When properly designed and executed, CBT
has proven to be successfuland inexpensive.Our goal was
to minimize the technical limitations placed on the lesson
author by allowing for multimedia lessons(text, graphics,
etc.),modularizedcourseware,and easyaccessfrom within
the normal work environment.
The third requirementfor the NewWaveCBT facility was
that it must reduce the long developmenttimes traditionally associatedwith CBT courses.A typical hour of CBT
takesbetween 300 and 500 hours to design,construct,and
test. Much of this time is spent in programmingthe CBT
logic and creating the screen displays, rather than in the
instructional design itself. By providing efficient, easy-touse tools, and by eliminating as much programming as
possible,the NewWaveCBT facility can make expenseless
of a considerationwhen deciding whether CBT is an appropriate medium for a particular course.
Finally, the coursewarecreatedwith the NewWave CBT
facility had to comply with HP's guidelinesfor localizability. The primary requirement is that text should be maintained separatelyfrom programlogic. This way, nontechnical translatorscan translatethe lessonsinto local languages
without having to delve into the sourcecode of the course.
Since translated text is often 30% larger than the original
English version, the position, size, and proportions of the
NewWave CBT text window had to be easily adiustable,
with automatic text wrap and preservation of formatting,
so that the localizerscould ensurethe legibility of the lesson without having to recodeit. Finally, text within illustrations had to be accessibleseparately(i.e.,no bit-mapped
text) so that the illustrations would not have to be redrawn
to translatethem.
During its history, CBT has evolved into two families of
technologies:
r Simulation. The CBT software is fully responsiblefor
what the student sees,with all screendisplays produced
by the training software. Simulations have great flexibility, allowing training on any real or imagined subject,
but require more development effort becausean entire
environment must be recreated.
I Concurrent. A CBT engine resides in memory and runs
in conjunction with a real software application. The application provides all its screendisplays and computations just as if it were being used normally. The CBT
software sequencesthe lessons,supplies instructional
text, and controls which keystrokesand commands are
allowed to reach the application. Since the application
supplies the bulk of the code,concurrentCBT is usually
easiertoproduce,butfewapplicationscaninteractwith
the CBT engine in a really meaningful way.

The NewWave CBT facility is designed to maximize the
advantages of both methods, providing text, graphics, and
animations for vivid simulations and intimate communication between the CBT lesson and the applications being
taught.

A Sample Lesson
The best introduction to the NewWave CBT facility is a
sample lesson.Fig. 1 shows the first of a seriesof screens
that might appear during part of a CBT course about the
NewWave Office. These screen displays, or frames, sequencein responseto student actions.
Frame 1. The real NewWave Office (not a simulation) is
running, with all of its normal tools and objects visible.
Also showing is a real folder object, placed by the CBT
facility specifically for this lesson. Overlaying the Office
is an instructional window, which containsan explanation
of how to open an object, and a pushbutton control. The
student readsthe text in the window and clicks the mouse
pointer on the Nextpushbutton to go on to the next frame.
Frame 2. The window now contains an illustration of a
folder, along with an instruction to the studentto try opening the real folder. The directionsarerepeatedfor reinforcement. At this point, there aretwo options.First, the student
can try to open the folder called "Samples." Second,the
student can click on the ShowMe pushbutton, asking for
the CBT to do it once as a demonstration.We'll assume
the latter choice for now.
Frame 3. The instructional window now describesthe first
step in the open process. The mouse pointer, by itself,
slowly movesfrom its previousposition to the folder "Samples" and pauses.
Frame 4. The window now changesto display the second
step. The screen reacts to the double-click performed by
the CBT facility, and the folder beginsopening.The mouse
clicks are not simulated; instead, the real messageis injected into the system by the CBT facility. Beeps are
sounded by the computer's speakerto mimic the sound of
the mouse buttons clicking. When the student clicks on
pushbutton, the folder is closed automatically
the Continue
and the next text frame is displayed.
Frames 5-6. The student is now askedto open the folder
unassisted,just as in Frame 1. If the open is unsuccessful,
an appropriateremedial messageis given, and the student
is askedto try again, as in Frame 2.
Frame 7. If the open is successful,congratulatorytext is
now displayed,and a brief animatedreward appears.Then,
using pushbuttons, the student choosesthe next step: continue to the next lesson, or return to the main course menu'
In either case,the CBT facility closesthe "Samples" folder
and destroys it, so that it won't remain in the NewWave
Office as an artifact of the training.
The NewWave CBT facility is capable of monitoring the
student's actions to a very fine level' The choice of which
conditions to watch is left to the instructional designer,
and will probably vary throughout a lesson.In this lesson,
for diagnosing the cause of the open failure, some possibilities might be;
I An open was attempted,but on the wrong object.In this
case,to save time and distraction, the open operation
can be prevented, with an appropriate messagebeing
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substituted.
r The mouse was double-clicked, but off the folder icon.
r The folder was selected (by a single click) but not opened.
Here, a time-out would be used to assume the action had
not been completed.
r And so on. The number of monitored possibilities is
Iimited more by the designer's imagination and time
constraints than by technology.

An Overviewof CBT Components
The initial vehicles for CBT were the NewWave agent
and the NewWave application program interface (API). As
a task automation facility, the agent can sequence through
a series of steps either automatically or in response to interactions with the computer user. The API provides a door
into all consenting NewWave data objects and tools, allowing the agent to control them or determine their inner states.
Together, the agent and the API can automate anything a
user might do. Thus the basics for a powerful CBT toolset
were present in the NewWave environment from the beginning.
At its simplest, a CBT lesson is just an agent task (see
article on page 38). Generic agent commands can open conversational windows anywhere, display textual information, present pushbuttons for user control, monitor certain
events within the system, and make sequencing decisions
in response to user actions.
While these agent tasks are sufficient for some training,
they are not optimal for large-scale, highly visual CBT.
They require programming expertise to construct, and because of their size when used for CBT, are expensive in
terms of development time and memory use. To construct
superior training, we needed additional visual effects, fullscreen graphics, the ability to simulate applications that
didn't lend themselves to concurrent training, a more detailed knowledge of what the student was doing to the
system, and a clean and easy method for starting and controlling a sequence of lessons. This required that the generic
agent task language be supplemented by:
r Extensions to the generic agent task automation language
that perform training-specific actions such as mouse position sensing and user input simulation.
I A CBT display object (with integral development editor),

which displays the sequences of instruction windows,
text, static graphics, and user controls that make up the
student's view of a lesson.
r An animation object (and editor), which displays color
ot monochrome animated graphics.
r A CBT menu object (and editor), which displays the
course's initial user interface and allows access to all
instructional objects.
r Interrogation hooks coded deep within NewWave data
objects and tools, which send information and perform
actions in response to application-specific agent commands.
In its current form, the NewWave CBT facility allows
Iesson authors to create full-color graphical and textual
objects without writing a single line of code. A short and
straightforward logical structure written in the agent's task
automation language provides flow control for the lesson.

Architecturefor ApplicationTraining
TheNewWavearchitecture
hasbeendesigned
to support
an integratedapplication training approach.This approach
has its roots in concurrent training technologies,but has
been taken much farther in the NewWave environment.
To facilitate an integrated approach, NewWave objects
are designedto communicate through the API. A typical
application architectureincludes a user action processor
and a command processor (see Fig. 2). The user action
processorcollectsuser input (mousemovement,keyboard
input, etc.).It takesno action until it detectsthat an input
sequencehas conformed to the syntax of a command. At
this point, the user action processorsends the command
through the API to the command processor,which processesthe command and updates the object's state, data,
and/orinterface.Hence,the syntactic(element-by-element)
user actions are translatedto semantic (meaningfulto the
system)commands.
When severalobjectsare open under the NewWave environment, all following this protocol, the agent has
privileged accessto monitor and examine commandsthat
are sent by the objects through the API command interface.
If desired,the agentmay also filter a commandfrom a user
action processor,causingit to be ignored by preventing it
from reaching its respective command processor.These

User Input: Text,
Mouse Clicks. etc.
Correct Commands

Fig.2. An architecture for application training.
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techniques, called command monitoring and commond filtering, are employed by training programs that are based
on the agent and can be used to guide the user through
learning and using NewWave applications. The primary
advantages over previous application training technologies
are:
I Training programs do not need to simulate applications,
since the real applications are used.
r Monitoring of application activities is at a semantic level,
so the training program observes a command like OpEN
FOLDER"Samples"instead of a sequence of mouse and
keyboard inputs that must be interpreted.
It is common for a NewWave application to provide alternative ways to issue any given command. Typically there
are at least two alternatives, one using the mouse and
another using the keyboard. In either case, the same command is generated. This greatly simplifies the effort involved in developing training.
The Agent and Agent Tasks. Agents can be thought of as
software robots. The NewWave agent follows instructions
from the user. It can automate tasks by sending commands
to applications and can record tasks by receiving and storing commands from applications. Additionally, the agent
can monitor and filter commands, as previously mentioned. The sequence of instructions that the agent follows
is called a task, and the Ianguage in which tasks are written
is the agent task language.
Command Level Control. The easiest and most common
use of the task language is to control NewWave applications. For example, part of a task might be:
FOCUSON DOCUMENT"Letter"
ryPE "DearChris,"
This tells the agent to direct its commands at (FOCUSON)
a document object called "Letter," and then to TypE some
text in the letter. Before it can receive agent commands,
the letter must be open. This would have been done earlier
in the task by:
FOCUSON OFFICE
SELECTDOCUMENT..Letter''
OPEN
Here, the agent is instructed to direct commands at the
main NewWave Office window, select the document object
called "Letter," and then open it. Notice how the task language is modeled after the semantic activities of the user.
Since the user would follow an identical sequence to open
an object, this type of agent interaction is called commond
Ievel control.
Training tasks will typically control applications this
way to initialize them for a lesson. For example, in a lesson
on enhancing text within a document, a training task can
automatically open the document and conduct other setup
activities, rather than requiring these of the user.
Additionally, training tasks can use command level control to present instruction collected in a separate object.
Consider the CBT display object, which is used by the
training author to design a set of named instructional windows that can be randomlv accessed. Within the lesson

task, commands can be sent to the CBT display object to
open instructional windows at appropriate times. At the
beginning of such a task, the CBT display object is opened:
FOCUSON OFFICE
"Lessonl Instruction"
SELECTHP_CBT_DISPLAY
OPEN_SHIFTED
Later in the task, commands are used to display specific
instructional windows:
"Lessonl Instruction"
FOCUSON HP-CBT_DISPLAY
GOTO-FRAME"How To Open"
The command eoto-rRRuE advances the instructional
sequence to the CBT display object's How To Openframe.
This approach offers a significant benefit, in that training
content in the CBT display object is conveniently separated
from the training logic in the task. Hence, lesson content
can be created, modified, and localized by nonprogrammers.
Class Independent and CBTCommands. During the control
of objects from an agent task, most of the commands used
are specific to a class of applications, that is, they are class
dependent. For example, GOTO_FRAME
is a command that
is specific to CBT display objects. Such commands me
executed by the object that received the FOCUScommand,
and not by the agent, which only delivers the commands.
To provide the rich syntax available in other high-level
languages, the task language also has class independent
commands such as lF..ELSE..END|F,
PROCEDURE..ENDPROC,
WHILE..ENDWHILE,
and an assignment statement for variables. These commands are executed by the agent.
In addition to the generic agent commands used for all
task automation, a set of commands specific to training
development can be included by placing the CBT ON command at the beginning of a task. Likewise, if these special
commands are not needed, the CBT OFF command can be
used to speed the language translation process.
Command Level Monitoring. Many of the decisions made
by the agent during a CBT lesson are based on the particular
commands a student executes. To process the command
activities of NewWave objects, two things are needed: a
trap that recognizes tiat a command has occurred, and a
procedure that interprets the nature of the command and
acts on it. A typical implementation might be:
ON COMMANDDO TrapProcedure
SET COMMANDON
WAIT
The ON COMMANDDO command is used to define which
task procedure contains the interpretation and action steps.
Once a monitoring procedure has been specified, monitoring must be turned on with SET CoMMANDON. This arms
the trapping so that when any command is received through
the API, the task jumps to the specified procedure. Typically, the third command in such a sequence is WA|T.The
WAIT command directs the agent to stop processing task
language commands, and to wait for a command to be
generated in a NewWave object. Essentially, the agent is
idle until this condition is met. When a command is de-
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tected, the agent executes the monitoring procedure and
then resumes execution of the task, beginning with the first
command after the wAlT. It is also possible for the agent to
execute other commands in a task while it is waiting for a
command trap, but this scenario is more complex.
The monitoring procedure can contain any class independent commands. Its roles in a task are to examine commands that are trapped and to filter undesired commands.
A monitoring procedure can use four class independent
commands to acquire specific command information: the
class and title of the object in which the command occurred,
the type of command that occurred, and the parameters
of the command. From the object's perspective, the
monitoring procedure sits between the user action and the
command processors, acting as a watchdog and a valve.
The agent can simultaneously monitor several objects
for commands. For example, a single trap procedure can
be written to act on a command either from the object being
taught or from the CBT display object.
User Action Level Control. Although command level control and monitoring are quite efficient ways to work with
objects in a task, there are instances where the user action
level is more appropriate. For example, the training task
may need to distinguish between two alternative syntaxes
of the same command to ensure that the user has learned
one of them. The user action level is also inherently part
of all Microsoft Windows-based applications. Thus, training can extend into the domains of non-NewWave applications at the expense of additional task complexity.
One powerful use of user action level control in a training
task is for demonstrations. In a demonstration, commands
and wPE are used
like PolNT, DRAG,cLlCK, DOUBLE-CL|CK,
to manipulate objects with full visual feedback of mouse
pointer movement and individual key entry. Command
level control would not suffice for demonstrations. since
it only shows the display changes that follow changes in
object state, rather than the causes of those changes.
Interrogation functions complement user action control
by locating specific display elements. Class independent
interrogation functions locate elements of the windowing
interface, such as window caption bars and system menu
boxes. These functions also locate elements that are managed by specific objects, such as a folder object icon within
the NewWave Office window. Class dependent interrogation functions are used to ask the obiect questions like:
I Where on the screen is a display element?
I What display element is at a given point on the screen?
r What is the status of some condition within an object?
Each of these questions deals with revealing inlormation
that is known only by the object. The first two questions
map between display elements that are managed by the
oblect and screen coordinates. For example, REGIoN-OF-OBJECT returns a region, which is a data type that specifies
a rectangular screen region by its origin (upper left point),

FOCUSON OFFICE
("hpoflicetolder","Samples")
SAMPLES#= REGION-OF-OBJECT
POINTTO CENTER(SAMPLES#)
DOUBLE_CLICK
In these four commands, the office object is interrogated
for the rectangular region occupied by the icon of the folder
"Samples." The answer to the interrogation is assigned to
the variable SAMPLES#.Finally, the mouse pointer is directed to move to the center of the icon, and then the effect
of a left mouse button double click is produced.

The GBTDisplayObjecl
TheCBTdisplayobjectprovidesa fast,easy,andflexible
way to createand display training-specificscreensranging
from small and simple text windows to simulations of entire applications.
The basic building block of a CBT lesson is the frame,
which contains everything that might appear on the screen
at any one time. By sequencingbetween frames,various
textual instructions and graphical illustrations can be presented to the student. Framesmay be made up of any of
the following:
r Windows, which can be full or part-screen.These can
be any color, and can have various styles of borders.An
elaborate window might look like a NewWave application window, with sizing controls, scroll bars, real
menus. and so on. Windows are used as the framework
to hold other elements,or canbe usedasbackgrounds.
r Text, which comesin a variety of sizes,colors,typefaces,
and enhancements.
r Controls, which can be pushbuttons, check boxes, or
other forms.
: Color or monochrome bit maps, which can be input
through the HP ScanJetscanneror MS Windows clipboard, or createdusing a built-in painter utility'
r NewWaveenvironment icons,MS Windows stock icons,
or icons loaded from a user-createdfile'
r Graphic primitives, such as lines, arcs, and circles,
which can be drawn in various weights, colors, and fills.
r Animations, which are actually separateanimation objects controlled by the frame object.
r "Hot regions," which are invisible areas sensitive to
mouse button clicks.
A CBT display object contains one or more frames that

width, and height.
Together, user action level control and interrogation can
be used to construct demonstrations that will always work,
regardless of where elements of the demonstration have
been moved. For example, to demonstrate how to open a
folder object called "Samples":
Fig. 3 Ihe foregroundIbackground relationship.
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hold all of the displays neededfor a completelesson.Windows, menus, and controls are all real, but are connected
to the intelligenceof the agentratherthan NewWaveapplication code.
Fig. 3 shows a schematicview of the sample lessondiscussedearlier.The frame sequencingfor a lessonis handled
by the agent.Simple statementscommandthe CBT display
object to display a particular frame. The student then performs an action such as opening an object, selectingfrom
a menu, or typing in text or numbers. The task reacts to
the action in a predetermined way by advancing to the
next frame, requesting additional text, or presenting an
error messaEe.
Without the CBT display object, input/output and display control would haveto be handled by the task language.
With the CBT display object, the agent is used solely for
decisionsand sequencing.This greatly reducesthe size of
the task, minimizes the need for programming expertise,
and speedsthe lesson development process.
When the lesson'sfinal animation is played,a full-screen
backgroundwindow coversthe NewWaveOffice,simplifying the display. The agent is responsiblefor coordinating
the CBT display object and animation object.

In this lesson, you learned the correct way to
ptrur acid into another container.
Demonstrate yDur skill by safely pouring the
Sulturic Acid into the Empty tseaker.

The frame editor can create very sophisticated screen
displays. This allows the CBT to go far beyond simply
displaying text on top of existing NewWave objects.It allows virtually any program to be simulated or prototyped,
and allows coursesto be developedon subjectsfar removed
from software applications. Fig. 4 shows two such possibilities.
Program Structure. The CBT display object runs in two
modes: development and run-time. The run-time version
displays the frames inside the object, while the development version adds the editing facilities for text and
graphics. If the object is opened by the agent, it assumes
it is in run-time mode and displays the first frame. If the
object is openedmanually, it assumesit is in development
mode and displays the initial editor interface,along with
the first frame-if there is one yet. Since the CBT display
object is hidden inside the CBT container object on runtime systems,it can only be opened manually by authors
using a development system.Fig. 5 is a block diagram of
the CBT display object.The painter (a bit-map editor) and
the color selectorare placed in dynamic libraries to maximize code reuse,sincethey appearin severalplaceswithin
both the CBT display object and the animation obiect.
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Fig. 4. (a) Nonsoftvvaresimulation.
(b) Simulated NewWave Office.
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The CBT display object will usually be used to develop
training that will run concurrently with one or more NewWave obiects. To simplify the synchronization of the CBT
lessons with the applications, the development-mode
frame obiect is designed to run unobtrusively on top of the
object being taught about. This allows the lesson author to
place windows and other frame elements optimally without having to guess what the final lesson will look like.
The primary user interface of the CBT display object
editor consists of a small window which contains menus
and a list of frames. A new frame is created by typing a
name in the Title field and clicking the Add button. Any
frame can be selected for editing by double-clicking on its
title. The CBT display object editor window can be moved
around as needed so that the lesson author has access to
the entire screen display without interference.
Once a new frame exists, a window must be created to
form a parent for all other elements in the frame. This
window can be a featureless area used only to contain other
elements, or it can be an integral part of the lesson. The
opaque background or the simulated NewWave Office
shown earlier in Fig. 3 are examples of these two variations.
Recall that a frame can contain windows, text, controls,
bit maps, icons, graphic primitives, animations, and hot
regions. Each of these elements is created through
specialized menus which provide easy and fast selection
of various features. Once created, elements can be locked
to prevent inadvertent movement or editing. They can be
reselected for editing at any time, and can be moved, cut,
or copied within or between frames. Additionally, text and
bit maps can be imported from any NewWave or Microsoft
Windows application using the MS Windows clipboard.
When displayed, elements are stacked on top of one
another, and if elements overlap, the highest one shows.
The author can pull a given element to the top or push it
to the bottom to control whether it is obscured by other
elements.
Internally, each type of element in a CBT display object
is maintained in a single file, and when a frame is loaded
into memory, all elements are fetched and readied for display. While the files are essentially invisible in an objectbased system, they may be specially accessed for the purpose of translating text to a local language.
The CBT Display Obiect and the Agent. The CBT display
object and all of its elements are designed for a high level
of interactivity with the agent. Class dependent commands
are used at run time to sequence between frames, hide and
show various windows, launch animations, and sense
when elements have been clicked on. All menus, submenus, and controls that appear in a displayed frame are

real, but they are not connected to any application code'
Instead, any frame element can be given a unique name.
Class dependent agent commands are used to determine
when a named obiect has been selected, and then the agent
evaluates the choice and directs the frame obiect to display
the frame that reflects the action.
An optional "go to frame n" feature can be specified for
any control (pushbutton) in any frame. Clicking on that
element will cause the frame object to display a specific
frame automatically, without any interaction with the agent,
providing a high-performance, self-contained, hypertextlike capability.
The Animation Obiect
Animated demonstrations and graphics are often more
instructionally valuable than static graphics, and can play
a maior role in keeping students motivated. The animation
object is designed to provide high-quality animation with
minimal effort on the part of the lesson author.
The animation object is analogous to an ordinary animated cartoon. It consists of a series of pictures which,
when sequenced rapidly, give the illusion of motion. Fig.
6 shows a typical animation object being created. The upper
filmstrip display gives a low-resolution view of a bouncing
ball in each of the four poses that make up its motion. The
lower display is a detail view of a pose, which can be
edited. When the sequence of poses is played, the ball
appears to bounce in place. Moving the sequencing object
horizontally as it plays makes the ball appear to bounce
across the screen.
Depending on its purpose, an animation may take several
forms. An animation might be a single image, such as an
arrow, which is given a velocity in some particular direction, or it might consist of a sequence of poses that remain
in the same place on the screen. Another form, such as a
barnstorming airplane, might have a complex motion path
and several poses.
Each pose or cell in an animation is a bit map. These bit
maps can be created in several ways:
r The integral bit-map editor can draw them directly, in
either color or monochrome.
r They can be imported from any NewWave object or Microsoft Windows application using the MS Windows
clipboard.
r They can be hand-drawn on paper and scanned in using
the HP ScanJet scanner.
r All or part of an image in one frame can be copied to
another frame, where it can be used as is or modified.
If desired, a combination of these methods can be used,
so that a hand-drawn image can be scanned in and com-

Fig. 5 Block diagram of the CBT
display object.
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bined with a bit map from another application, and the
composite image colored using the editor. An image can
be created on a black, white, or transparent background.
An image can also have transparent areas painted on it, so
that the actual screen display will show through the animation when it is played. The editor also provides several
alignment features, such as a grid, to allow the images to
be positioned precisely for smooth movement.
The initial position, velocity, and direction of an animated image can be set using a menu in the editor of the
animation object. If a complex path or changes in velocity
are desired, or if the lesson author wishes to freeze or hide
an animation during run time, the animation obiect's comprehensive class dependent task language allows full agent
control.
Operation of the Animation Obiect. Like the CBT display
object, the animation object has both development and runtime personalities, the difference being the presence of the
editing facilities. The run-time version is primarily controlled by the agent or a CBT display object. The development version opens ready for modification, and provides
only limited play capability for testing the animation.
Animations are sequences of bit-map images, transferred
one at a time to the display screen. Unlike ordinary cartoons, which own the entire screen of a television set, NewWave animations must coexist with the other obiects that
appear on the screen. The animation object contains a pair
of buffers which save areas of the screen that will be overwritten by an animated image. Image bit maps are transferred to these buffers, rather than directly to the screen.
Once the buffers contain the correct display, they are transferred to the display screen. When the animated image is
about to move to a new point, the saved area is restored
into the buffer to obliterate any trace of the image in its
former position.
An author will often crop an animated image with an
irregular shape by surrounding it with a transparent background. This allows the image to pass over other obiects
without a "halo" surrounding it. Transparent areas can
also be drawn into an image so the screen background
shows through. The technique used for this is analogous

to the matte process used by filmmakers. An animation
frame with transparent areas contains both its normal image
and an automatically created mask, or outline, of the nontransparent part of the image bit map. When an image is
written to the buffers inside the animation obiect, its mask
is first combined with the buffer, removing all the colors
from the area where the image will go. The mask is also
combined with the image itself, removing the background
and leaving just the picture part. The stripped image is
then placed precisely over the "hole" left in the screen
display. Since the two images are not actually combined,
there is no interference between the screen and the image.
The Animation Obiect and the Agent. The animation object
has a rich class dependent task language which allows
powerful agent control of a running animation. Animations
can be started, frozen, or hidden, the course and velocity
can be changed at will, or a programmed complex course
can be loaded into the object in one step. Subsets of the
frames in an object can be specified for display so that
several different animations can be performed without having to load a new object.

CBT Start-upand Menus
A CBT lesson consists of an agent task object and a frame
object, and may also contain one or more animation objects.
A full CBT course will have many of these obiects. If all
had to reside openly in the NewWave environment, they
would clutter the Office and confuse the student. To prevent these problems, all of the objects in a CBT course are
contained in a special CBT global container object. It has
many of the properties of other container obiects like folders, but remains invisible in a run-only system.
The CBT global container object serves several purposes:
r It contains all of the CBT objects, simplifying the NewWave Office display.
r It protects the CBT objects from accidental deletion or
modification.
A separate CBT menu object keeps track of topics and
lessons:
r It provides a start-up capability for the various agent
tasks that drive the lessons.

s1
Fig. 6. The animation oblects
editor.
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I It presents a menu that allows the student to choose a
particular lesson within a course, and maintains a record
of which lessons have been completed.
I It accepts additional CBT lessons from newly installed
objects and integrates them into the standard menu.
To start CBT, the student pulls down the NewWave Office's Help menu and chooses Tutorial.This opens the CBT
menu object and displays its initial menu. First-time users
will probably not have acquired the mouse skills needed
to use menus in the ordinary way. To get them going, the
NewWave Office comes with an autostarting agent task,
which gives the new student the option of running the CBT
by pressing the Enter key. This autostarting task can be
disabled after the student takes the lesson, removing the
overhead of the question when it is no longer needed. The
CBT menu object also allows a lesson to be specified as
the default, and pressing the Enterkey will initiate the default lesson. This provides a backup for those students who
may be working on a system whose autostart training task
has been removed.
CBT menus are nested in outline form. Students choose
a broad topic, and a submenu is then brought up that
specifies the actual lesson titles. After a lesson has been
completed, a check mark is placed on the menu to help
the students track their progress. When a lesson is chosen,
the CBT menu object dispatches the appropriate task to
the agent, which then runs the lesson. When the task is
finished, the agent returns control to the CBT menu object
so the next lesson can be run.
Developers of NewWave applications can write their own
CBT lessons using the CBT development facility. As part
of the installation process for the new application, its CBT
is loaded into the CBT menu object and its menu structure
is registered. This allows all lessons in the NewWave environment to be run from the same place, ensuring easy use
and easy tracking of all lessons.
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Conclusion
New hardware technologies such as voice, interactive
videodisc, CD-ROM, and pen-and-paper input devices are
all finding places in the training environment. The inherent
flexibility and expandability of the NewWave architecture
make it easy to incorporate new ideas, and the power and
ease of use of the NewWave environment make it a natural
vehicle for exploring new techniques.
The NewWave computer-based training facility is still
in its infancy, yet it contains features not found in other
CBT systems. It embodies the true potential of the entire
HP NewWave environment: to give knowledge workers the
time to let their imaginations work and the means to make
their ideas real.
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Encapsulationof Applicationsin the
NewWaveEnvironment
Toallownon-NewWave
applicationsto
runin theNewWave
environment,the NewWave encapsuIation faciIitiesp rovide
featuresfor the p a rtial or fuII integration of these appIications
into the NewWaveenvironment.
by WilliamM. Crow
HE HP NEWWAVE ENVIRONMENT providespowerful capabilities for applications that are written to
take full advantageof the objectmanagementfacility
(OMF), the agent, and other NewWave features. However,
there are thousands of personal computer software applications currently available that were not written for the HP
NewWave environment, or for that matter, were not even
written to operate under Microsoft Windows. In many
cases, these are mission-critical applications that organizations depend on as part of their day-to-day operations.
These applications may ultimately be replaced by better
solutions that take full advantage of the HP NewWave environment. However, if we expect users to begin using the
HP NewWave environment today, users must be able to
continue to use the software currently at their disposal.
For an existing MS-DOS@-basedapplication program to
operate correctly in the HP NewWave environment, either
the application must be modified, the HP NewWave environment must recognize and accommodate the MS-DOS
application, or an additional program must provide an interface between the MS-DOS application and the HP NewWave environment. The HP NewWave encapsulation facility uses a combination of all these techniques to provide
a wide range of support for applications not specifically
written to operate in the HP NewWave environment.
In some cases, the encapsulation facility makes it possible to continue to access applications that were in use
before installing the HP NewWave environment, but offers
no enhancement to their features or operation. In other
cases, encapsulation makes it possible for existing applications to take full advantage of the HP NewWave environment without the need for a complete rewrite. For most
existing applications, the situation lies somewhere be-

tween these two ends of the spectrum. The basic levels of
application program encapsulation in the HP NewWave
environment are shown in Fig. 1.

MicrosoftWindowsMultitaskingand ContextSwitching
Becausethe HP NewWave environment is basedon the
Microsoft Windows environment and runs on industrystandardworkstationsthat support the MS-DOSoperating
system,it is always possible to run other applications by
temporarily leaving the HP NewWave environment and
the Microsoft Windows environment.While workable,this
approach is not always practical, and certainly does not
meet the objective of providing a complete environment
for the HP NewWave user. Microsoft Windows improves
on this by providing the necessarydevice and memory
managementfacilities to allow multiple applicationsto run
simultaneously.Theseapplicationsmay or may not be written for Microsoft Windows. A Microsoft Windows application will appear on the screen in its own window along
with the windows of other Microsoft Windows applications. Multiple Microsoft Windows applications can be
executing simultaneously, depending on available memory. The user interacts with them by using the mouse or
keyboard to selectthe appropriate on-screenwindow and
to enter information or select commands.
If the application is not written for the Microsoft Windows environment, it can still be accessedand operatein
conjunction with other applications through additional
facilities provided by Microsoft Windows. Such an application will be given control of the entire screen,presenting
its own display and user interface. The user can switch
contextsbetweenthe full-screenapplication and Microsoft
Windows with a simple keystrokesequence.Multiple full-
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Fig. 1. Easlclevelsof encapsulation.
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screen applications can be active simultaneously, depending on the amount of available memory in the system. Fullscreen applications are not truly multitasked by Microsoft
Windows becausean application's operation is suspended
when it is not displayed on the screen. The complete state
is saved and the application continues operation when the
user once again gives it access to the display.
The encapsulation facilities take advantage of this fundamental capability of Microsoft Windows, and provide ways
to operate MS-DOS-basedapplications from within the HP
NewWave environment.

The DOSProgramsService
In its simplest form, the encapsulation facility provides
an easy-to-use method to access and run other applications
from within the HP NewWave environment. A user configurable menu of available MS-DOS applications is accommand in the HP Newcessed through the DOSPrograms...
Wave Office. Selecting an entry from this menu starts the
application, using the facilities in Microsoft Windows discussed earlier. Fig. 2 shows the DOS programs service
menu.
Adding, removing, or modifying the menu of available
applications requires no special knowledge or programming skills. The user can directly accessa simple configuration command to make the applications chosen available
through the HP NewWave DOS programs service. Formany
popular commercial applications, it is as simple as selecting the desired program from a preconfigured list.
There is virtually no other relationship or integration
between the HP NewWave environment and an application
encapsulated using the DOS programs service other than
the ability to start it up. The application still accessesthe
MS-DOS file system to store and retrieve information. The
user must be aware of the proper methods to specify
filenames and navigate MS-DOS directories. Accessing
data from these applications within the HP NewWave environment requires an explicit process to import or convert
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the MS-DOS file to a form recognizedby the HP NewWave
object management facility (OMF).
Because the DOS programs service is itself an HP NewWave application, it is fully integrated with the agent facility. HP NewWave agent tasks can access the service and
start the operation of an MS-DOS application. However,
the agent cannot monitor or control the operation of the
application once it is started because that application was
not developed with the necessary agent interfaces. Because
many existing applications offer their own internal facility
to automate a sequence of tasks, it may still be possible to
integrate them into an overall automated solution.
While the DOS programs service does not provide MSDOS applications any integration with the HP NewWave
environment, it is a useful tool for many users. In many
cases, users need access to stand-alone applications that
are critical to day-to-day business activity, but don't require
integration with other applications or task automation services. In time, these applications can be replaced with HP
NewWave solutions, but in the interim, the DOS programs
service provides a useful solution.

GenericEncapsulation
The DOS programs service provides a method to begin
encapsulation, but it still requires the user to perform all
the necessary file management using the MS-DOS file system. An important contribution of the HP NewWave environment is the ability of users to access and manage information easily by using a mouse to manipulate iconic representations of the data. The HP NewWave environment
provides a facility called generic encapsulation, which allows many MS-DOS applications to be easily configured
and accessed in a similar manner.
Using generic encapsulation, an MS-DOS application is
installed as a unique object class. Data files created or accessed by the application are treated as instances of this
class, and can be represented by individual icons within
the HP NewWave environment. The user can access and
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Fig. 2. The DOS programs
vice menu.
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manipulate these data files like any HP NewWave object.
Through direct manipulation with the mouse, the user can
open an object and the generic encapsulation facility will
start the associated encapsulated application and automatically load the data file associated with that instance. Fig.
3 illustrates direct manipulation of an encapsulated object.
Direct manipulation can also be used to store, retrieve,
move, copy, mail, or delete encapsulated application objects, just like other NewWave objects. These encapsulated
objects can be organized and stored with other HP NewWave objects, allowing the user to manage all information
in a similar fashion, and shielding the user from most de-
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tails of the MS-DOS file system. The user can even create
data file sharing at the object level, allowing the same object
to be stored in multiple places at the same time.
Because these object-level features are implemented in
a similar manner for a wide range of applications, the
generic encapsulation facility is implemented as a single
program that can be customized for different applications
with a configuration file. The effort to encapsulate a new
application is reduced from months of development time
to a few minutes to set up the appropriate configuration
information.
Generic encapsulation does not allow the user to estab-
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I{ICROSOFT TO INCLUDE HP HE$I/AVE SUPPORT
I N F U T U B E V E R S I O N O F I . I I C R O S O F TE X C E L

Cunent
Proiect

PALO ALTO- Calil.- June 20- 1988 - MicrosoftCorporationand
Hewlett.Packard Company today announced an agreement to wolk
together to develop and market the Mictosofl[Rl Excel spteadsheet
programlor the HP Newwave environment.
HP New\.Vave is an advanced software-applicationsenvironment
based on MicrosoftWindows Version2.0. lt enablesusets to wotk actoss
multipleapplicationsand easilymanipulatedata frommultiplesources.
HP New\dave also improves personal-computerinteEation by
providingPC users with a singleview into an organization'senlire network
of informationresoulces.
'1Mhen
enhanced with the systemwideservices provided by HP
NewWave, Microsoft Excel takes another slep forward as the most
powerful. flerible and intuitive spreadsheetproduct available today," said
WilliamH. Gates-chairmanand chief executiveofficerof Microsoft.

Fig. 3, Thegeneric encapsulation
facility allows the user to manipulate iconic reptesentationsof data.
(a) An encapsulated MS-Writefile
DOS:PRESSREL
and other oblecfs
in the NewWave Office. (b) Double clicking with the mouse on
DOS:PRESSREL
starts the application MS-Write and automatically
loads the data file associated with
DOS:PRESSREL,
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lish views to or from the application. Views are data links
that establish the parent-child relationship of compound
objects in the NewWave environment. Generic encapsulation also offers only limited support for the HP NewWave
agent. These features are not possible without direct participation from the application itself, or a more sophisticated
form of encapsulation that understands the specific data
formats and operation of a particular application.
Obiects versus Files. One of the significant contributions
of the HP NewWave OMF is to manage access to the MSDOS file system. While object data is stored in ordinary
MS-DOS files, filenames are controlled by the OMF, not
by the user. When the OMF starts an application program,
it passes the MS-DOS file specification for the location of
the application's data. The actual filenames are controlled
by the OMF, and while known by the application, are never
displayed to the user. This frees the user from the details
of the MS-DOS file system, and allows the use of meaningful titles to identify individual objects. More important, it
allows the user to create, copy, move, and mail compound
objects, which are made up of multiple files, without worrying about creating individual names and resolving naming conflicts and collisions among the files.
For many applications it may require multiple files to
store the information that makes up a specific object. For
example, a data base application may require a form specification file, an index file, and the actual data base file to
describe a data base completely. To accommodate this
need, the OMF passes the application a fully qualified root
filename (first eight characters with no extension) to specify
the location of the OMF-managed data. Using the root
filename, the application can create multiple files with
different extensions, or even create nested subdirectories.
The OMF will properly recognize all files in the nested
structure when manipulating the object's data.
When encapsulating an unmodified MS-DOS application, it is often impossible to shield the user from all the
details of the file system. For many applications, important
functions, such as merging data, saving subsets, linking
macros or scripts, translating files, or accessing individual
files that make up the entire data set, depend on the user's
specifying the MS-DOS filename. The encapsulation facility cannot hide these filenames from the user without severely limiting the capabilities of the application. Instead,
the encapsulation facility must allow the user to specify
the MS-DOS filenames used for each data instance and
treat them as if they were the data files assigned and managed by the OMF. Resolving this dichotomy between the
MS-DOS and OMF environments presents the biggest
single challenge (and limitation) of encapsulation.
Since encapsulated applications rely on the MS-DOS file
system to store and retrieve data, the user must specify a
valid MS-DOS filename when creating a new encapsulated
object. A complete MS-DOS file specification is made up
of several parts (see Fig. a). To simplify this process for
the user, the encapsulation facility assigns a default subdirectory for each encapsulated application class. The user
need only specify the eight-character root filename and the
encapsulation facility provides default values for the drive
and path of the assigned subdirectory as well as the predefined default file extension for the selected encaosulated
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application class. The appropriate template file (or files)
is copied to the default subdirectory and the newly created
obiect references this file instead of the file the OMF would
automatically assign for a true NewWave application. An
error will be indicated if the user does not specify a valid,
unique filename.
Fig. 5 shows the directory organization for a typical NewWave system with encapsulated applications installed.
There are three directories managed by the NewWave environment as well as other directories for application programs
or user data unrelated to the NewWave environment. The
OMF maintains the HPNWPROGdirectory for all NewWave
executable programs and the HPNWDATAdirectory contains
all the NewWave obiect data files as well as the OMF data
base. To improve file access performance, the OMF automatically createsmultiple subdirectories within HPNWDATA
as required. There is rarely any reason for the user to directly
access the files in the HPNWPROG
or HPNWDATAdirectories.
The encapsulation facility maintains the HPNWDOSdirectory which contains the data files for encapsulated applications. Each encapsulated application class is assigned its
own subdirectory within the HPNWDOSdirectory and the
filenames within these subdirectories are those assigned
by the user when the encapsulated objects were created.
By means of this well-defined directory structure, the user
can locate and manipulate encapsulated data files even
when the HP NewWave environment is not active. Since
each encapsulated application may have its own specific
requirements for how its executable program files are organized within a directory, the encapsulation facility does
not attempt to manage these files directly. An encapsulated
application program is installed on the system in its normal
manner and the encapsulated application class definition
provides the necessary information for the encapsulation
facility to locate and access the application. This also allows the application to be accessed even if the HP NewWave environment is not active.
The encapsulation facility also supports references to
files that already exist in the MS-DOS file system, files
outside the default subdirectory, and an entire subdirectory
of encapsulated data. The specific details of these facilities
go beyond the scope of this article and are not necessary
to understand the basic operation of encapsulation.
Once the MS-DOS file is encapsulated the user is free to
move or share the object representation of the file anywhere
within the OMF domain. It can reside in the NewWave
Offjce, or be placed in any level of nested folders. Even
though the object representation is moved within the OMF,
the same MS-DOS file reference originally assigned by the
user is still maintained. As with OMF data files. this

Extension
Drive

Fig. 4. An MS-DOS file specification

filename may represent multiple files with different extensions, or a subdirectory structure of arbitrary complexity.
The root filename is always displayed in place of the object's title. To minimize clutter on the screen, only the
eight-character base portion of the filename is displayed
by default. However, if the user selects this filename field
for any specific object, the complete, fully qualified MSDOS file specification is displayed.
Whenever the user copies or imports an object, a new
file must be created. This happens transparently for OMF
objects, since the OMF assigns the new filename. However,
a new file cannot be created for an encapsulated object
until the user provides a valid new filename. In many cases,
this is simply not practical at the time the copy operation
is performed. For example, when new mail arrives via an
electronic mail system, objects and their associated files
must be created to receive the incoming information. But
at that time the user has .no idea exactly what is being
received, and therefore cannot intelligently decide what
the filenames should be. Likewise, when copying a folder
object that contains dozens of encapsulated objects in several levels of nested folders within it, it is not practical to
expect the user to provide all the needed filenames. It
should be equally obvious that it is simply not acceptable
to prevent the user from copying, importing, or mailing
encapsulated objects. The filename of the source object
cannot be used without fear of collision with existing files.
The encapsulation facility solves this problem by recognizing that the data does not actually have to be in an
MS-DOS file known to the user until the user is ready to
open the object. Therefore, whenever an encapsulated ob-
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ject is copied, imported, or received via mail, the encapsuIation facility allows the OMF to assign a filename for the
copy. Rather than display this filename as the title (which
would be meaningless to the user) it displays the string
Copy of: followed by the eight-character root filename of the
original object. The user can move, copy, share, delete, or
mail this copied object, and the OMF will manage the associated data file as it does for any other object. The first
time the user opens the object, the encapsulation facility
will prompt the user for the required filename. Before starting the encapsulated application, the data is moved from
the OMF-maintained file to the file identified by the user,
and the object title is changed to reflect this new filename.
While this approach does have some limitations, it provides a practical method for encapsulated applications to
behave like other HP NewWave objects, while still being
able to access data using the MS-DOS file system.
Automatic Obiect Creation. A common feature of many
applications is the ability to save data in a new file while
the application is active. This allows the user to create
multiple files, saving the current data in a new file and
then continuing to make changes. In this case, the application itself is creating the data file, not the encapsulation
facility or the OMF. But since the user expects the newly
created file to appear as a new encapsulated object, the
encapsulation facility monitors the creation of new files,
and automatically creates an associated object with the
required file reference.
Because of the difficulty of monitoring the internal operations of the MS-DOS file system, the encapsulation facility
performs this automatic registration by comparing the con-

Fig.5. Organization of OMF and
en c apsuIated fiIe subdirectories.
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tents and date stamps of files in the default data directory
before and after the encapsulated application is run. This
search-and-compare operation is limited to the default data
directory for the encapsulated object class, primarily for
performance reasons.
Many applications are also able to create files compatible
with other applications, for example, a spreadsheet that
can store information in a form compatible with a data
base program. In the case where both applications are encapsulated in the HP NewWave environment, the encapsulation facility can be configured to allow one application
class to create objects of the other class, referencing the
newly created files.
In some cases, applications specifically written for the
HP NewWave environment provide a facility to convert or
import information from MS-DOS files. The encapsulation
facility can be configured to access this feature programmatically, providing a method to create the appropriate HP
NewWave object automatically from information created
by an encapsulated object.
Menus and Macros. While the encapsulation facility supports many automatic procedures, it may often require a
less-than-intuitive sequence of steps within the encapsulated application to take advantage of it. For example, initiating an automatic conversion to an HP NewWave application requires saving the file in a predefined location,
allowing the encapsulation facility to locate it easily. To
make this feature easily available to the user, the encapsulation facility provides a method to create new pull-down
menus for the encapsulated application. A keystroke macro
is associated with each menu command and executed when
the command is selected by the user. These macros can
contain instance-specific, class-specific, or system-wide
global variables.
For Microsoft Windows applications, these menu com-

mands are added to the existing application menus. Microsoft Windows provides the programmatic facility to change
menu configurations dynamically. By intercepting and filtering all Microsoft Windows messages received by the
encapsulated application, the encapsulation facility can
detect when one of its new menu commands is selected,
and respond by sending a series of messages to the application that simulate the associated macro being entered via
the keyboard.
For full-screen applications, the encapsulation facility
monitors the interrupt service routines used to manage the
keyboard. When the appropriate activation key is detected,
the added menu commands overlay the full-screen application's display. The keyboard interrupt service routine is
monitored to determine what menu command is selected,
and the appropriate macro is sent to the application through
the interrupt service routine, simulating keyboard input.
Configurable menus and keystroke macros offer a powerful mechanism for extending the user interface of encapsulated applications, and provide an easy way for the user
to access the additional features provided by the encapsulation facility.
Agent Support. The encapsulation facility provides keystroke recording and playback to extend the functions of
the agent facility to support encapsulated applications.
This is implemented using the same windows message or
keyboard service interrupt filtering used for the configurable menu and macro feature. While this solution is not
without significant limitations, it does provide the basic
capabilities required to automate system-wide tasks that
also include encapsulated applications.
Configuration Parameters. Generic encapsulation supports
a wide variety of applications, using a sequence of configuration parameters to provide the detailed information related to each program. Following are some of the parame-

Fig. 6. Application-specific encapsulation for HP Drawing Gallery and Lotus 1-2-3 provides
NewWave browsers, allowing the
application's data to be viewed
and linked with other NewWave
applications.
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ters that provide the generic encapsulation facility with
the information it needs to know about the application
being encapsulated.
r Application Type. Specifies whether the encapsulated
application is a Microsoft Windows application or a fullscreen application.
I File Access Method. Specifies whether data for this application will be stored in referenced MS-DOS files, or
in OMF-controlled files. The latter are useful when the
encapsulated application can be modified to remove dependencies on users to specify the filenames for data
files.
r Application Name. The subdirectory location and name
of the encapsulated application.
I Command Line. The command line parameters to be
passed to the application when it is started. This is the
most common method for providing the instance-specific filename to the application.
. Current Directory. The drive and subdirectory that
should be selected as the current directory before the
application is started. Some applications require that the
directory containing the main program be the current
directory. For others, making the default data directory
the current directory easesaccessto additional data files.
r Menu File. The name of the optional file that defines
the added menu commands and their associated keystroke macros.
I Window Class. For Microsoft Windows applications,
this specifies the indentifier used by Microsoft Windows
to identify the application's window type.
r Window Title. The text identifier maintained by Microsoft Windows that identifies a window and is displayed
in the window's title bar. This field and the preceding
one are used by the encapsulation shell to locate the
application's window when it is initiated. The location
is needed to configure menus and macros and filter the
application's messages.
I Key Extension. The three-character filename extension
(e.g., .Cnl for Drawing Gallery files) that is searched for
to determine if new files for the application have been
created and need to be automatically registered. The key
extension is also used for error and filename collision
detection when the user provides new filenames.
I Required Extensions. Specifies the extensions of other
files that must be present to make up a valid data instance. This is also used for error and filename collision
detection.
I Data Directory. The default data directory for the application. This is where all files for this application class
are typically stored.
r Export Classes. Specifies the classnames of other encapsulated applications that may be created by this application.
r Conversion Classes. Specifies the classnames of HP NewWave applications that support programmatic conversion and can be accessed by this application.
These and other configuration parameters are specified
when the encapsulated application class is installed in the
HP NewWave environment. They are stored as text in the
class properties for the application, and can therefore be
programmatically accessed by any other application that

needs this information. Like the configurable keystroke
macros, the configuration parameters can include a variety
of instance-specific, class-specific, or global system variables, providing a tremendous degree of flexibility. Using
variables, any text property of any other application class
can be accessed. Because the OMF property system is extensible, developers can specify additional properties and
accessthis information as configuration information or keystroke macros from multiple, cooperating applications.
Appl ication-Specif ic Encapsu lation
While generic encapsulation makes it possible for many
applications to operate as part of the HP NewWave environment, it does not support one of the most important capabilities: views. For applications to share data cooperatively,
the encapsulation facility must not only know how to communicate with other applications, but must also understand and be able to modify the application's data structure.
It must also provide additional commands and dialogs to
manage the links that are created. This invariably requires
the development of a specialized encapsulation program
that recognizes the specific features and data formats of
the application it encapsulates. The solutions are as varied
as the applications that can be encapsulated. With enough
effort invested in the encapsulation shell, virtually all HP
NewWave capabilities can be supported. But this process
may entail more effort than simply rewriting the application for the HP NewWave environment.
To encapsulate Lotus@ 1-2-3@, a spreadsheet program
from Lotus Development Corporation, an HP NewWave
browser application was developed (see Fig. 6). This program reads the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet data file, displaying
its contents in the Microsoft Windows environment. The
encapsulation browser provides the necessary user commands and interfaces to the OMF to allow ranges of the
Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet to be viewed in other HP NewWave
applications. To minimize the browser's complexity, it is
only capable of reading the Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet file; it
cannot make changes to it. Instead, the browser provides
a command to start the Lotus 1-2-3 prograr4, automatically
loading the data file being browsed. When the user exits
from Lotus 1-2-3, the updated file is redisplayed by the
browser. Because the browser does not alter the spreadsheet
data, it will not accept data passing views* from other
applications. A similar browser-type encapsulation shell
was developed for HP Graphics Gallery.

Conclusion
HP NewWave's encapsulation services provide the
bridge from today's MS-DOS-based applications to the next
generation of applications developed for the HP NewWave
environment. The DOS programs service and generic encapsulation provide the facilities for users to take advantage
of HP NewWave immediately, while continuing to use their
current suite of applications. Application-specific encapsulation provides an interim solution to allow developers
to move their existing applications into the HP NewWave
environment and take advantage of its advanced features
without requiring a complete application rewrite. The HP
'A data passingview is a data iink betweenobiectsthat allowsthe child to pass data to
the parent.
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NewWave environment clearly defines the applications environment of the future, and the complete range of encapsulation services provides a clear, well-lighted path for
today's personal computer users.
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I
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in LosAltosHills,California.
Sheis marriedand has
lour children;oneof herdaughtersis an application
e n g i n e e r i nm
g a n a g e r f oH
r P .H e rh o b b i e si n c l u d e
hiking,birdwatching,and traveling.Recenttrips
took her to the Himalayasin Nepal and on sa{ari
in Kenyaand Tanzania.
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Newwave Help Facility
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Vicky Spilman
As a softwareengineerat
the PersonalSoftwareDivision,VickySpilmanworked
on the help systemJorthe
Newwaveenvironment.
S h ec a m e t o H P i n 1 9 8 2 ,
soonaftergraduatingfrom
CalilorniaState University
at Chico with a BS degree
ir+ in computerscience.Inthe
past,Vicky has been involvedwith graphicssysproducts
tems and independent-software-vendor
as a supportengineerand hasworkedon software
for the HP 150 PersonalComputer.Vicky lives in
Sunnyvale,California,and enjoysgardening,
aerobics,and bicycling.

AgentTask Language

Charles H. Whelan
|\/icrocomputer
systems
softwareis ChuckWhelan's
main professionalinterest,
and hiscontributions
to the
NewWaveprojectfocused
on the objectmanagement
facility,agentrecorder,and
d i a g n o s t i cu t i l i t yS
. ince
j o i n i n gH Pi n 1 9 7 3h, i sp r o j ectshaveincludedthe developmentof RTE-Land RTE-Vloperatingsystems
lor the HP 1000 Computer,DS/1000networking
sofiwarefortheHP 1000,and BIOSforthe HP 150
PC. Chuck'sBA degree in mathematicsis from
(1364).Bornin NewYork,
OregonStateUniversity
he is married.hasfourchildren.and livesin Placerv i l l e ,C a l i f o r n i a .

Barbara B. Packard
A developmentengineerat
the PersonalSoftwareDivision, BarbaraPackard's
Newwaveassignmentsincluded NewWaveagents
and tasklanguagecompil
ers. She came to HP in
1973 and spent seven
yearsworkingon the
COBOL compilerand
COBOLtoolsetfor the HP 3000 Computer,partly
as projectmanager.She also servedas project
managerJora cross-Pascalcompilerand
MemoMakersoftwaredevelopments.
Beforecoming to HP, Barbarawas an aeronauticalresearch
engineerfor lhe U.S. NationalAeronauticsand
Her BS degree in matheSpace Administration.
maticsis fromStanfordUniversity(1954),as areher
two master'sdegrees,one in mathematics(1955)
and one in computerscience/computer
engineering (1977).She is a member ot the ACM and the
AmericanAssociationJorArtificiallntelligence.
Barbarawas bornin Orange,California,
and lives

Eugene J. Wong
EugeneWong was projecl
managerfortheNewwave
help facility,formatter,
builds,and systemperfor
manceand installation.
He
also served as system
managerfortheNewwave
developersystem.ln past
assignments,he has
servedas engineerand as
projectmanagerfor automatictest systemsand
real{imesystems.He alsomanagedthe developmentof third-partysoftwareportsto the HP 150PersonalComputer.Eugene'sBA degreein mathematics is fromSanFranciscoStateCollege;he came
to HP after receivinghis degree in 1970. He is a
memberof the ACIVIand the IEEE.The HP 1000
RTE-lVoperatingsystemis the sublectof a previous articlehe has writtenfor the HP Journal.
Eugenewas bornin Stockton,California,
and lives
in Cupertino,California.
He is maniedand hastwo
daughters.In hisofthours,he likesto playgo, read,
a n d s t u d ym e d i e v acl a l l i g r a p h y .
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Lawrence A. Lynch-Freshner
A softwareengineerassigned to the Newwave
project,LarryLynch-Freshnerfocusedhisattentionon
designand implementation
of the animationand computerbased trainingdisplay functions.In projects
beforehe joined the PerJs
sonalSoftwareDivision,he
supportedthe operatingsystemsfor HP 150 and
HP VectraPCs. He studiedcomputerscienceat
OregonStateUniversityand cameto HP in 1983.

H e i s a m e m b e ro f t h e A C M , S I G P L A Na, n d S I G GRAPH,and his professionalinterestsinclude
computerlanguages,computergraphics,and windowing systems.Larryhas served in the U.S.Air
ForceReserve.Hewas bornin Salem,Oregon,and
makes his home in MountainView,California.He
is marriedand hasa son.Amonghismanyavocations are beer brewing,anclenthistoryand ancientswar-gaming,electronics,robotics,science
fiction,and jewelry-making.

R. Thomas Watson

;ffi

As sottwaredevelopment
engineer,TomWatsonwas
responsiblefor the agent
f acilityfor computer-based
training,and he continues
to be involvedwith NewWave development.His
past professionalexperienceincludespositionsas
* computersales manager
and as computerprogrammer.He came to HP in
1984.His BSdegreein computerscienceis from
Pennsylvania
StateUnlversity.He is a memberof
theAClvl.Tomwas bornin UpperDarby,Pennsylvania,is married,and livesin SanJose,California.
His after-hoursinterestis svnthesizedmusic.

John J. Jencek
Themostrecentadditionto
the Newwave CBT developmentteam, John
Jencekjoined HP in June
1988 as a softwareengineer.The computerbasedtrainingsoftwarewas
hisfirstassignment.
Hedevelopedthe parsersandthe
CBTmenuobjectandcontinuesto workon Newwavedesignobjectives.His
previousexperienceincludeswork as computer
programmer
at IBMCorporation
and as instructor
at
TexasInstruments.
John was born in Prague,
He attendedthe CaliforniaState
Czechoslovakia.
Universityat San Francisco,where he earned his
BSdegreein computerscience(1988).He livesin
and enjoysscubadiving
SanFrancisco,California,
in his off-hours.

BrianB. Egan
BrianEganis productmanagerfor interactivelearning
systemsat HP's Personal
SoftwareDivision.His role
in the developmentof the
Newwave environment
was that of managerand
editorol the computerbased trainingsoftware
and courseware.His past
positionsincludepublicationsmanager,support
manager,and customerengineer.His professional
interestslocuson computer-based
and classroom
instruction,user intertaces,and teaching.Brian's
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t rro m
B S d e g r e e i n c o m p u t e r s c i e n c e e n gni gn es e
CaliforniaStateUniversty at SanJose,earnedafter
s e v e n t e e yn e a r so f a t t e n d i n gn g h t s c h o o l .H e
, h e r eh e
s e r v e ds e v e ny e a r si nt h eU . S .A l rF o r c ew
w a s a t e c h n i ca n a n d i n s t r u c t oirn m e t r o l o g yH. e
w a sb o r ni n N e wY o r kC i t y ,i s m a r re d ,a n dh a st w o
a .A sa n
c h i l d r e nB. r l a nl i v e sn S a nJ o s e ,C a l i f o r n
a v o c a t l o nh et e a c h e sw r i t i n gc l a s s e sl o re n g n e e r s
a t C a lf o r na S t a t eU n i v e r s i t yH. e a l s o i k e sh i k i n g
a n d m o u n t a i nb i c y ci n g , a n d p l a y sb a s sg u t a r i n
a r o c kb a n d .

William M. Crow
A s a n R & D p r o j e c tm a n
ager on the Newwave proje c t , B r l lC r o ww a s r e s p o n s i b l ef o r O M F a n d O l i l c e
sottwareand the generc
e n c a p s u l aot n . H e c o n
r nues to serveas project
m a n a g e ro n o t h e rN e w
W a v ea s s i g n m e n t sH e a t t e n d e dt h e U n i v e r s i toyf
V e r m o nwt h e r en 19 7 4h e r e c e i v e dh i sB Sd e g r e e
i nm a t h e m a t i c H
s .ej o i n e dH P ' sP e r s o n aSl o f t w a r e
D i v i s i o ni n 1 9 8 4 ,w h e r eh s r e s p o n s t b r l i t iiens,
c l u d e dt h e d e v e l o p m e notf g r a p h i c sp r o d u c t sf o r
t h eH P 3 0 0 0C o m p u t e rB. i i l ' sp a s tp r o f e s s i o neaxl p e n e n c en c l u d e sp o s i to n s a s d r r e c t oor f c o m p u t e .s y s r e m as rT h eA u s tn C o m p a n ya r d a s s o f l
w a r ed e s i g n efro ra n a e r o s p a c ceo m p a n yH
. eh a s
authored
n u m e r o ups a p e r sa n da r t i c l e a
s b o u td a t a
c o m m u n i c a t i o nosf,f i c ea u t o m a t i o na,n d p e r s o n a l
c o m p u t e r sH. ei s n a m e dc o i n v e n t oi n
r t w op a t e n t s
r e l a t i n tgo n a v i g a t i o nsay s t e m sa n dt h r e ep e n d i n g
patentson the Newwaveenvironment.Bil was
born n Newark,NewJersey,is marrled,and I ves
i n S a nJ o s e ,C a i f o r n i aH. i sm a j o rh o b b yl s p e r s o n a l
computers
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Tape head and cartridge
t e c h n o l o g yw e r eA n d y
Topham'sfocal pointsas
a n R & De n g i n e eor n t h eH P
9145A project.He has
been a manufacturingen
gineeo
r n a s i m i l apr r o d u c t ,
t h e H P 9 1 4 4 A ,a n d i s n o w
responsible
for a newprod4t uct involvinga tape drive
BeforeheloinedHP in 1985,he workedfor Racal
ResearcL
h t d .a s a n R & De n g i n e efro rd i g i t asl i g n a l
processingand for ResearchMachinesLtd.on the
designol microcomputers.
Thetape headmounting systemdescribedin thisissueof the HPJournal
is the subjectof a pendingpatentthatnamesAndy
as a coinventor.
He obtainedhisdegreein physics
a tt h el m p e r i aCl o l l e g ei n L o n d o ni n 19 8 1a n di s a n
a s s o c i a tm
e e m b eo
r tt h el E E .B o r ni n B i r m i n g h a m ,
he nowresidesin Dursley,Gloucestershire.
He is
marriedand hasan infantson.His hobbiesinclude
b o a r d s a i l i n gg,a r d e n i n gr,u n n i n ga, n d p h o t o graphy.
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D a v i dG i l l s
For over four years,Dave
G l l l sh a s b e e n a r e la b i l i t y
e n g i n e ear n dh a sw o r k e di n
b o t hR & Da n dq u a l i l yc o n t r o l d e p a r t m e n tisn H P ' s
Br stol fac I ty He was the
p r o j e c lr e l i a bl l t ye n g i n e e r
f o r t h e H P 9 1 4 5 Aa n d h a s
s n c e m o v e dt o a n e w d i g i t a la u d o t a p ep r o j e c tH s
p a s ta s s i g n m e n tl n
s c l u d et h eH P3 5 4 0 1 AC a r t r i d g e
T a p eD r i v eI nh i s e a r e
l r c a r e e rD
, a v e w a sa r a n g e
a n d f l i g h tt r a l s e n g n e e rw o r k i n go n g u d e d
w e a p o n sf o rt h eB r t i s ha e r o s p a c e
c o m p a n yS. o m e
y e a r sb e f o r eg r a d u a t i nfgr o mC o v e n t r P
y olytechnic
w i t ha B S cd e g r e ei n 19 8 3 ,h e s e r v e da f o u r y e a r
- e n g i n e e r i nagp p r e n t i c e s h lwpi t h l C l
mechanica
F i b r e sL t d H er sa n a s s o c i a t m
e embeo
r f t h eI n s t i tuteof lvlechancal Eng neersand a mernberof the
Safetyand ReliabllltySociety.Dave was born in
C h e l t e n h a ms,m a r r i e da, n dh a sa n i n f a nst o n H e
I v e si n D u r s l e yG, l o u c e s t e r s h i rGeo. l fi s h i sf a v o r r t e
pastime.

As an R&Dsoftwarequality
engineer,PaulBartlettwas
r e s p o n s i b lfeo rt h ed e s i g n ,
implementatio
a n dt e s t i n g
o f t h eH P - l Bi n t e r t a chea n
d l i n gp r o c e s su s e dw i t ht h e
H P9 1 4 5 A H
. ei s n o ww o r k
r n go n t h e d e v e l o p m e notf
a p r o c e s sa i m e da t a s s u r I n gq u a l r t ya n dr e l t a b t l iot yl
f r m w a r ed e s i g n B
. e f o r ec o m n g t o H Pi n 19 8 5 ,P a u l
d e s r g n e dt e l e p h o n es w i t c h i n gs y s t e m ss o f t w a r e
f o r C . E . C .T e l e c o m m u n r c a t i oannsd s o f t w a r ef o r
m o b l e r a d i oa p p l l c a t i o nf so rP y eT e l e c o m m u n i c a
tionsH
. el s n a m e di n v e n t oIrna p e n d i fg p a t e n dt e
s c r i bn g a l g o r i t h m us s e d i n r e m o t eb a c k u ps o f t w a r e .P a u r e c ev e d h s B S cd e g r e e r nm a t h e m act s
f r o mt h e l m p e r a iC o i l e g eI n 1 9 7 7 a n d h e i s a
m e m b e ro l t h e B r r t i s hC o m p u t e S
r o c i e t yH
. e was
b o r ni nA l d e r s h oat n dl i v e si n B r s t o l ,t h eh o m eo f
H P ' sc o m p u t e rp e r i p h e r a lfsa c i l i t yH
. e ' sm a r r r e d
a n d h a s t h r e ec h i l d r e na, b o y a n d t w i n g l r l s .H i s
h o b b i e si n c l u d eb i c y c l i n ga n d p h o t o g r a p h y .

Paul F. Robinson
Tracey A. Hains
-@

f-

in As an R&Deng neeron the
H P 9 1 4 5 A ,T r a c e yH a i n s '
r e s p o n s i bi ti e s i n c l u d e d
a n ay s i s ,d e s i g n ,a n d d e v e l o p m e not f f i r m w a r ef o r
T

signmentT
s r a c e yh a s w o r k e do n i n c l u d et h e d e signoi softwarefor a networkedbackupproduct.
S h e c a m et o H P l n 1 9 8 5 ,a f t e rr e c e i v i n gh e r B S c
and computersciencef rom
degreein mathematics
t ' r e U n v e r s i t yo f B f l s t o lA
. p e n d ' n gp a t e n ld e s c r i b e sa l g o r i t h mT
s r a c e yo r i g i n a t e dS. h e w a s
b o r n i n D o r s e t i,s m a r r i e d a, n d i v e si n B r i s t o l .

BristolDivisionin 1985,he des gned CAD software
f o r a n u n b e r o f e l e c t r o n i ccso m p a n i e sa. m o . g
l o r o o r a t l o nP
s .a u sl t u de d
t h e mP h i li o sa n dR a c a C
c o m p u t esr c i e n c ea tt h eL o u gh b o r o u g hU n l v e r s i t y
r f t h eB r i t i s hC o m o fT e c h n o l o gayn d i s a m e m b e o
puter Society.His professionalinterestsfocus on
soltwaremethods,metrlcs,and R&D processes.

Mark J. Simms

Thomas F. Kraemer

D e s i g n t, e s t ,a n d d e b u g glng of the buffermanagement softwarefor the HP
9 1 4 5 AC a r t r i d g eT a p e
Drivewas MarkSimms'res p o n s i b i l i tA
y .s o f t w a r e n g i n e e ra t t h e C o m p u t e r
P e r i p h e r a lBs r i s t ofl a c i l i t y ,
h i s c o g n i z a n c en o w i n c l u d e st h e o v e r a lal n a l y s i s
and architectural
designfor othertape drivesand
the designof butfermanagementsoftware.In past
assignments,he was responsiblefor the data
spoolingsoftwareused in earlierproducts.Two
patentsarebasedon lV'1ark's
ideas,onefor remote
backup softwareand anotherfor a file system
searchmethod.He receivedhis BSc degree in
frorn BristolUnicomputerscience/mathematics
versityin 1984,the sameyearhejoinedHP.Born
in Leeds,he is marriedand livesin Bristol.

TomKraemerwasthe prolect managero1the HPVista
sottwaredevelopmentat
HP's Lake Stevensfacility.
He has contributedto the
developmentof many HP
c a l c u i a t o rc,o m p u t e ra, n d
i n s t r u m e npt r o d u c t sa s a n
engineer,projectmanager,
and sectionmanager.Cuc
rentlya sectionmanagerin HP's Logic Systems
D i v i s i o nh, e i s r e s p o n s i b lfeo r R & Do n H P T e a m workSA/SDand HP64700emulatorproducts.Tom
j o i n e dH Pi n 1 9 7 8 a
, f t e re a r n i n gh i sM S E Ed e g r e e
from OregonStateUniversity,where he also
workedon a U.S.Navyresearchprogram.Before
startingcollege,he was a professionalanimator
and becameinterestedin applyingcomputertechnologyto animation.He is marriedand residesin
S u n n v v a l eC. a l i f o r n i a .

MechanicalDesignof a New Quarter-lnch
GartridgeTape Drive
Thedesignof theHP 9145ATapeDriverequireddoubling
both the track densityand the fape speed of the existing
HP 91444, therebydoubling the older drive's67-Mbyte
capacity and 2-Mbyte-per-minute
transferrate.
by Andrew D. Topham

HE EVER-INCREASING VOLUMES OF DATA being
handled by computer systems make it mandatory
for backup tape devices to continue to match the
growing disc capacities being projected. Both data transfer rate and tape cartridge capacity must continually be
improved.
The HP 91454 ln-lnch Cartridge Tape Drive (Fig. 1) was
developed in response to this need. Before the HP 9145,t
was developed, HP's entry level and midrange commercial
computer systems and technical workstations were usually
configured with either an HP 91444 Tape Drive or an HP
35401A Autochanger for backup, depending on disc capacity. The HP S144A has a cartridge capacity of 67 Mbytes
and a data transfer rate of 2 Mbytes per minute. The autochanger uses the same mechanism and has the same
transfer rate, but achieves a capacity of Sa6 Mbytes by
changing eight tape cartridges without operator attention.
The HP 9145A provides full compatibility with the HP
9144,{ and the HP 354014 while also providing twice the
data transfer rate. This is achieved by doubling the tape
speed from 60 to 120 inches per second. As a result, users
can back up their systems in half the time.
The HP 9145A has twice the data capacity per cartridge
of the HP 5144A. This is achieved by doubling the number
of recording tracks from 16 to 32. The HP 91454 can read
the older 16-track tapes, but the older drives cannot read

t h e n e w 3 2 - t r a c kt a p e s .
Technical Challenges
When the development team started the task of designing
the HP 9145A, there were several key areas where major
design changes were required.
Mechanical Design. To achieve the increased capacity, the
number of tracks across the tape width had to be doubled
within the same lq-inch tape width. To achieve the increased data transfer rate, the tape speed had to be doubled.
The design had to accommodate variations in components,
manufacturing processes, and operating environments and
remain capable of accurately positioning the read/write
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Fig. 1. Ihe L'lP9145A 1/4-lnch
TapeDriveprovidesa storage
capacityof 133 Mbytesper cartrrdgeand a data transfer rate
of 4 Mbytesper mtnutefor backing up disc memoryin entry
level and mtdrangecomputersystems.
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Fig.2. Exploded view of the new HP 92245L15cartidge
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head within the data tracks to guarantee data reliability.
New Cartridge. An improved cartridge design had to be
introduced to support the increased tape speed and capacity requirements. This implied complete qualification and
testing as well as the setup of formatting and certification
lines by the cartridge manufacturers. At the same time, to
maintain compatibility, the drive design had to guarantee
that HP 9144A-written tapes could be read. The new cartridge features an improved mechanical design and new
tape media. The tape offers higher reliability with a new
oxide formulation, which reduces the signal decay that
occurs each time the cartridge is used. The cartridge has a
new belt and corner rollers to accommodate the increased
tape speed, and an extra tape guide for better read/write
accuracy.
Increased Reliability. The HP 9145A had to satisfy the user
needs that had been identified. This required designing to
much tighter tolerances and higher performance. At the
same time, we had to ensure that the new product incorporated the lessons learned from the existing line and product
range with regard to reliability and manufacturability. Reliability issues are discussed in the article on page 74.
Time to Market. To meet market needs, reliable prototypes
of the HP 91454 had to be ready for testing with the target
computer systems in under 12 months. Thus the design
team had less than a year to design hardware and firmware
from concept to reliable implementation.

the tape path and servo interface are closely aligned. The
drive takes advantage of this by clamping the baseplate
against accurately defined stops within the mechanism.
This ensures that the tape path aligns precisely with the
tape head magnetic cores used to read data from and write
to the tape, and that the servo motor puck aligns with the
drive roller within the cartridge.
Sixteen tracks of data are written across the quarter inch
of tape width. To read and write each of these tracks independently, the tape head in the drive is driven vertically
by a stepper motor and leadscrew arrangement.

HP 91444 design offered a good starting point for many of
the design requirements, it was decided to leverage off this
product as much as possible. This approach was particularly pronounced in the mechanism area where, for example, the casting used to align all the mechanical components and the cartridge clamping assembly were left totally
unchanged. Fig. 3 shows the HP 91454 drive mechanism
with its associated electronics removed.
The development of an enhanced ln-inch cartridge from
the cartridge manufacturer, dubbed the HP 92245L/S, made
possible the doubling of the track density. Evaluation of
this cartridge was in itself a major task which was run in
parallel with the drive development.

HP 91444 Design
The HP 91444 Tape Drive's tape transport mechanism
has design concepts common to all %-inch cartridge tape
drives. The cartridge itself (Fig. 2) provides a reference
plane in the form of the cartridge baseplate against which

Tape Speed
The HP 5744A data transfer rate was identified as a priority area to be improved upon. With the HP 91a5A providing
double the cartridge capacity, keeping the data transfer rate
constant would have resulted in a doubling of the time for

HP 9145Almprovements
cyclehadto be shortandthe
Because
the development

Fig. 3. HP 9145A drive mechanism.
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reading or writing a cartridge.
One approach that could have been taken would have
been to increase the linear transition density of the data
on the media, resulting in a correspondingly higher data
rate for a constant tape speed. However, this was rejected
for two reasons. First, it would have led to complications
in the read channel filtering and data recovery side of the
drive, because of the need to continue to be able to read
HP 9144A data with its lower transition density. Second,
the media had not been proved able to perform sufficiently
well at the higher transition density. The cartridge manufacturer was actively evaluating the media for this density,
but there would inevitably have been an increased risk to
the project.
The approach taken to improve the data transfer rate was
to double the tape speed while keeping the transition density the same as in the HP 91444 drive. This led to a twofold
transfer rate improvement, and took the drive from the 60
ips (inches per second) used bythe HP 9144A to 120 ips.
Running the tape at this speed raised some technical
concerns about the cartridge. Would the mechanics of the
cartridge be able to handle this speed without either instabilities in the tape transport or degradation of cartridge
operating lifetime? Would an air bearing form between the
head and the tape, causing signal loss?
Cartridge Mechanics
The new HP 92245L15 cartridge was developed by the
cartridge manufacturer with one of its major goals being
continuous, reliable operation at a tape speed of 120 ips.
During the testing of the HP 9145A drive the design team
was able to provide valuable feedback to the cartridge manufacturer on the performance of the cartridge, with the
result that several design modifications were made to boost
the long-term reliability.
Critical parameters in the cartridge evaluation were the
tape tension, the drive force, and acoustic noise. The tape
tension had to be high enough to prevent the formation of
an air bearing between the head and the tape, and yet low
enough to prevent excessive head wear and hence short
drive lifetimes. The drive force (the drag applied by the
cartridge on the servo motor) had to be sufficiently low

that the servo drive motor and associated control electronics that control the tape speed at 120 ips were not
unduly stressed. Doubling the tape speed was found to
have a substantial effect on the audible noise emitted from
the cartridge. The HP 9144A and HP 9145A drives are
bound by the HP specification for office environment operation and so have to satisfy a very low noise requirement.
A joint development program, with the drive design team
supplying test data to the manufacturer concerning the
noise emissions from the cartridge in the HP 91454 drive,
allowed the cartridge manufacturer to modify the cartridge
to bring the noise level down to an acceptable level (Fig. a).
The overall result of the work that went into solving all
the above problems was that the HP 92245L15 cartridge
has emerged as a substantial improvement over its predecessor. Many of the changes that have been implemented
in the HP 92245L15 cartridge are now being adopted for
the HP 91,44A cartridge.
There was concern whether older cartridges used in HP
9144A drives could be read in the HP 91454 drive. These
had only been rated at a maximum tape speed of 90 ips by
the cartridge manufacturer. However, an extensive testing
program during the development of the HP 9145A drive
confirmed initial indications that these cartridges were
very conservatively rated, and the majority performed well
in the test program. In a very small number of cases there
was some cause for concern over the longer-term use of
such cartridges at 120 ips. An unacceptable increase in
drive force could occur after running continuously for several days at the maximum rated operating temperature.
This problem was avoided by specifying that the new drive
would only be required to offload data from an HP g144A
cartridge once. This is backed up by instructions to this
effect in the user manual.

Head-to-TapeContact
Intimate contact between the tape head and the media
is essential in any tape drive to provide maximum read
signal and minimum distortion. Head-to-tape contact is
dependent on three factors:
I Tape speed. A higher speed produces greater spacing.
r Tape tension. Higher tension pulls the tape closer to the
head.
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r Head profile. The shape of the front face of the head in
contact with the tape has a complex effect on the tape
spacing.
The development program for the HP S2245LlS cartridge
resulted in that cartridge having such an excellent tape
tension characteristic that head-to-media separation is not
a problem, even at 120 ips (Fig. 5).
The testing program showed that for the vast majority of
the older HP 9144A cartridges, there was no problem in
running at 120 ips. A very small number of exceptions to
this rule were found. The problem cartridges were from a
few batches that the cartridge manufacturer was able to
trace back to a time when there had been minor problems
in the cartridge production process. These cartridges exhibited very low tape tension so that, at 120 ips, there was a
tendency for the tape to lift off the read/write head slightly.
This led to reduced read signal amplitude (spacing loss)
and so occasionally to read errors.
One attempt to keep the spacing loss to a minimum was
through experimenting with the tape head profile. This
profile must be accurately designed and machined to offer
a surface that does not abrade the media, will withstand a
lifetime's use, and maintains intimate contact with the
media. The wear requirement and the intimate contact requirement tend to favor opposing profile shapes, so that
any solution is inevitably a compromise between the two.
Some experimentation with profiles that exhibited radii
both sharper and more gentle than that used on the HP
9144A tape head showed that the existing profile, as shown
in Fig. 6, was a good approximation to the ideal. The adoption of this profile removed another risk area in that this
profile is already well-understood and in large-scale production.
The spacing loss problems were overcome by building
into the drive a 90-ips read mode option. Dropping the
speed causes the tape to drop closer to the head, thereby
improving the read signal. This option is automatically
invoked by the drive when it detects that errors are occurring because of the above phenomenon. Extensive testing
has proved the capability of this approach.

Track Density
The HP 91,44A drive places 16 tracks across a 1/s-inch
media width. To double the capacity of the drive without
increasing the linear bit density it was necessary to fit 32
tracks across the media. This was achieved by:
I Reduced written track width
I Improved head positioning accuracy
I Improved cartridge tracking specifications
r Improved cartridge media defect specifications
I A new track layout
r Track seeking
r Improved core alignment
r Improved tape head mounting.
Track Width. The track width of a tape drive is defined
by the width of the magnetic core within the tape head.
Both the HP 9144A and the HP 9145A use a system of wide
write, narrow read, whereby the read core width is less
than the width of the written track. This ensures that the
read core will be over the written track even if there are
positional errors between the core and the center of the
track (Fig. 7). If the read core falls outside the written track,
the signal amplitude from the track will be reduced and
the core may also pick up the remains of previously written
data. This would degrade the drive's signal-to-noise ratio
and compromise its recovery capability.
The track width specified for the HP 9145A drive is, as
far as we know, the narrowest used in the industry on
ls-inch cartridges, and is about half that in the HP 9I44A
drive. To achieve this we need to hold the tape head core
width and core alignment tolerances tighter than in any
comparable head. This was achieved by working very
closely with the tape head vendor to refine their existing
HP 9144A head manufacturing process until it was capable
of producing HP 91454 heads with consistently good
yields. In a year the vendor went from doubting that
adequate yields could ever be achieved to producing heads
that fully met the specification with good yields.
Head Positioning Accuracy. Head positioning to select between tracks in the HP 91.44Adrive is achieved by a stepper
motor driving a lead screw. Riding up and down the lead
screw is the head carrier assembly with the tape head
mounted at one extreme.
This approach was maintained for the HP 91454. However, the resolution of the stepper had to be at least doubled
to place the head accurately over tracks that were half as
far apart. Stepper motors with small angular stepping increments are now fairly common. However, the real challenges
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Fig. 6. HP 9145A tape head profile
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here proved to be obtaining a leadscrew that maintains a
constant thread pitch along its length and improving the
head carrier movement to minimize the variation in linear
displacement for each step of the stepper motor. This is
essential if the track-to-track spacing is to be constant across
the width of the tape.
After much evaluation of various leadscrews and modifications to the head carrier system, a head positioning system was developed that exhibits minimal errors that are
highly predictable and repeatable across all mechanisms.
Fig. B shows a typical final positioning accuracy plot.
Cartridge Tracking Specifications. The greatest single improvement of the HP S2245LlS cartridge over the HP 9144A
cartridge is the replacement of a simple pin at the front of
the cartridge with a guide roller. This part supports the
tape on one side of the read/write head. This has allowed
the cartridge to be respecified by the manufacturer so that
the maximum vertical tape movement (tracking) is cut in
half.
Clearly, vertical tape movement results in the tape head
being slightly off the data track to be read. The improved
cartridge specification is essential to be able to put 32 tracks
on the tape and repeatably recover the data. Testing both
at the cartridge manufacturer's laboratories and at HP
showed that the new cartridge performs well within the
new specification, as shown in Fig. 9.
Cartridge Media Defect Specifications. The HP 91454
drive is far more prone to data errors arising from media
defects because of its narrow track size. Any drive can
recover a read data signal until it goes below a certain
threshold voltage that is set as a fraction of the peak read
signal amplitude (typically 25 to 50%). The read signal
level is proportional to the effective read track width. This
effective track width is reduced by the presence of any
defect. The drive is sensitive to media defects that occupy
such a large proportion of the track width that the read
signal falls below the threshold voltage (Fig. 10). This
makes the HP 91454 drive, with its smaller track width,
susceptible to smaller defects. In addition, the number of
defects on a given piece of media dramatically increases
as the defect size decreases.Fig. 1 1 shows the defect characteristics for the HP 92245L15 media.

The HP 9'1,44A and HP 91454 drives have two main
weapons with which to tackle these defects. First, all the
HPlabeled cartridges that are supplied to customers are
certified by the cartridge manufacturer. Certification takes
the form of writing to the tape and then reading the signal
back. Any errors are assumed to be because of media defects; these positions on the tape are marked and "spared
out" so that they will not be used again. If any cartridge
has an unusually high number of blocks spared it is rejected. In the case of the HP S2245L|S cartridges supplied
to HP, this certification is performed by the cartridge manufacturer using unmodified HP 9145A drives. This immediately removes any concern about the unknown relationship between the certifying drive and a customer
drive in reading data from the certified cartridge. Second,
when writing data to a cartridge, both the HP 91444 and
the HP 9145A drives immediately read back the written
signal to verify its integrity using their read-after-write
capability.2 Any errors cause the drive to mark that area
of tape as bad and then rewrite the affected data farther
down the tape.
The HP 9145A drive's narrow track width makes it more
prone to small-scale media errors than the HP 914aA. This
is overcome by the higher-quality media in the HP S2245L|S
cartridge, which has a lower proportion of defects at the
HP 9145A read core dimension. To cope with the slightly
inferior media in the HP 91,44A cartridges, all HP 9144Awritten data is read back with the write core of the HP
9145A head. This core is larger than the HP 9145A read
core and so is less affected by the smaller defects. This
write core approaches the size of the HP 91,44A drive read
core and so, when coupled with the HP 914SA's track seeking capability (discussed later), results in the HP 9145A's
being able to recover a signal from an HP 91444 cartridge
at least as well as an HP 51,44A drive can.
Track Layout. The HP 9744A drive lays down data on tape
in a serpentine fashion, that is, one track is written in one
direction from one end of tape to the other, then the next
track is written directly above in the opposite direction,
and so on up the tape (see Fig. 12a).
A problem with this format is that the tape has a natural
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tendency to step up or down as the direction is reversed
because of the reversal of direction of tape pull. This leads
to an error in the relative positions of two adjacent tracks
that is at its maximum since these tracks are in opposite
directions.
In the HP 91454 drive this problem was alleviated by
writing all the tracks in the forward direction in the lower
half of the tape, and all the tracks in the reverse direction
in the upper half of the tape (Fig. 12b). Thus, adjacent
tracks are generally written in the same direction and so
do not suffer from this step error.
There is still a problem in the center of the tape where
tracks 30 and 1 run alongside each other in opposite directions. This is overcome by allowing a slightly increased
track spacing between these two tracks. This increased
spacing does not impact the track density, since the allowance only has to be incurred once rather than 32 times.
Track Seeking. Both the HP 9144A and the HP 91454
drives locate the edge of the tape when each new cartridge
is loaded. This edge is found by moving the tape head
down until the read signal disappears. From this edge-oftape position, the drive firmware is programmed with the
number of stepper motor steps needed to reach each track.
This dead reckoning approach for locating any track from
the located edge of tape has been perfectly adequate for
the HP s1,44A drive. In addition. it offers sufficient accuracy in positioning the head for the HP 91454 during a
write operation. However, during reads, the HP 9145A may
be attempting to read data that has been written by another

drive. It is possible for the writing drive to have written
the data to one extreme of the allowed tolerances, and then
the reading HP 9145A to have positioned its read head to
the opposite extreme. With the narrower data tracks used
by the HP 91454, this can lead to such poor alignment of
the head over the written track that read data errors occur.
The HP 9145A overcomes this track misregistration by
a technique known as track seeking. Initially, the track is
located in the normal way as described above. If read errors
occur, the drive attempts to find the track by stepping the
head alternately above the nominal position and then
below the nominal. The step size is progressively increased
until the errors disappear. This new position is then considered to be the correct position for subsequent reads of
the cartridge.
Core Alignment. To ensure that both the read and write
cores of the appropriate channel in the tape head are always
centered on the data track, the horizontal alignment between the write core and the read core must be held very
tightly (Fie. 7). Although the write core is made slightly
larger than the read core to minimize this problem, a limit
is imposed by the need to fit 32 tracks across the tape. A
tolerance analysis of the existing HP 9144A head manufacturing process showed that the write-to-read core alignment
was already at the extremes of the process capability. For
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the HP 91454, the tolerances had to be halved, necessitating a radical approach to the manufacturing process.
Several lengthy meetings with the head vendor resulted
in an agreement to adopt a new manufacturing process that
an exhaustive tolerance analysis showed should achieve
the yields required. Subsequent manufacturing runs indicate that the original analyses were very accurate.
Tape Head Mounting. As previously mentioned, the tape
head uses a read core that immediately follows a write core
to provide read-after-write capability. To minimize pickup
of the write signal through direct flux linkage into the read
core it is desirable to maximize the separation between the
read and write cores. This separation will cause the read
core to be offset from the written track if the head is not
mounted perfectly perpendicular to the tape motion (zero
azimuth angle, see Fig. 13). This problem is twice as acute
in the HP 9145A mechanism because its written track is
half as wide as that of the HP 91444 drive.
In the manufacturing process for the HP 91444 the
azimuth angle of the tape head is set by running a tape
past the head and measuring the relative times at which
the four cores see patterns prerecorded on the tape. While
this process provides a good method for measuring the
required accuracy, it takes a fairly long time to perform for
each head and the adjustment of the head position to
achieve zero azimuth is extremely difficult.
A design change to the head greatly simplifies this requirement while also speeding the head mounting process.
The central section of the head was increased in size so
that it protrudes above and below the outer sections. Since
the interfaces between these sections define the core gaps
and hence the effective positions of the read and write
cores, a tool was designed that references off the exposed
sides of the central head section to set the azimuth angle
of the head accurately. This design change to the head also

Fig. 13. Azrmuthangle. For clarity,only one of the two pairs
of cores is shown.
allows a simple mechanical means of verifying the accuracy
of the azimuth angle of the mounted head.

Conclusion
The HP 91454 drive is now shipping to customers.Strict
quality control measuresare being used throughout the
manufacturing processand further stressed-environment
audit testing is being applied to the drives produced. So
far these tests have verified the ability of the HP 9145A
drive to achieve its original performance and reliability
goals.
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ReliabilityAssessmentof a Quarter-lnch
CartridgeTape Drive
wereverifiedby over97,000
Aggressi
ve qualitystandards
releaseand are audited
testhoursbeforemanufacturing
continuallyin production.
by David Gills

HE QUALITY GOALS FOR THE HP e145A Tape
Drive included a failure rate that was half that of
the earlier HP 91,44A,an error rate performancethat
was 10 times better than the HP 9144A's, the same useful
life as the HP 9144A, and full backwards compatibility
with all HP %-inch data cartridges.
The reliability test plan showed that to be able to halve
the failure rate value within the development time of just
over 1.5 years, then approximately 100 prototype units
would be needed, resulting in an accumulation of 97,000
test hours before manufacturing release. Reliability growth
was monitored using the Duane plot technique,t and there
were interim goals at each of several checkpoints within
the development program.
The reliability of this product is also being continuously
assessedduring manufacturing. For this purpose a detailed
manufacturing reliability audit test schedule was developed. This will be discussed in more detail later in this
article.
Tape Head
As described in the article on page OZ,the tape head had
to be totally redesigned because of the reduction in the
track width and the increase in the tape speed. The effect
of the tape head on the track placement accuracy is governed mostly by the mechanical tolerances of the core sizes
and the positioning of the cores on the head. Shock, vibration, and temperature can lead to inaccuracies in the track
placement. A full test program was carried out to explore
and quantify all these effects on the performance of the
drive.
The temperature margin above the storage specifications
of the HP 91.44A tape head before damage is incurred is
well-understood from past test data. The elements of the
manufacturing process that affect this margin are also wellunderstood.
The first mode of failure of the HP 91.44A tape head
when the temperature is increased outside the nonoperating temperature limits is a deformation of the profile of
the head. This is caused by stress relieving of the plates
that make up the structure of the head. It is a permanent
failure, making the head unsuitable for further service. The
manufacturing process has been radically changed to eliminate this mode of failure, which is now well-understood.
By eliminating this mode of failure in the design of the
new head, a much wider reliability margin has been
achieved, making the head less sensitive to manufacturing
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variations. This was clearly demonstrated during the testing. No permanent damage was seen on any of the data
heads following extensive strife (stress + life) testing.

HeadWear
Wear of the head is accommodated until the depth of
the wear reaches the throat depth of the core. When this
occurs, the head performance drops off dramatically and
without warning.
Since the speed of the tape over the head has doubled
from the existing HP 9144,4,,head wear characteristics have
become an issue. As the tape speed increases, the frictiorial
forces on the interface increase. However, aerodynanric
compression of the air behind the tape at these higher
speeds can have the opposite effect on the wear rate. This
phenomenon is very difficult to describe theoretically, so
the relationship had to be confirmed by a controlled experiment.
Testing showed that the rate of wear of the head took on
the standard exponential shape when plotted as a function
of time, as shown in Fig. 1. The measurements were taken
using a Rank Taylor Hobson Talysurf 10 machine. A typical
profile is shown in Fig. 2.
The throat depth of the core is nominally 40 pm, so it
can be seen from Fig. 1 that there is considerable margin,
even based on the small sample of drives tested. Therefore,
head wear is unlikely to be the first mode of wearout failure.
This was confirmed during testing. The capstan motor was
found to be the first mode of wearout failure in the product.
Nominal Head
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Fig. 1. Head wear as a function of tesl hours for production
HP 9145Aheads.

laterin moredetail.
This will be discussed

Repeatability of the track placement was critical to the
success of the project, so a rigorous test program was
adopted to assessits impact on the reliability of the drive.
The leadscrew is machined and ground precisely from nonmagnetic stainless steel, but the nut that runs along it is
made out of acetyl. The two main problems that arise are
the accuracy of the leadscrew and the long-term accuracy
of the nut. Since the nut is made of a much softer material
than the leadscrew, we needed to ensure that there was no
significant wear or load deformation. A key factor in the
design of the head positioning system is that the head carrier is preloaded with a spring. This ensures that there is
no mechanical hysteresis or backlash in the system, thereby
driving the nut on one face of the thread only.
Shock and vibration testing was carried out to check for
these issues, and it was found that this design has a very
wide margin of safety over the quoted operating specifications before track placement becomes an issue.

PositioningTolerance
Because of the increase in the requirement for track placement accuracy, the tolerances on the design and manufacture of the leadscrew that drives the head up and down
across the tape had to be tightened significantly.
The leadscrew design for the HP 91454 is the same as
for the HP S144A. However, because of the precision required, the manufacturing tolerances were tightened significantly. On the HP 91444, the thread pitch dimension has
a -f s-g.m tolerance, which is accumulated along the length
of the thread. This will obviously give a large overall tolerance on the length of the leadscrew. On the HP 91454, the
thread pitch dimension also has a 1S-pomtolerance, except
that it is not accumulated along the length of the leadscrew.
This gives an overall tolerance for the length of the
Ieadscrew of 15 pm.
The manufacturing processes that influence this precision have to be controlled using statistical process control
techniques to maintain the required accuracy. The data
from the control charts is continually being monitored.

CapstanMotor
Since the tape speed of the HP 91454 is twice that of
the HP 9144A, that is, 120 ips compared with 60 ips, the
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capstan motor is required to run faster and have a higher
torque. This allows the tape mechanism to start and stop
more rapidly and accelerate to normal operating tape speed
more quickly. These factors affect the overall life of the
product, and since the goal for the useful life of the HP
91454 is the same as that of the HP 91444, we needed to
assessthese parameters.
Working closely with our vendor, we were able to feed
back test data from the development work being carried
out in the laboratory from failures that were uncovered.
The increase in speed and start-up torque showed that the
current density at the brushes of the motor was too high,
resulting in an unacceptable rate of brush wear. It was also
found that the debris from the brushes was finding its way
into the motor bearings, pointing to a need for shielded
bearings.
The vendor was able to change the brush shape and
material to extend the life to meet the goals. This was
subsequently verified by extensive testing by the motor
manufacturer and HP.

PrintedCircuitAssemblies
Both the servocontrolprintedcircuit assembly
and the
main controller printed circuit assembly are newly designed boards, and as such had to be tested by a rigorous
performance and stress test program. Again, working
closely with our vendors, we were able to attack potential
failure modes before the design was put into full production. An example of a typical component failure that was
uncovered and eliminated is a crystal oscillator that failed
during strife testing. Subsequent analysis showed that the
failure had been caused by thermomechanical expansion
of the terminals that support the crystal plate within the
device. The movement of the terminals had resulted in a
fracturing of the brittle crystal plate, rendering the component unserviceable. Since the vendor was unable to help
in this instance, the component was second-sourced, resulting in much better quality.
Cartridge
The design of the HP 91454 relies very heavily on the
quality of the media that it uses. With the performance of
the drive increased so dramatically, the existing tape was
inadequate. Although the older tape is compatible with the
HP 91454, its longer-term reliability was questionable. A
reduction in defect size was critical to the reliability goals
that were set for data integrity. The media defect size becomes far more critical as the width of the track decreases.
The project was discussed with the vendor that supplies
the media, and jointly we agreed that a new tape needed
to be introduced. This was a very extensive development
program, carried out by the media manufacturer in parallel
with the development of the drive at HP. Some of the problems associated with this development work have already
been outlined in the article on page 67.
The cartridge mechanics were also redesigned to give
better tape handling characteristics, resulting in better tape
tension and drive force control.
The hubs that support the tape were redesigned from a
new material, so that the cartridge is able to cope with the
additional tape speed without wearing the hubs at an un-
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acceptable rate.
The drive belt that runs on the tape (wound around the
hubs), was also redesigned from a new material, and is
being manufactured with a new process, giving more stable
belt tension.
An additional tape guide was designed in to provide
better tape placement accuracy. Since the tracks on the HP
91454 are half the width of the tracks on the HP 9144A,
this was a critical area in the design of the cartridge.
The guide rollers were also redesigned,since the increase
in tape speed caused the rollers to become a source of
unacceptable acoustic noise. Resonances were built up
from out-of-balance forces of the rollers running at high
speed, and were transmitted through the caseand baseplate
of the cartridge.

BackwardsCompatibility
Since the HP S145A is intended as a natural upgrade
path from the HP 91,44A, it must be able to read existing
tapes that have been written by the HP 91444 and other
HP %-inch tape drives. Complexity is added by the variety
of revisions of each product and of the %-inch cartridge.
The HP 9145A has to be compatible with the entire /a-inch
tape product family over the operating temperature range,
for any data pattern written by any other compatible drive.
To prove the error rate performance over all possible combinations, the testing required would take over five years!
Some of the variables to be considered when concerned
with interchange and backwards compatibility are temperature, humidity, data pattern, length of tape, data source,
tape age, tape type, revision of unit, altitude, shock and
vibration, 12OVl24OV,and age of drive. Using Graeco-Latin
square (statistical design of experiments) techniques,2 we
were able to get this test program down from 260 combinations to a program of 16 representative combinations.
On each of the to runs, 1011bits of data was handled by
each drive (the error rate specification is 1 bit in error for
1011bits of data handled). The tests were designed to find
combinations that did not work at all or any trend or pattern
that could indicate a combination that would potentially
not meet specification.
The program was very extensive, and the testing was not
able to find a combination that indicated that the specifications could not be met. The HP 9145A showed that it was
able to read data from any combination that it was tested
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Test Program
At thecompletionof thetestprogram,97prototypeunits
had beentested,accumulatingover 97,000test hours. Over
500 tapes were used during the performance and interchangetesting,and a total of over 150 failures were found.
Thesefailures can be broken down as follows:
Mechanism related failures: 70%
Controller related failures: 20%
Firmware related failures: 10%
Audit Testing
Although the tests describedso far confirmed the reliability of a sampleof prototype and early production drives,
they in no way reflect the factors that will affect the reliability of the product in the long term, that is, factorsrelated
to the manufacturingprocess.Although the HP 91454 has
been highly leveragedfrom the HP 9144A, with many improvements to the product and the processbased on the
wealth of information available,the reliability of the product in the long term cannot be measured or quantified
unless real data is at hand. The warranty system,which
recordsthe numbers of failures in the field, provides data
that is obviously too late. What is needed is a means of
controlling the reliability of the drives with a closed-loop
system that has a responsethat is almost immediate. The
only way to do this is by continued unit testingon an audit
basis.
An audit test strategywas devisedfor the HP 91454 that
will enablemanufacturingengineeringto keep a tight control on processvariations that affect the reliability of the
product. A secondaryobjective of the audit testing is to
ensurethat the databeing collectedcorrelatesclosely with
the data that is being continually collected from the warranty claims.
Much data is available from the prototype testing, and
this was used as a basisfor determiningthe generalcontent
and duration of each audit test. AIso, a comparison was
madewith other divisions of Hewlett-Packardto appreciate
some of the problems encounteredin such testing.
The audit testing has three phases:burn-in, customer
environment. and life tests.
Burn-In. This is performed on 100% of all units manufactured, and lasts for approximately 14 hours. This test is
solely designedto catch the dead-on-arrivalor infant mortality failures that somehowescapethe manufacturingfinal
test. Although the final test is consideredto be adequately
thorough in testingthe total functionality of the unit, there
are often intermittent faults or failures caused by weak
materials that survive the final test. These intermittent
faults often appearvery early in the product'sserviceIife.
The format of the burn-in test is basedon data from the
prototype testing.It consistsof ten cycles of power cycling
and self-tests,loading tapes, performing read/write and
read-onlyerror ratetests,performinglocateand readand/or
write operations,comparingdatawith the host system,and
unloading and unlocking the cartridge.
The results from the initial nine months of testing show
that the faults are being uncovered very early in the test

cycles (see Fig. 3). This obviously means that there is a
real opportunity for shortening this test after more confidence is built up from a bigger test history.
Customer Environment. These tests are designed to simulate more closely the environment seen by the product
during the warranty period. Hence, the failures found are
intended to mirror the failures found in the warranty system. The duration of this test has been establishedfrom
an assumed typical use of the product. The test is not
performed on all units, but on a sample of approximately
5% of production. The testingsimulatesthe time from when
the unit leavesthe end of the production line to the end
of the warranty period. Therefore,the shipping of the product, the end-usehandling, and the in-service operation of
the product are simulated. The details of the customerenvironment are as follows:
I Book out unit from finished goods.
I Drop unit in packagingonto concretefrom a height of
1 . 2m .
r Make visual and functional inspectionfor cosmeticdamage,accessoriescompleteness,failure to power-up and
pass self-test.
r Thermal cycle between the operatinglimits of the drive
for 40 hours.
r Apply nonoperatingvibration at 1.5 times specification
for one hour.
r Comparedata at ambient temperaturebetweenhost and
drive for 100 hours.
r Interchangedata between drives in product family for
24 hours.
The test cycle lasts for one week, after which the units
are returned to the production line for shipment. These
units are consideredto be someof the most reliable to leave
the factory, since they have had all the infant mortality
problems removed, and have proved to work reliably for
a significant period of time.
Life. The life testing of the HP 9145A is currently being
carried out by the suppliers of the media. This is because
the media suppliers own many HP 9145As and use them
at a very high duty cycle to certify all the tapes that are
manufacturedby them. This enablesHP to use this information without cost. Obviously we need to be working
very closely with these suppliers to ensure that the information that they supply to us is accurateand complete.
The collection of this datawill continue into the foreseeable
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future since the data is obtained free and will be needed
to ensure that any changes in the manufacturing process
do not affect the long-term reliability of the drives.

Resultsof Audit Testing
The first nine months of data has shown some interesting
results. Problems are being uncovered in the burn-in test,
as expected. This justifies its presence and quantifies the
costs saved from warranty claims arising from very early
failures, not to mention the hidden costs of customer dissatisfaction.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the maiority of failures
that have been uncovered so far have occurred very early
in the test proEaram.After the fourth cycle, which is 1.3
hours after the start of the test, most of the problems seem
to have been found. This data indicates that a reduction
in the test time will find the same level of faults, but will
save substantial cost in manufacturing overhead (the cost
of the tapes is probably the biggest factor here).
Fig. 4 shows the tests that are most effective in producing
the faults. This data agrees with the test data from the
earlier prototype testing, and is useful feedback for reliability planning on future projects.
The customer environment testing is currently showing
a very similar trend in the results. One year after introduction over 8,000 units have been shipped to customers. The
warranty data shows that the actual failure rate of the HP
9145A is better than the failure rate goal at introduction.
As a result of the audit testing strategy, the warranty failure
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rate continues to fall to a point where today the warranty
failure rate is half of that measured a year ago.
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Use of StructuredMethodsfor
Real-TimePeripheralFirmware
HP'sComputerPeripheralsBristolDivisionmadesome
significantchangesin theirfirmwaredevelopmentprocess
to ensurethattheymeta demandingdevelopment
schedule
and stillproduceda qualityproduct.
by Paul F. Bartlett,Paul F. Robinson,TraceyA. Hains,and MarkJ. Simms
RODUCTIVITY AND CONCERNSabout quality may
seemto be opposingconceptswhen product development time is short. However, with planning, the
proper tools and a good development method, productivity
and quality objectives can be achieved and still meet the
time-to-market goals. In the development of the HP 9145A
Cartridge Tape Drive at HP Computer Peripherals Bristol
Division (CPB) the firmware was always on the critical
path during the entire product development time. We had
to produce reliable prototypes of the HP 91454 for testing
with the target machines one year after the project start
date. We realized at the beginning of the project that if we
used the firmware development process we had at the time,
we could not meet the schedule and still produce a quality
product. Some of the problems we had in our development
process at the time included:
r Total reliance on text for firmware specifications. There
were very few graphical representations for the system
architecture, data, and module organizations.
r Firmware testing was different for each project and the
effectiveness of testing was not measured. Also, there
was no overall test planning process.
r Except for the number of noncomment source statements
(NCCS), no metrics were collected.
I Tool support consisted of emulation, source code control, and editing on HP 64000 Logic Development Systems. There were some tools for text documentation and
structured design which existed on a variety of systems.
Improvements were made to our development process
in the areas of planning, methods (analysis, design, and
testing), and metrics (process measurement). The most significant changes involved the use of structured analysis,
structured design, and structured testing. Structured design
had been used on past projects for module design and the
technique had worked well.
Each engineer on the project was equipped with an HP
9000 Series 300 workstation which was used for program
development and emulation. A network of workstations
was created with one workstation dedicated as a central data
base for configuration management (i.e., keeping track of
all versions of our documentation and code). To enable us
to use the structured analysis and structured design (SA/SD)
methods effectively, HP Teamwork/SA was installed on
each workstation. This product allowed us to produce all
of the real-time structured analysis and structured design

documentation for the HP 91454 firmware, and assisted
in ensuring analysis and design consistency between the
members of the team. Other software tools that we used
included a code-efficient cross compiler from C to 68000
assembly language and a 68000 emulator.
This paper describes our experiences with applying SA/SD
techniques and tools to the development of the HP 9145A
firmware.

Real-timeStructuredAnalysis
Structured analysis is a method that enables designers
to partition a system into manageable component processes. It helps to identify the system requirements and functionality so that consideration about implementation details, such as system architecture and module design, is
delayed until necessary. This allows the designer to keep
as many design options open as possible. Structured
analysist has been successfully applied to business and
commercial systems where the emphasis is primarily on
data flows and processes. In real-time systems, in addition
to data flows and processes, control and timing are also
major considerations. For the HP 9145A firmware development we used some parts of the structured analysis realData Slore
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Fig. 1, Modelling control flows and data flows in real-the
structured analysis. The function o/ a process is to perform
the operation implied by itsname. The vertical bar represents
the interface to a state machine.
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time extensions described in references 2 and 3.
Real-time systems have two features that nonreal-time
structured analysis cannot model. One is the ability to distinguish between the flow of control signals such as interrupts, and simple data flow such as flags or values. In
real-time structured analysis, information flow between
processes is represented by control flows for control signals
and events and data flows for plain data (see Fig. 1). The
control flows shown in Fig. 1 send a signal to activate or
deactivate a process. For example, when a user presses the
Unload button on the front panel, the state machine sends
the TapeUnloadOommand
signal to activate the process PrepareToUnload.
The data flows represent information a process must retrieve from elsewhere in the system (e.g., a
data store or another process) to perform its operation. For
example, in Fig. 1 the process PrepareToUnload
retrieves data
about the Cartridgestatusfrom the Status data store.
The other deficiency of ordinary structured analysis is
in modeling sequences of real-time operations. These are
situations where timing or the order of responding to events
and actions is very important. Starting a servo motor and
waiting until it is up to speed before proceeding, or enabling
DMA transfer of data to tape, are examples where timing
and sequence are critical. One method used in real-time
structured analysis to model sequence control is the state
transition diagram (STD). State transition diagrams are
used to model state machine behavior and to show how
different system states are influenced by control signals.
Fig. 2 shows the state transition diagram for the model
shown in Fig. 1. This state machine is designed to respond
to events such as Unload button pressed, Self Test button
pressed, cartridge inserted, and so on, and still read commands from the HP-IB.
Real-time structured analysis can be used to help partition the hardware and software functionality for a whole
system. In our situation the division between the hardware
and firmware functions had already been decided before
we began using the method. Therefore, we concentrated
on using the methods only on the firmware.

Contextand DataFlow Diagrams
Our first task was to define a context diagram for the HP
9145A firmware. A context diagram enables the designer
to identify all the external entities such as other systems,
users, and peripherals, with which a system must com-

CommandExecuted/SendReporl

UnloadComplete/
Halt

Fig.2. A portion of the statetransitiondiagram for the model
shown in Fig. 1. Thenumber in each block is a stateidentifier.
There are at least 78 states in this state machine, but for
clarity, only four essential ones are shown.

municate. The context diagram for the HP 9145A firmware
is shown in Fig. 3. There are three components to a context
diagram: terminators, data and control flows, and a single
process. Terminators represent external entities that can
be either sources or sinks depending on whether they transmit or receive data. The data and control flows represent
the communication paths between the terminators and the
single process. The single process defines the central role
of the system being designed. In our case the firmware is
used to control and monitor the HP 91454 tape drive.
From the context diagram we developed a top-level data
flow diagram (DFD) which defines the main firmware tasks
and the interfaces between them (see Fig. a). The interfaces
between the tasks consist of messages passed via an interprocess communication module in the operating system.
The effort involved in developing the data flow diagram
enabled us to understand how to divide the system into
manageable pieces for development and further analysis.
Our development plan was refined so that the analysis
phase was divided into smaller stages in which functions
within each task could be analyzed. This enabled us to
plan reviews to occur whenever one of these stages was

SwilchPressed

Displaycontrols
DDCCommandOrStatus

DataTranslercontrols

Fig. 3. Context diagram for the
HP 9145Afirmwarc.
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CartridgePre*ntOtProlecled

DalaTransferstatus
I

BufterCommand

Threshold

DisplayControls

Fig.4. Data flow diagram for the
HP 91454 firmware.

completed. We could review a small amount of documentation every two or three weeks, instead of waiting for
months to review a vast amount of information.
The tasks shown in Fig. 4 perform the following functions:
I Channel Task. The channel task controls the interface
between the operator, the host computer system, and the
HP 9145A firmware.
r Buffer Task. The buffer task controls the flow of data
between the HP-IB interface, an internal data buffer, and
the magnetic medium (tape).
r Device Task. The device task controls the read/write circuitry and the tape mechanism.
I Utility Task. The utility task contains functions used to
perform switch and button debouncing and control the
operation of the lights on the front panel of the drive.
The data and control flows in Fig. 4 represent the interprocess communication between the tasks. Interprocess
communication in the HP 9145A firmware is implemented
by a number of mailboxes used for holding messages or
commands.
Each of the tasks has its own context diagram and its
own set of external entities. Fig. 5 shows the context diagram for the device task. From these context diagrams detailed DFDs were generated for each task. Fig. 6 shows a
portion of the DFD for the device task and Fig. 7 shows a
portion of the DFD for the process ReadMriteOperations
which
appears in Fig. 6. When the DFDs were leveled to primitive
processes (processes that cannot be decomposed any
further) process specifications were created like the one

which
shown in Fig. B for the process ExecsingleShotRead
appears in Fig. 7. The number and complexity of the data
and control flows increased as the design became more
detailed. For example, the data flow diagram in Fig. 6 actually contains 24 control flows and 46 data flows between
the processes. HP Teamwork/SA was used to create and
maintain a central data dictionary data base for the whole
firmware system. A data dictionary is a method for defining
every data flow, control flow, and data store used in a
system. The central data base allowed us to maintain data
consistency between the various tasks. Because we were
putting a great deal of effort into analysis, the data dictionaries became colossal. HP Teamwork/SA was really
helpful here because it provides a checking facility that
makes sure the data and control flows are consistent between levels of the system model. We ran the checking
facility before each review so that the reviewers could concentrate on checking for correct functionality instead of
spelling and consistency errors. Fig. 9 shows some of the
data dictionary entries for the context diagram shown in
Fig. 5.
A large proportion of the analysis of the firmware for the
project involved the analysis of control. State transition
diagrams served as a major part of this analysis. These
diagrams allowed us to concentrate our control structures
in a small number of places. To ensure manageability and
readability most of our STDs consist of less than 20 states.
An STD with more than 20 states becomes very confusing
and hard to read. A portion of of an STD for the process
ExecSingleShotBead
from Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 10.

Devicecommand
DDCCommandOrstatusOrBusY

ServocommandOrstatus

Fig. 5. Devlce task context diagram.
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LessonsLearned
Five months had been allocated for the structured
analysis portion of the firmware development and we managed to finish on time with two weeks to spare. Had we
been more experienced with the methods and tools we
would have finished sooner. Some of the observations and
lessons we learned from using real-time structured analysis
include:
r A lot of effort, maybe too much, was expended at the
very top level of each task. One reason for this is that
we had to do some informal lower level analysis to decide whether the top level solution produced was good
enough. Having spent this effort early we found that
when it came time to do formal lower level analysis the
task was much easier.
r In some areas of the analysis we found that it was very
difficult to produce a solution because of the amount of
fan-in* to most processes associated with hardware dependent areas. We encountered some difficulty with
using structured analysis for analyzing functionality associated with time-critical control of hardware. There
are some techniques in the SA/SD real-time extensions3
that can be used to analyze critical hardware/software
timing situations. However, we did not get a chance to
use these methods. In addition, we were trying to specify
detailed algorithms using data flow diagrams, which is
'Fan-inls definedas a largenumberolprocessesallmakingcallstoonecommonprocess.

Resetclock<-

- -l

DDCCommandOrslalusOrBusy

Devicecommand

not the intention of the method.
Too much effort was expended considering the implementation aspects of the system instead of defining
the system functionality. This resulted in process specifications that tended to be trivial and not very useful.
r By the end of the structured analysis phase all of the
engineers on the team thoroughly understood what their
portion of the firmware was expected to do as well as
what some of the rest of the firmware was doing.
r Because of the thorough analysis that had taken place a
large number of anomalies were discovered and fixed in
the original project specifications (external reference
specifications).
r After structured analysis there were very few changes
to the functionality of the product, except in areas where
the characteristics of the mechanism or the taoe were
not fully understood.
r

StructuredDesign
In this phaseof the developmentthe data flow diagrams
developedduring the structuredanalysisphasewere used
to design the architecture and hierarchy of functions for
the HP 9145A firmware. In most casesthis processresulted
in structure charts like the one shown in Fig. 11 for the
processExecsingleShotRead.
In one task we found that there
was no need to develop structurechartsbecausethe structured analysisproduced such a flat structure,all basedon

PhysicalTrackKeyAddress

Clock

SingleShotcommand

lPCDeviceFlags

Seryocommand

LogCommand

DeviceReport

SeruoStatus

SingleShotRepon

!ryc'i'"r1c:iryt:_l
SingleShoiReport

-

-|

OverthresholdReset
Overthreshold

Global Slatus
lntormation

SeryoCommandOrstatus
Threshold

ODCCommandOrstalusOrBusy

DDCCommandOrslatusOrBusy

Fig. 6. A portion of the detailed data flow diagram for the device task. There are actually 24
control flows and 46 data flows assoc/ated with this DFD. The number within each process
bubble is used for identificationand traceabilitv.
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ule specifications were written for all the procedures. These
module specifications were written so that they could be
used as procedure headers for the code. Fig. 12 shows the
module specification for the state machine SsReadlnitialize
shown in Fig. 10. In many instances part of the module
specification was extracted directly from the process
specifications written during the structured analysis phase.
At this point of the project module specifications became
the most important documentation. All changes that were
made to the code were documented in the module specification for the affected function. Keeping the structured
analysis documentation up to date was relatively tedious
and time-consuming. However, towards the end of the testing phase this documentation was updated to match the
final design of the firmware. This showed that even with
an automated tool to enter a design, there must be a mechanism to update the design documentation automatically
when changes are made during implementation.

SingleShotcommand

Singleshotcommand

StructuredTesting

Fig,7. Thedata flow diagramfor two of the processesassociatedwiththeprocessReadMrite
Operations
shownin Fig.6.
calls from a state machine, that we felt that the exercise
would not yield any useful extra information.
The production of structure charts was limited only by
the speed with which information could be put into HP
Teamworl</SA.This was becausethere was so much detail
from the structured analysis phase that the design came
together with very little effort. Also, as in the structured
analysisphase,the data dictionary proved to be invaluable
and the HP Teamwork/SA checking facility helped to ensure that consistentdesignswere produced.
In parallel with producing structurecharts,detailedmod-

Structured testing encompasses the planning, design,
documentation, and execution of tests. It is a method for
managing the overall testing process and for providing
traceability between the various types of test documenta-
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NotEnoughGoodBlocks/SSOperationComplete

TriggersingleshotRead/TriggerSSBoadlnitializo
Inltislizedol(/

AbortRead/

Fig. 10. A portionof the statetransitiondiagramfor ExecSingleShotRead.
tion. Structuredtestingtends to minimize the cost of product developmentby finding problems as early as possible
before the cost of rework is high. An example of this might
be when a test designer is writing a test and discovers that

a specificationis incomplete or ambiguous.If the specification defectis removedbeforecoding takesplace the cost
of defect removal is low.
Our test strategywas basedon traditional structural and
functional test techniquesaand well-coordinatedtest planning.s A hierarchy of test plans (Fig. 13) was produced for
the whole product. Each sectorof the system,mechanical,
electronics,and firmware, had a similar hierarchy of test
plans. Thesetest plans were produced from the top down
so that the overall firmware test plan was producedbefore
the test plans of any individual tasks.Once the code had
been written, the tests described in the test plans were
executedstartingfrom the bottom. By writing the test plans
in parallel with designingthe firmware we found a lot of
problems that otherwise might have been overlooked.
To minimize the effort required during the testing phase
an automatic test packagewas developedto run most of
the tests.This test packageacceptedtest scripts, exercised
the product, checked for correct responses,and reported
any anomaliesto the test engineer.This enabledus to run
testsduring periodswhen therewere no engineersavailable
to monitor the tests.
All problemswere recordedin a defecttracking system.
This system was used to monitor the number of defects
found, their severity,and the reasonfor each defect.It was
also used to monitor the current status of each defect so
that we could determine how many defectsstill had to be
resolved. From this information we were able to monitor
the progress of the project, and to tell whether the defect
rate was under control.
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Results
As mentioned earlier, the firmware for this project was
on the critical path from the beginning. As it turned out,
our progress was so good that we were able to meet all
major deadlines. Table I shows that our original estimates
were very accurate and we achieved very respectable figures for our estimation quality factors (EQFs). for each
phase of the project.
Table I
Project Estimation Quality Factors (EAFs)
Activity

EQF

Analysis
Design
Coding
Functional
Testing
System
Integration
TotalProject

9.0
7.5
9.3
11.5

Estimated
Elapsed
Months
4.5
7.7
1,.1,
4.2

5.0

4.O

8.1

15.5

Actual
Elapsed
Months

Estimated
Actual
Engineer Engineer
Months
Months

5.0
2.O
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6.5
6.25
21.O
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During the analysis phase we defined over 420 processes
on the data flow diagrams which resulted in about S70
procedures in the final product. The final code consisted
of 24 KNCSS (thousand lines of noncomment source statements), and 123 kilobytes of object code.
Defects were tracked and a chart maintained to show the
cumulative number of defects detected as a function of
elapsed time. A code path monitor, which kept a count of
the number of code statements tested, was run while the
regression test package was being run. When the total test
package was run, 85% of the statements were being exercised. The code path monitor enabled us to verify that
100% of the most critical areas of the code were being
'EOF gives
the reciprocal of the average discrepancy between the estimated and the
actual duration of a phase. An EQF of 8 is considered to be good for software estimates.
See reference 6 for more information about EOF.
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Fig. 12. One of the module specificationsfor the state transitiondiagramshown in Fig. 10.
exercised. These figures do not take into account the extra
code coverage that individual engineers achieved during
their module testing activities. Our expectation at the outset
of the project was that we would achieve 70% code coverage. Fig. 14 shows the cumulative number of defects found
and the known code coverage, and compares the actual
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Fig. 14. Cumulativedefect and code coverage.
figures against the expected figures. This data illustrates
the completeness of testing performed.

Conclusion
Structured methods really are appropriate for the development of firmware on major projects. The mistakes
that we made were mainly caused by our inexperience
with the methods and tools. Access to an experienced practitioner as a consultant or as a member of the team would
have eliminated many of our problems. We carried out
these firmware development process changes to meet the
needs of a particular product development. Our challenge
now is to continue to improve our firmware development
process and extend what we have learned to future projects.
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ProductDevelopmentUsing
Object-Oriented
SoftwareTechnology
Object-orientedtechnologyis rapidly becoming an
acceptedtechnologyfor designingand developingsoftware
sysfems.Thispaper providesa brief history,atutorial,and
a descriptionof HP'sLake SfeyenslnstrumentDivision's
experienceusing the technologyfor product development.
by ThomasF. Kraemer
BIECT-ORIENTEDSOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY is
rapidly changing the way software systems are
being designed and developed, and the way we
think about and use computers. Over the last eight years
HP has been active in the research and use of this technology. HP has completed several products that use an objectoriented approach, and the technology continues to be used
in new product development. The essential idea in the
object-oriented approach is that data and procedures are
represented in a structure called an object, and the data is
only accessible through the procedures contained in the
object. Also, objects are the basic building blocks for any
system designed using an object-oriented approach. The
reason for such interest in this technology is that it provides
a productive and powerful paradigm for software development, and it addresses such issues as code reuse and soft-

Key:

_

ware maintainability.
Since object-oriented technology requires a new way of
thinking about software development, some questions exist
regarding its origin, its difference from established software
development methodologies, and the advantages it offers
the developer and the end user. This paper addresses these
questions by presenting a brief history and some basics
of object-oriented technology, and a description of the design and development of a product from HP's Lake Stevens
Instrument Division that uses an object-oriented language.

History
Computer science researchers started to look at objectoriented concepts in the late 1960s. The concept of data
hiding, in which data is accessed only through a well-defined interface and the data structure is unknown to the

= Non-Oblect-Oriented Language

r-_ #

__)Pascar

Fig. 1. Chronology of objectoriented languages since 1960.
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accessing routines, formed the foundation of the object
concept. This was followed by the development of abstract
data type systems. Abstract data types implement the data
hiding concept and include local procedures, which have
exclusive knowledge of the data structures within the data
type, and therefore perform all operations on the local data.
One of the first languages to explore and implement obiectoriented concepts was SimulaO7. Simula6T was developed
in the 1960s in Norway for modeling and simulation programs. Fig. 1 shows a chronology of object-oriented languagessince 1960. With the exception of Eiffel all of these
languages had their origins in a non-object-oriented language. Also, because the technology is still developing
there are several competing object-oriented languages and
no single approach has become a standard.
Object-oriented programming gained popularity with the
introduction of the the Smalltalk language.l Smalltalk was
originally implemented as part of the research work done
at Xerox Corporation's Palo AIto Research Center (PARC)
in the 1970s and early 1980s. The language attempted to
represent everything from individual bits to whole systems
as obiects. In 1981 HP Laboratories ported Smalltalk to an
HP research computer as part of an investigation of personal
computer environments.' The fine granularity of its implementation was adequate for research purposes, but because of poor performance Smalltalk was impractical on
generally available computers. However, many of the ideas
demonstrated by Smalltalk are still models for today's object-oriented systems, and Smalltalk is being commercially
developed on today's more powerful workstations.
By 1983 several research and commercial organizations,
including HP, were prototyping practical implementations
of object-oriented languages. Most of these implementations use a preprocessor that translates obiect-oriented programs into a conventional language such as C or Pascal.
This permits a hybrid approach in which the developer
can choose to program in C, Pascal, or even assembly language when appropriate. The idea is to provide an evolutionary rather than revolutionary path toward objectoriented programming. The designer is able to fall back on
established methods if the object-oriented approach causes
problems.
The artificial intelligence community has produced several object-oriented languages. The language Flavors inspired a series of languages leading to the Common Lisp
Object System ICLOS). CLOS includes object-oriented extensions to the Common Lisp system and is primarily an
evolving platform used by researchers. It is being designed

as part of the ANSI X3f13 Common Lisp standardization
process. HP played a role in the invention and development
of CLOS. The Stanford Artificial Intelligence Language
(SAIL) was based primarily on Algol and evolved into a
language called Mainsail which was used in the development of HP's Electronic Design System.
Pascal has been used as a foundation for several objectoriented languages. Additions made to Pascal to implement
an obiect-oriented concept called classes resulted in the
language Clascal and more recently Object Pascal. Clascal
was used to develop the Lisa computer from Apple Computers. Pascal was used for an early implementation of
HP's Softnet which influenced HP's version of Obiective-C.
HP's Objective-C modifications provided facilities to design systems in which customers could add new features
without requiring any changes to the original system, including compiling and linking. HP's use of this modified
version of Objective-C is covered later in this paper when
the development of HP VISTA is described.
The C language has been used as the foundation for several object-oriented language implementations. The Objective-C language, developed by Stepstone, Inc.3 is a C preprocessor that permits intermixing standard C code with statements similar to Smalltalk. C+ +a developed by AT&T
Bell Laboratories is another preprocessor that generates C
code. The Iatest object-oriented derivative from C is NextStep which is being codeveloped by Next Computers and
Stepstone using the Objective-C language.
Eiffel is a relatively new language whose goal is to support software engineering more effectively than C-based
languages can. Eiffel is a typed, object-oriented programming language from Interactive Software Engineering, Inc..
It is compiled into C and comes with a class library including graphics classes based on X11 (the X Window System,@
Version 11). Eiffel is available on HP 9000 Series 300 HP-UX
workstations.

obiect-a

Obiecr

Data Private
to the Object

Fig.2. Object encapsulation.The object has an internaldata
structure, which is private to the object, and methods (procedures), which have sole access lo the data.
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Fag.3. Mapping messages to code in a obiect. Whena message is sent to an object the method name (selector name
in Objective-C)is mapped to a table of pointerswhich point
to the code segments for the methods.

Obfect-OrientedTechnology
Object-orientedtechnologyincludes object-orientedprogramming languages and object-oriented design methodologies and processes.Becauseobject-orientedconcepts
are so very different from conventional procedure-based
design techniques and programming languageslike C and
Fortran, developing an object-oriented design is initially
difficult for software designers.
The following sections describe some fundamental concepts about object-orientedtechnology. Becauseobjectoriented technology is rapidly evolving and researchersare
exploring new approachesto object-oriented implementation, there are conceptspresentedthat cannot be fully described in this article.
Encapsulation and Messaging
In procedure-basedsystems, software developers are
concerned with creating global data structures and procedures and functions that operate on the data. In an objectoriented environment, developers are concerned with
using and creatingobjectsto build a system.Objectscontain
local data structures and local procedures to operate on
the data. The technical term for this is encapsulation.* The
current valuesof an object'sinternal datadefinethe object's
current stateand the object'sbehavior is dependenton its
current state. The concept of data abstraction makes the
data inside an object private and accessibleonly through
one of the proceduresassociatedwith the object. Procedures inside an object are called methods. Fig. 2 shows a
representationof object encapsulation.
Restrictingaccessto data in this manner may appearto
be a serious restriction to programmers accustomed to accessingshareddatastructuresdirectly from any procedure.
However, there are some advantagesto imposing this restriction:
This is not the same as Newwave encapsulationdescribed in the article "Encapsulation
ot Applications in the Newwave Environment,"on page 57.

'Data structuresare the same.
Fig. 5. Srmp/e inheritance. objecLainherlts method_1from obiecLb.
r The software can be tested more thoroughly because the
data is private to the object and is only modified by the
object's methods. A common source of defects in conventional software is a situation in which a shared data
structure is modified by one procedure unknown to a
second procedure. The second procedure then uses the
modified data and generates errors. In contrast the definition of the object's interface can be guaranteed to work
when used by other objects because the data structure
is private to the object.
I Because all data is accessed by methods associated with
the object, the internal representation of the data structure can change without changing any of the software

Display Representations

Messages

Pointers

Fig. 4. Polymorphism allows the
same message to be sentto different objects regardless of their
internal data types and code
implementations.
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that uses the data. This is another common problem in
conventional software; it can be difficult to modify a
data structure because it requires finding and modifying
all references to the data structure. In an object, the
methods can be improved and become immediately
available everywhere without having to change anything
else.
Objects communicate with other objects by sending messages.An object's interface is defined by the messagesthat
can be sent to it. The set of messagesan object's interface will
respond to is sometimes called an obiect's protocol. These
messages cause methods to be invoked to perform various
functions or to obtain data. A message typically consists
of the name of the object to which the message is to be
sent, the methods to be invoked, and any arguments required. For example, a print message sent to an output
object would cause the object to invoke the method responsible for doing printing. See "Objective-C Coding Example," on page 95 for an example of sending messages.
This message scheme is one of the fundamental differences between object-oriented programs and procedural
programs. In procedural languages the routine to perform
any function is directly invoked by another, whereas in an
object-oriented language methods are not directly invoked.
Each message to an object is mapped to a table containing
pointers to the code segments for each method. Therefore,
a method in an object consists of its pointer and code. Fig.
3 illustrates this concept. This scheme enables each object
to decide what specific code segment is run to fulfill an
external request. The physical implementation of this concept varies between languages.

Polymorphism
Polymorphismin object-oriented
methodologymeans
that the same message can be sent to different objects without concern for the method implementations or the type
of data structures in each object. Only the functional
specifications and the message protocol for dealing with
the object are important. The same message may yield a
different response depending on the object receiving the
message. For example, in Fig. 4 a message called show,
which causes an object to display itself on the screen, is
sent to two different objects. In objecla the data type represents graphic coordinates and the code performs graphics
operations. In objeclb the data type is simply an array of
real numbers and the code performs formatted print operations. Note that the functional specification (i.e., cause an
object to display itself) and the message protocol for show
remain the same for both objects. From this example it can
be seen that a good application of polymorphism is an
iconic user interface, where many different objects, determined by the user, can appear on the screen.
To handle different types in a procedural language, the
programmer must anticipate and provide for all the different types of data structures. For example, in Pascal to contend with different data types a programmer might use an
construct or CASEstatement to execute differIF-THEN-ELSE
ent procedures depending on whether the data structure
contains integers or real numbers. This may work initially,
but it becomes a maintenance problem if a new data type
is added, causing the programmer to modify the program
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statements to include the new type. Then the program must
be recompiled and reloaded.

Inheritanceand Ownership
Objectdefinitionscanbe sharedand reusedamongoblobiect-x
melhod_1 i
at azl

obiect-x

Pointers

lobiect-a
melhod_1 :
at azl

Poinlers
--'

x

=)
I
(a)

lobist-x
method-l I
at azl

Fig.6. Additional approaches to inheritance. (a) obtea=ainherlfs method_1from oblea-x..New code and data slructures
are added to objecla but the same interface to the object is
maintained. (b,)objeclb inheritsall the methods from objec..r
and a new method and additional data structures are added
to obieclb.

jects without having to make duplicate copies. Also, the
functionality of an object can be expanded without modifying the original object. This capability is referred to as
object inherits functionality from another
inheritance-the
object which it can expand and build on by adding data
and new methods. Fig. 5 illustrates inheritance: objeclb
inherits method-1from objecla. The data structure in obiect.b
that is used by method-1 from objecla must be in the same
form as in oblect-a.However, the data values used by method1 in objeclb are still private to objeclb. Method-1gains access
to the data structure in objecLb through a pointer that is set
up when objeclb is created or by a pointer that is passed
to it from objeclb.
Inheritance can be implemented easily since messages
are mapped via a table that points to what code should be
executed. This table can just as easily point to another
object's message table, thereby inheriting the other object's
functionality. In some languages, like Smalltalk and Objective-C, a strict hierarchy is imposed. Inheritance is only
allowed from one other class of objects. Other languages
allow objects to inherit functionality from more than one
class of objects. Advantages resulting from being able to
inherit functionality include :
r Inheritance results in a significantly smaller amount of
code for identical functionality. This is because objects
can be defined incrementally in terms of other kinds of
objects.
I Inheritance can provide a convenient way of organizing
and describing the relationships between objects. For
example, a class of objects called "employee record"
contains all of the generic information about an employee such as name, rank, and serial number. If there
are multiple types of employees such as managers, professionals, and nonprofessionals, a new type of object
could be defined for each of these $oups that would
include data and operations specific to each group. For
managers, this might be the department budget, number
of employees, and other data that might not be relevant
to the categories of professionals and nonprofessionals.
Since each new object type inherits from the same employee object definition, the generic employee methods,
such as a request to print out the employee's name, are
executed in the same way. These new objects do not
need to copy or reimplement the "print" employee
method.

There are three typical approaches to inheritance. First,
a method can be inherited from another object and used
as is with no modifications as shown in Fig. 5. Second,
the same method and the same interface to the method can
be inherited and modifications to the method can be made.
These modifications might include code to handle new
data structures as well as the inherited data structure. The
same interface means that the inherited and modified
method will respond to the same messages it did before.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6a where the same message that
invokes method-1 in objeclx can also be used to invoke
method-1 in objecla. Finally, all the methods of object-x can
be inherited and new methods and additional data structures can be added to the inheriting object. This is illustrated in Fig. 6b.
Inheritance is sometimes confused with ownership. An
object might own another object because the other object
is part of its internal data (see Fig. 7). Owned objects communicate with the owner with the same messages as before.
However, the owned object is not directly accessible or
visible to objects outside the owner.
Class
Many object-oriented languages allow the definition of
a class of objects. A class is a template that can be used to
create multiple instances. Each instance is an independent
object with its own data and state but it shares identical
methods with all other objects of the same class. ObjectiveC and Smalltalk support classes.
There is not a universal agreement about the importance
of classes in an object-oriented language. Some objectoriented languages are classless. These include prototypi-
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cal languages which support inheritance, and actor-like
Ianguageswhich support concurrency but not inheritanie.

DesiredCharacteristics
therearesomecharacRegardless
of theimplementation,
teristics that object-orientedlanguagesand methodologies
should have to ensurethat they continue to be useful as a
softwaredevelopmenttechnology.Thesecharacteristicsinclude:
r Modifiability. It should be possibleto "plug" new software objects into an existing system without having to
changethe original system.This allows the customerto
enhance and expand a system just like plugging new
hardware cards into a computer. This has been called a
software card cage or software IC,s to use a hardware
analogy. In the context of software engineering this
meansdynamically linking and loading a softwaremodule after the program has started running. Today, new
functionality is normally added to software systemsby
recompiling and relinking the entire software system.
This is a tedious and time-consumingprocessand usually impractical to do by end users. Dynamic linking
allows a user to add a new object to a sysrem more
quickly than relinking and reloading the entire system.
This kind of modularity allows software objects to be
designedin relativeisolation and at different times while
remaining compatible.
I Portability. Objectsshould be able to move from system
to system and be usable in a wide range of software
products. This should be as easy as the user's popping
up a window (possibly connected over the network to
another systemJ,selectingthe desired object, and then
selectingwhat to do with it.
I Reusability.It should be possiblefor newly createdobjectsto havefunctionality that representsan incremental
expansion of the functionality of existing objects.This
allows reusewithout having to wasteextratime or memory spaceto duplicate previous work. There should be
catalogsof these standardsoftware objectsavailablefor
generaluse.
I Usability. At the user's request most objects should be
viewable.With more familiarity and experiencethe user
should be able to view and manipulate objectsthat may
not be prominently visible to a novice user. Each object
should be storableand retrievableby the user.The object
environment needsto follow modern user interfacecon-

ventions and de facto standards.It is widely accepted
that objectsare an excellent way to implement modern
human-to-computerinterfaces.
I Reliability. Since objectsare fundamental systembuilding blocks, each object must be tested as if it were a
complete software unit and all the standard structural
and functional testing methods must be applied to it.6
Also, processand defect monitors should be built into
every system.
I Performance.Object-orientedsystems should not prevent the encapsulation of high-performanceor highly
tuned software.
I Supportability.Regressiontest suitesmust exist to retest
objectswheneverthey are changedto ensurethat no new
defectsare introduced and their interaction with other
objectsremainsthe same.This implies that objectsmust
have hooks included to ensure testability.
I Compatibility. Obiect-oriented systems should work
with existing conventional software.This is important
to preserveprevious investmentsand allow compatibility with emergingsoftware standards.
These characteristicshave been implemented in some
object-orientedimplementationsand some are still topics
of research.Together they form a vision of what objectoriented systemsare trying to achieve. No system today
implements everything. Formal design methods can be
used to expressand communicate an object-orienteddesign. This is essentialfor building complex software systems since it allows a designto be analyzedand improved
in a systematicway. Like any other design methodology
the successfuluse of object-orientedtechniques depends
on good project managementand tools, such as a defect
tracking system and configuration management.
Recent HP Experience
Several products at Hewlett-Packardhave used objectoriented approaches.They include the NewWave environment,7 a chemical data editor, a dynamic signal measurement and analysis system, and an electronic engineering
computer-aideddesign system.
NewWave objects typically correspondto the kinds of
data ordinarily associatedwith traditional office application programs:complete documents,spreadsheets,charts,
drawings, and so on. The most noticeable feature of a NewWave object is that a user never needs to know what program actually managesthe object.The user simply asksto

FacelessInstrument Rack

Fig.9. Hardware block diagram
for the HP 35655 Stgrna/Processing System.
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perform some operation on an object and the NewWave
object management facility (OMF) automatically associates
the object with the correct application.
The chemical data editor is part of an HP Chemstation
used to perform chemical analysis. The editor portion is
written in an object-oriented manner by using Pascal records as objects containing a pointer to a class dispatch
table. Seven classes of objects represent the different data
types corresponding to chemical spectra. The editor allows
the user to manipulate the data. The key benefit of objectoriented programming to this editor is the ability to treat
different styles of spectra (data types) in a similar way.
This makes the manipulation of the test results much easier
for the user.
HP's Electronic Design System is written in the Mainsail
language with object-oriented extensions. This system allows software objects to be created incrementally
and
linked dynamically to the existing system. Polymorphism
is used to help implement generic routines that handle a
wide variety of computer-aided design data.
Recently, HP's Lake Stevens Instrument Division introduced the HP VISTA software product which is a dynamic
signal measurement and analysis system implemented
with the Objective-C programming language. HP VISTA is
described in more detail in the next section.
More HP products are under development using objectoriented technologies. In many casesthe use of obiects is not
directly observable by the end user. In other cases the user
has explicit control over creating and using new objects.

HP VISTA
HP VISTA is the software portion of the HP 35655 Signal
Processing System. The system is used for dynamic signal
analysis. Real and imaginary components of electrical signals are measured and digital signal processing techniques,
like the fast Fourier transform, are used to calculate the
frequency-domain components. The measured electrical
signals can come from a wide range of sources and transducers. Knowledge gained from these measurements can
be used to improve a design or detect faulty machinery.
One common application of a dynamic signal processing
system is in the design and testing of mechanical structures
(modal analysis). A mechanical structure, such as an
airplane body, can be drawn on a computer-aided design
system and analyzed with finite element methods. A prototype can be built and tested by measuring the outputs of
accelerometers attached to different points on the structure
while shaking the structure with a random input.
The random input has a broad bandwidth and will cause
all of the modes of vibration of the structure to be excited.
The frequency spectrum plot of each transducer will peak
at a frequency associated with the natural vibration of the
structure. A structure can be formally modeled by parameters that describe each mode of vibration (see Fig. B). The
resulting modal model is useful for simulating modifications to the structure.
The HP 35655 hardware (see Fig. 9) provides a rack that
can hold up to sixty-three input modules. Each input module contains analog-to-digital converters for data acquisition, memory buffers for one or more input channels, and
Design Example
hardware dedicated to digital filtering and zoom analysis.
The master module contains a dedicated 16-bit processor
There are no cookbook procedures or formal methods
and additional digital signal processing hardware to fetch
that can be used to generateand analyzean object-oriented
data from each input buffer for windowing, transforming,
design and this is still an area of active research.The arand uploading data to a host computer via an HP-IB (IEEE
chitecturedocumentedhereillustratesone way of applying
4BB, IEC 625) interface.
object-orientedtechniquesfor product development.
The HP VISTA software resides on the host computer
and provides the user interface and processes for interactive control of the measurement and analysis functions and
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Fig. 10. Typical HP VISTA display showing a virtual instrument screen.

Selection of an Object-Oriented Language
The developers of the HP VISTA product had previous
experience with several large instrument firmware projects
written in Pascal. The complexity and size of HP VISTA
required a new software engineering approach. Since the
range of applications for dynamic signal analysis is very
large, the major goals for HP VISTA were to provide a
system that enabled customers to configure their own software and add new hardware into the svstem. It was also
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important to be able to add new features to the product
incrementally.
Object-orientedsoftwarewas able to satisfy thesegoals.
The HP VISTA product was initially basedon the Softnet
technology developed by a group at HP's Ft. Collins Engineering Operation.These conceptswere ported to C for
compatibility with the HP-UX system.This C-basedobjectoriented system was enhancedto include encapsulation,
messagingto support polymorphism, and inheritance.
During the early development stagesof HP VISTA, a
group at HP's Loveland MeasurementSystem Operation
was using and and extendingthe Objective-Cprogramming
language.The HP VISTA C code was ported to Objective-C
halfway through the project to permit sharing of code and
ideas with other HP development groups. Software engineeringissuessuch as sourcecode control and configuration managementwere worked out in parallel (see"ObjectOriented Life Cycles" on page 98).
Faceless Instruments
The use of a general-purposeHP workstation as the primary interface to instruments is a fairly new concept. Instruments traditionally have been contained in a dedicated
box with a display and buttonson the front panel for control
and observation.The development of the HP-IB interface
permitted these stand-aloneinstruments to be controlled
from a central computer, but the primary interface remained via the front panel.
A "faceless" instrument transfers the primary interface
from the front panel of the instrument to the screen of a
general-purposecomputer. This makes it easierto interface
with a group of instruments, and it is a lower-cost solution
since it eliminates the redundant displays and front panels
on each instrument. The HP PC Instruments8 family was
the first HP product line to build facelessinstrument modules with the user interface displayed on a personal computer screen. These software displays mimic the buttons
and displays seen on a normal instrument front panel.
HP VISTA software also controls a group of facelessinsbuments that can support hundreds of input channels.
Becauseof the number of input channels, the HP VISTA
computer display cannot duplicate a standard front panel
on its smaller display. A method was devisedfor controlling and viewing measurement activity via a windowed

user interface (seeFig. 10). HP VISTA does this by using
the standardHP Windows/9000system.Each obiect in HP
VISTA is capableof displaying itself in a window on the
screen.The user can also have other softwareapplications
displayed simultaneouslyin other windows. For example,
the user can view a drawing of a device while performing
measurementson it. It also allows the user to reconfigure
the display as required since windows can be added, deleted, and moved to different regions on the screen.
The user interface required several iterations to achieve
the goals of user configurability and easeof use. One version of the designconsidereduse of the entire display filled
with tiled* information. The display tiles are nonoverlapping and adjust in size if additional tiles are added to the
screen.The advantageto this approach is that it provides
the userwith a consistentview of the system.The disadvantage is that it is difficult to add new objects as they are
developed and the user may not want the exact display
chosenby the program.Another designproposedto display
every object in a directory from where it could be selected
and displayed. The advantagehere is total flexibility. The
major disadvantageis confusion by new users on where to
start work. Also, each window createsa new Hp-UX process, and too many processescan reduce system performance. The final design for the user interface settled on
limiting the display windows to a small number of objects
and tiling objects within these windows in a controlled
manner. Different-sized displays can be accommodated
with this technique and still provide the user with the
advantagesof windows.
Obiect ModelA/iedController
The HP VISTA systemis basedon three types of objects:
model objects,view objects,and controller objects(seeFig.
11). This organization is similar to that used in the
Smalltalk language.
In HP VISTA, model obiects contain data about the
hardware, data collectedfrom measurements,and data associatedwith computations.They alsocontainthe methods
to retrieve and manipulate the data. View objects own
model objects and they contain the methods to draw the
information contained in the model objects on a display.
*Tiled informationrefers to a window system in which wjndows are shaped and sized to
tit together without overlapping each other.

view Update
Messages

Fig. 11. Relationship between
model, view, and controller objects in HP VISTA.
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Obiective-CCoding Example
The HP VISTAsoftwareis writtenin the Objective-Cprogramming language.StandardC code can be freelylntermixed
with
Objective-Ccode becausea preprocessortranslatesObjectiveC code into standardC. Messageexpressionsare writtenas a
pair of balancedsquarebracessurroundingthe receiver,selector, and arguments.
Ireceiverselector:argument]
The receiver is the name of the object that will receive the
message.The selectoris the particularmethod that should be
performedby the receiver.Argumentsare parameterswhichcan
be eithersimpledata or otherobjects.
Messageexpressionsare allowedanywherefunctioncalls are
allowed in C. For example,a messageexpressioncan appear
as argumentsin the standardC printfunction:
printf("The
sizeof theset is 7odn",[asetsize]);
The standard C function,printf,will print out the string, "The
size of the set is N", where N is the number returnedfrom the
object aSetafter the methodsizeis executed.
Other objects can be sent along with the messageas arguments with the followingsyntax:

The controller object handles all of the user's input devices, such as the mouse and keyboard. The controller interprets the user inputs and maintains information about
the state of the input devices. The inputs can even come
from a computer-generated source such as an automatic
test program. A standard controller object can be used by
many different view objects.

Views and Subviews
HP VISTA has several general classes of view objects
that are widely reused either through inheritance or simply
by reusing the whole object. These view objects include
text displays, scroll bars, pushbuttons, and so on. A window display can be constructed from several of these view
oblects in a hierarchical manner. The subviews of a view
object are owned by and nested within the view when it
is displayed (see Fig. 13). Subviews are usually added to
a view when it is created and are set up to display the
individual objects that make up the model object.
Each view has the ability to calculate its size automatically from the positions and sizes of its subviews. This
permits subviews to change in size without requiring any
changes in code. A subview can operate as it would by
itself, or it can transfer responsibility to its superview. This
allows general-purpose subviews to be created which can
be selectively overridden by the superview.

DependentView Objects
[anobiectdo:arg1with:arg2l
Thrsstatementsaysto selectthe methoddo:with:
f romthe object
anobiect,
and use argumentsargt and arg2.For example,to sum
two coordinatepoint objects, coordxand coordy,they could be
sent to a summationobject aSumwith the message:
[aSumx: coordxy: coordy]
The Objective-Cpreprocessorconvertsthis syntaxinto standard C functroncalls. The preprocessoralso maps these messages into a more efficientform than if the function calls had
been writtendirectlyusing stringvalues.Also, becausethe messages are symbolic and do not refer to any specific function,
they can be dynamicallybound to any particularfunctionat run
time. This permitsthe efficientimplementation
of inheritance,
polymorphism,
and the abilityto linkand loadnewobjectsdynamically.

View objects send messages to model objects to retrieve
the information to be displayed.
With the model object separated from the view object
each can specialize in what it does best. A single model
object can be viewed in more than one way by creating
multiple view objects that own the same model object. In
Fig.72 a single model object that contains the current value
of the time of day is owned by two view objects. The view
objects use the time-of-day value from the model to display
two different representations of the time on the display.
Likewise, a single view object can be used to display many
different model objects. Because of the dynamic linking
and loading capability of objects, new objects can be dynamically added to a view object, thus eliminating the need to
provide for all combinations of models and views.

Each view object can automatically update the display
whenever the model object changes. The model object
maintains a list of all objects that want to be informed
whenever a change takes place. This list is called a dependency list. An object can request to be added to this list
by sending a message to the model object it wants to be
notified by when something changes. HP VISTA added this
capability to the Objective-C system.

ExceptionHandling
To preventthe systemfrom crashingbecauseof errors

Fig. 12. Two view oblects own the same model object. The
modelobjectcontainsthe currenttime of day. One viewobject
displays the time in analog format and the other view object
displays the time in digital format.
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in user input or measurement computations, Objective-C
was extended to include a try/recover exception handling
capability. Different sections of the code are declared a try
region, where if anything disrupts the normal sequence of
processing, such as division by zero or a hardware error,
the recover block of code is executed either to patch things
up and continue, or to inform the user that a problem exists.
Every attempt was made to provide the user with helpful
error messages so that any problem can be corrected and
a successful measurement made.
A try/recover block was also placed around the entire
HP VISTA system. The system is then protected against all
undetected software defects.These defects are trapped and
the user can continue to operate the system. Some of these
undetected defects might cause the system to freeze up and
require the user to restart the program. Despite rigorous
quality assurance testing, it is well known that software
defects can remain undetected for a long time. Obiectoriented programming improves this situation but it will
not guarantee zero defects.
HP VISTA Architecture
Between the model and view obiect categories, HP VISTA
has more than 300 different types of objects, which are
further categorized into three groups: virtual instrument
objects, measurement objects, and result objects. Each
group is made up of model and view objects, that is, there
are virtual instrument model and view obiects, measurement model and view oblects, and result model and view
objects. These categories and the relationship between the
objects and the display windows are shown in Fig. 14.
Virtual instrument objects encapsulate the instrument
hardware, which irrcludes input modules, source modules,
and the hardware configuration setup. All of the software
in HP VISTA interfaces with the hardware via the virtual
instrument objects.
The measurement objects perform generic measurement
functions such as arm, pause, continue, abort, and averaging, as well as functions specific to a particular measurement type. Typical measurement types include frequency
response functions and power spectrums.
The result objects store the computed measurement data.
This data is corrected for calibration variances and is available for display by various view objects. The result objects
can also be used for additional computation and processing
by the user.
The measurement folder, which appears in the virtual
instrument display window, lists all of the measurement
objects accepting data from the virtual instrument (see the
bottom window in Fig. 10). The user can request that multiple measurements be computed simultaneously from the
data collected by the virtual instrument objects.
A standard interface is defined between the virtual instrument objects and measurement objects as well as between the measurement objects and the result objects. These
interfaces permit one category to change its implementation
withnut affecting the other two categories of obiects. For
example, as new instrument hardware is introduced, only
the virtual instrument obiects need to change. The measurement and result objects can remain the same.
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Virtual Instrument Obiects and Dependency
All instrument hardware handled by HP VISTA is encapsulated by virtual instrument objects. The term virtual instrument was chosen to represent the fact that the software
representation is a virtual image of the instrumentation
hardware. The letters of the word VISTA stand for Virtual
Instrument System for Test and Analysis. The virtual instrument objects encapsulate the hardware setup state, the input
module states,and source module states.
Virtual instrument obiects read and update the state of
the hardware. HP VISTA's object dependency feature described in a previous section is used to automate updating
these obiects whenever the state of the hardware changes
or new modules are added. The use of dependency eliminates the need for each object to poll periodically for any
changes.
Each hardware input module is represented by an input
module object. Input module objects are displayed in the
input setup window. When an input module object changes
for any reason, it informs the appropriate virtual instrument
view object that a change has occurred. The virtual instrument view object can then take appropriate action. A common use for this scheme is to indicate when a new block
of data has been acquired. The input module loads its buffer
memory and signals all of its dependent objects that it has
new data. The objects signaled can then choose to use or
ignore the new data.
A standard interface exists between the virtual instrument
objects and measurement objects. The virtual instrument
collects one block of data from each input module and
creates an object containing an array of data block objects.
This general-purpose obiect contains the data from the input
module object and methods for performing measurement
calculations (e.g.,add two blocks of data, complex conjugate
addition, etc.). This object can be used by all measurement
objects. Measurement objects can also make requests to the
virtual instrument objects to activate instrument source
modules through a standard protocol of messages.

Concurrency
The process of collecting data and passing it on for further
computation is effectively an endless loop. A deferred messaging system was created in HP VISTA to allow messages
from the user to be executed while a measurement is taking
place. For example, the user may wish to change the voltage
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Fig. 13. Displaywindowconstructedoutof viewand subview
objects.

setting of a source output while performing some measurement process. Instead of forcing each object to waste CPU
time in a software loop that polls for new messages,a
deferred messagequeue was created.This queue is a list
of messageswaiting to be executed.
All messagessent to objectson the dependencylist are
sent to this deferredmessagequeue.Also, all messages
that
result from the user'spushing a button or selectinga menu
item are sent to this deferred messagequeue. The main
measurementloop is divided so that a deferredmessageis
sent frequently enough to objects on the dependency list
to allow a user'smessageto be executedin a timely fashion.
This createsthe illusion of two operations occurring at the
sametime even though there is only one program and one
HP-UX process.Userscan modify and display instrument
settings interactively while watching on-line updates of
the measurementin progress.The spawning of extra processesis not required and objects do not need to poll for
input-they just need to respondto messagessent to them.
Significant performance advantagesare achieved by reducing the number of processesrequired.
Measurement Objects
Measurement objects perform specific measurement
functions using the data collected by the virtual instrument
objects.The concept of inheritanceis used by all measurement objectsto provide new measurementfunctions incrementally. All measurement objects inherit key functionality from a super classobjectwhich implements a statema-

chine that handles all generic measurementfunctions, such
as arm, pause,continue, abort, and averaging.
Several different measurementobjects can make themselves dependent on the virtual instrument objects. Each
time a new set of data has been collected.a virtual instrument object informs each object on its dependency list that
new data is available.More than one measurementoblect
can be on a dependency list to permit the simultaneous
calculation of several measurement results from the same
data.
One specific measurement performed by HP VISTA is a
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) frequency responsefunction. There is a significant increasein measurement throughput and measurement accuracy associated
with processingmultiple simultaneousinputs. The calculation of this measurement requires a matrix computation
combining data from multiple channels.eThe MIMO frequency response measurementobject uses the data collected by the virtual instrument objects to do these computations.
Other measurementobjectsperform 1/3-octavemeasurements, power spectrum measurements,and time-domain
measurements.Dependingon the application, one or more
measurement objectsmight be using the virtual instrument
output simultaneously.Thesemeasurementobjectsare set
up and started in measurementwindows on the display.
The measurementwindows sometimescontain views of
the measuredresults.
(continuedon page 99)
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Fig. 14. HP VISTAarchitecture
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Obiect-Oriented Life Cycles
An independentmetricsgroup was formedearly in the HP
VISTAdevelopmentprocessto help measureand improvethe
softwaredevelopmentprocess.tlt was not clear whetheran
oblecforiented developmentprocess would fit into a conventional software developmentlife cycle. Some of the life cycle
modelsconsideredincluded:
r A code and fix model-write some code and fix the defects
lound.Detaileddesignis not consideredat the beginning.
r A stagewiseand waterfall2model-separate the development
processinto a designphase,a coding phase,and a testing
phase.
and integration
r An evolutionarydevelopmentmodel-incrementallybuild
rapid prototypesto gain earlyuser feedbackfor subsequent
This approachcan easilyhave
improvements
and evolution.
all of the problemsof the old code and fix model.This is a
popularapproachwithfourth-generation
languagesand spreadsheetapplicationswhen the developerdoes not know what
is requireduntilthe solutionis shown.
that is
r The transformmodel-develop a formalspecification
The objective
into an optimizedimplementation.
transformed
is to havean implementation
that can be provedcorrectand
errorJree.This methodis primarilyan area of research.
Previousprolect experienceindicatedthat none of these approacheswas a total solution.A common belief shared by the
designteam was that code shouldbe quicklyprototypedto gain
understanding
and experienceand thenthrownout.
operational
The code can then be rewrittenand constructedin a cleaner
and moreorganizedfashionbasedon the quick prototypeexperience. The only problemwith this approachis that becauseof
the pressureto releasea product quickly the prototypesmight
be shipped,resultingin maintenanceproblemsbecauseearly
prototypestypically consist of patched and poorly structured
code.
lifecycle
In additionto creatingand managinga development
othergoalsof the metricsprogramwereto developmethodsto:
r Showthe progressof a projectthroughoutdifferentphasesin
its lifecycle.
r Indicatewhen a prolect had passed from one phase of the
life cycle to the next.
I Monitorchangesto the product'sdefinition,internaldesign,
and code.
r lmproveresourceand scheduleplanningto help coordinate
project staffing,determinedevelopmentcosts, and forecast
fulureschedules.
r Flag any new process problemsthat a projectmight have.
It was made clearto the designteamthat the metricsprogram
was designedto measureprojectsand processesand not individual performance.The goal was to determineways in which
the process could be improved rather than find out who was
writingthe most code. This noncompetitiveapproachalongwith
an independentmetricsgroup was consideredessentialto acquiringgood, nonbiasedinformationto improvethe softwaredevelopmentprocess continually.
the needs
A waterfall model,modified to take intoconsideration
of object-orienteddevelopment,was usedto defineour developmentlifecycle.The majorphasesincluded:
of the
r Definitionphase,in which the externalspecifications
productfunctionalityare delined.
I Design phase, in which the system design is partitionedinto
of eachobject
objectsand the internaldesignand functionality
are defined.
r Coding phase, in which the objects and other modules are
created,tested,and debugged.

I Systemtestingphase, in which independenttestingof the
entireproductis performed.Duringthis phasethe systemis
100o/o
functionalwith some bugs and performanceproblems
remarnrng.
r Productionreleasephase,in which the productis released
with no remainingknowndefectsand an acceptablylowdefect
rate.3
For each phase metricswere defined and collectedto determine il that phasewas completed(see Table l). To encourage
minimumdevelopmenttime, differentparts of the projectwere
allowedto be at differentpoints in the life cycle. Graphsof the
metricscollectedwere used by managementfor planningpurposesand detectingprocessproblems.
Table I
Software Metrics Set by Life Gycle Phase
Phase:
Definition
Months
Engineering
Cumulative
DesignPhase:
Above Set. olus
ObiectClassesPlanned,Designed
MethodsPlanned,Designed
Planned
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/Classes
and Designed
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/MethodsPlanned
Coding Phase:
Above Set, plus
Object ClassesTested,Released
MethodsCoded, Tested
Total KNCSS(ThousandLinesoi Noncomment
SourceStatements)
Link Success Rate
CompileSuccessRate
HP-UXmakeTime
Released
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/Classes
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/MethodsReleased
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/KNCSS
SystemTestingPhase
Above Set, plus
DefectsFound,Resolved
CumulativeDefectsversusCumulativeQA Hours
Detect FindingRate
EstimatedQA HoursRemaining
QA Hours Per Week
UnresolvedDefects by Severity
Over All Phases:
Months
Engineering
Cumulative
Released
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/Classes
Tested
Productivity:EngineerlngMonths/Methods
Productivity:EngineeringMonths/KNCSS
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Result Objects
Resultscomputedby themeasurement
objectsarestored
in special result objects that include special information
about the measurement.This information includes data
correction information, units, input rangefactors,pointers
to where the measurementis documented,and so on. The
result objects inherit functionality from general-purpose
math objects.Theseresultsaredisplayedin result and trace
view windows.
Resultobjectscan be savedon disc by using an automatic
I/O feature of HP's Objective-C.Every object in HP VISTA
has the ability to saveitself on request.The saveprocedures
are nested so that a single messageto an object will save
the object and all of the objectsit uses.Therefore,the user
can save just the results, the virtual instrument setup objects,the measurementsetup objects,or everything except
the actual hardware.
Each result view object can be a dependent of a result
model object. Separatingthe view function allows each
measurementresult to be displayed in more than one way
by creating a new view object. Also, more than one view
object can be simultaneouslydisplaying the measurement
results.Each time the measurementobjectcomputesa new
result, it sendsa messageto a result model objectinforming
it that there has been a change.The result model object
then informs all of the result view objectson its dependency
list that it has new results.The result view objectscan then
take the new results and update the trace plots in the display windows. For example, a user can be viewing the
same measurementresults both as a frequency response
plot and as a Nyquist plot in two different windows.
The user of HP VISTA has a largeamount of control over
what measurementobjectsand results objectsare created
and displayed. This makes setting up a custom measurement display easy.The usercan open the specificmeasurements and results views required and position these on
the screenwhere desiredusing standardHP Windows/9000
menu commands. For users not requiring this flexibility,
objectscan be createdthat will manageand perform a specific measurementapplication. Theseapplicationsrequire
less knowledge about the windows and object system and
are easierto use.
A user programming languageis provided by HP VISTA
to permit users to send messagesto any object visible in
the system. With this feature the user can create automatic
scriptsto setup and performmeasurements
without human
interaction. The user can also create a user program to
processthe results further if required by the application.
Performance
Since HP VISTA measurementsmust be performed in
real time and on-line, considerationwas given to designing
the system for performance. Common folklore says that
object-orientedsystemsare slower than conventional systems becausedata can only be accessedby sending a large
number of messages.
HP VISTA was designed with an object-orientedlanguagethat permits the inclusion of standardC code where
required for performance reasons. Early in the design an
estimatewas made concerning what items should be objects and what items should be coded in C to increase

performance. For example, direct pointing into an array of
numbers was allowed in a controlled manner since millions
of array computations are performed.
Most of the anticipated bottlenecks did not become problems. Optimization work on the Objective-C language by
Stepstone Corporation and a group within HP resulted in
message execution times only a fraction slower than a standard procedure call. Several major performance problems
were solved during a tuning phase by modifying the offending algorithms and repartitioning some objects. Performance was also improved by measuring and determining
where the bottlenecks were and then rewriting those sections of code. This included eliminating objects in some
places and creating new objects elsewhere.
A common design issue related to object-oriented programming is the granularity of objects created. A fine-grain
object is one that performs a very small function in the
overall system. A large-grain object is one that encapsulates
a large amount of functionality. A common perception says
that a system with fine-grain objects will have poor performance because of the large number of messages required.
On the other hand, a system with too many large-grain
objects will not provide the user with many of the advantages of objects.
HP VISTA designers discovered that both large-grain and
fine-grain objects must be carefully chosen and designed
to balance system features with performance. Granularity
is an important system design issue that is still not wellunderstood. For example, a very fine-grain integer object
was created to aid in the display of integer numbers on the
screen. This object turned out to be a good use of an object
since it was able to fit into the standard view object structure and was updated automatically at a fairly low frequency. Only a couple of messages are sent to it and so it
is not a performance bottleneck. However, this is a poor
object to use in a numerically intensive application such
as a fast Fourier transform which requires fast and frequent
access to each integer value in an array. A faster design
would create an object with a fast Fourier transform method
coded using an array of integers rather than an array of
integer objects. This array of integers would be classified
as a coarser-grained object.
Additional performance tuning was done with HP
VISTA's interface to the HP Windows/9000 system and the
HP-UX operating system real-time extensions. An additional memory-locked process was created to store incoming blocks of data into an area of memory shared by the
main HP VISTA program. This memory queue buffers the
statistical time variations caused by hardware and operating system response time.

MemoryManagement
Thecreationanddestructionof objectsrequiresthatsystem memory be allocated and deallocated. These actions
can result in two problems: memory can be fragmented
into small and unusable pieces, and memory can run out
because memory space occupied by old objects is not reclaimed. The process of cleaning up memory is often referred
to as garbage collection. The program must periodically
reconfigure system memory space to avoid running out of
memory for new objects.
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The garbage collection process can take a significant
amount of time and could interfere with a real-time measurement process. HP VISTA designers carefully designed
the main real-time measurement loops so that memory
management is not required during operation. This is done
by recycling old objects every time through the measurement loop and avoiding the creation or destruction of new
objects. Outside of the measurement loop, a simple memory
garbage collection takes place in the background. The user
can also request a more complete garbage collection when
spare time is available.

Summary
Object-orientedtechnology representsa fundamentally
new way of creatingsoftware.It has not yet beenquantified
into a textbookprocedure.To be successful,object-oriented
approachesmust be applied in conjunction with good project managementand tools, such as a defecttracking system
and configurationmanagement.There areno panaceasthat
will eliminate software engineeringproblems, but objectoriented approacheswill help produce softwarethat is far
more tolerant of change.HP VISTA and other HP products
are examplesdemonstratingthese advantages'
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hardware, obiect-orientedprogramming, facelessinstrument and windowed userinterface,and multiple input/output frequencyresponsemeasurements.The design team's
solutions to technologicalproblems in each of theseareas
helped in the successfulcompletion of the HP VISTA product.
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